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Canada's Centennial Year 
is Ford of Canada's 
"5,000,000th Year" 
Early in 1967 Ford of Canada 
produced its 5,000,000th 
vehicle since the company 
was founded in 1904. 
Ford has moved ahead with Canada 
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THE FIRST HUNDRED YEARS 
What does Centennial mean 
to you? 
I hope it means a time to 
celebrate - a year marked by some happy 
and worthwhile activity - a year to be 
remembered because you contributed to 
the effort your school or other group made 
to mark the occasion. (Incidentally, I'd 
like to congratulate the Blue and White 
staff on their fine Centennial achievement.) 
I am sure that for many the 
end of the first hundred years will focus 
attention on the beginning of the next. 
It is obvious that the young people who take charge in this second century will hove 
to be better prepared than were their counterparts in the first . The emphasis on 
necessity for continuing education has resu lted in changes in the character of our 
schools: in curriculum, in technigue, in graduation requirements. The paraphernalia 
of education has changed along with changes in the paraphernalia of housing and 
manufacturing and transportation and communication. 
But there are some areas in education essential to successful living that 
hove not changed. Those qualities of integrity, concern for the rights of others, 
eagerness to tackle a hard job, initiative, pride in community., loyalty to country, 
all of which were o background for the education provided by the "little red 
schoolhouse", are still an integral and invaluable part of what the boy or girl must 
acquire in our modern, mufti-teacher, multi-course schools. 
B. W. Brown, B. A., M. E. 
VICE-PRINCIPAL'S MESSAGE 
Th is year a 11 eyes are focused on 
the past achievements and enormous pos-
sibilities of our great country. We have 
survived a hvndred years of nation-bui I ding 
- the last half of which our collegiate has 
been in some measure responsible. I feel 
very proud to have become a part of this 
school whose proud tradition and fine suc-
cess has produced many men and women 
who have contributed to the progress of 
our nation. 
As we begin our second century 
we have every reason to look with optimism 
and confidence in you, our youth, to shape 
this country as you grow into it. The Can-
ada of tomorrow offers the hope of oppor-
tunity to such men and women as w i 11 seek 
it out and grasp it. 
D. A. Mallender, B. A. 
TEACHERS 
BACK ROW: Mr. Bunt, Mr. Curry, Mr. Wortley, Mr. Miller, Mr. Cruickshouk, Mr. Dimmick, 
Mr. Kelley, Mr. Burr, Mr. McLeod, Mr. Sinclair, Mr. W. Young, Mr. Waddell, Mr. Lowden, 
Mr. A. C. Brown, Mr. Tyler. THIRD ROW: Mr. Montour, Mr. Dunn, Mr. Kupnicki, Mr. 
Morchini, Mr. Mandel, Mr. Testani, Mr. Pisko, Mr. Matteis, Mr. Thomas, Mr. McTovish, Mr. 
Parr, Mr. Atkinson, Mr. Hoggert. SECOND ROW: Mr. Wood, Mr. Krouse, Miss Zopotochny, 
Miss Knight, Miss Parkinson, Miss Holler, Mrs. L. Lawson, Mrs. Niel, Mrs. M. Lawson, Miss 
Shillington, Mrs. Monger, Mr . Fraser, Mr. Tesolin, Mr. Monforton. FIRST ROW: Miss 
Hutchinson, Miss Foils, Miss Skelly, Miss Mitchell, Miss DeMorco, Miss Taylor, Miss Johnson, 
Miss Manser, Mr. Mollender (Vice-Principal), Mr. B. W. Brown (Principal}, Miss Hewus, Mrs. 
Thurgood, Miss Vezina, Miss Pracey, Miss Hays, Mrs . McLeod, Mrs. Birch. 
NEW TEACHERS 
Forster' s loss is certainly our gain. MR . 
MALLENDER, who received his degreeot the 
University of Western Ontario, claims that our 
school is filled with outstanding students as well 
as being equipped with an excellent staff. We 
extend a hearty welcome to him'. 
Our guidance deportment has been extended to 
include the capabilities of MR. FRASER, a former 
teacher at North Essex District High. He shows an 
active interest in the students and the school. We 
hope that his time here will prove rewarding. 
MR. MANDELL, now teaching Latin, History and 
Guidance, received his degree at Athouse College 
of Education. He rates both students and school 
"First Closs". 
A graduate of University of Windsor, MR. DUNN, 
finds the students co-operative and the staff, 
friendly. Our Moth scholars will agree that he is 
a credit to Walkerville Collegiate 
After receiving a degree at the University of 
Windsor and four years teaching at Essex District 
High School, Ml SS HAYS hos found her way to 
W .C. I. where she teaches English. Welcome. 
Another new-comer to the home of the Tartans is 
MR. KELLY. He hos shown on active interest in 
the athletic field as wel I as in teaching Math. 
Science is looking up, since MISS VEZINA hos 
come to lend her capable services to Wolkerville. 
She originally come from Oakville. 
MISS KNIGHT, a pleasant addition to the 
Physical Education deportment graduated from 
the University of Western Ontario. She finds the 
"kids' keeness and cheery staff' provide a 
pleasing atmosphere. 
A graduate of the University of Windsor, MISS 
MANSER teaches French and Spanish. She 
believes that co-operation and interest combine 
to mould successful citizens. In her opinion, 
Walkerville is rich in both categories. 
Another former teacher at Forster, MRS. NEIL 
is happy to be port of our staff. We hope she 
will enjoy her stay here. 
The Elementary School System hos lost the 
services of MR. MATTEIS, who now teaches 
English at Walkerville. 
MISS ZAPOTOC HNY also a former Elementary 
School teacher has chosen to leach French to 
the students at Wolkerville. 
Geography students are glad to have MISS 
TAYLOR as their instuctor. She graduated from 
the University of Windsor. 
Learning French is o pleasure if MISS JOHNSON 
is the instructor. We wish her success in the time 
she spends here. Miss Johnson received her 
degree from the University of Windsor. 
MR. McCAULEY, another former elementary 
school teacher, finds it a pleasure teoching 
science to Wolkervi lle students. 
It's funny how a little piece of paper can put you 
in a whole new world 
Getting your driver's license makes the whole 
world a brighter place to live in. 
You can move. 
Without pestering Mom or Dad to drive you. 
Without depending on anybody else. 
But now a lot of other people are suddenly de· 
pending on you. 
Not for rides (although you like the feeling when 
you give somebody a lift). 
But for their lives. And their property. 
So don't take chances. Don't try to prove any-
thing when you drive-except that you are qualified 
to do it. 
In every way. 
PLYMOUTH Fury• PLYMOUTH Belvedere • DODGE• Coronet by DODGE • VALIANT• CHRYSLER• FARGO & DODGE TRUCKS 
,~CHRYSLER 
 CANADA LTD. 
THE HONOUR SOCIETY 
The Honour Society was established in 1959. It was set up to honour and 
encourage students to excel in four categories which are: 
Academic Achievement 
Athletic Participation 
Student Council and Clubs 
Service and Talent 
The Honour Society has developed a kee11er interest in the school and is developing 
leadership qualities. 
Group I 
When a student accumulates 100 points he is eligible for the honour 
society. For this he receives a crest. 
Group 11 
When a student reaches 175 points he receives further honour ond a ring. 
Group Ill 
When a student reaches 250 points he receives a trophy and his p icture in 
the school I ibrary. 
Mrs. Monger should receive a great deal of credit for the work that she puts forth. 
The Honour Society is wel l organized in her hands. 
MEMBERS GRADUATED 
1966 
Individual Trophy (250 pt. 
or over) 
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CRESTS (100 - 175 pt.) 
J ohn Basich 
Thomas Janick 




Dionne N icholson 
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Editor - in - chier 
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A$. idonl Editor 
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BusineH Monoger 
MR. J. G. HAGGERT 
Stoff Ad, isor 
Editorial 
Conoda's Centenniol Yeor is o time to look ot the post with 
pride and to the future with ontic:ipotion, This year we should also 
take time to look ol Wolkerville Collegiote's peal with the pride 
thot her outstanding oc:hievemenh should inspire. Then with o 
knowledge or our personal copobilities ot present we should decide 
whot our contribution will be towards on increosing greatness in 
Wolkerville' s Future. For it is to the present students or Wolkerville 
thot we look for the moteriols from which to build this continuing 
heritage. 
Let us :oke o look ot the foundations of the outstanding 
Wolkerville tradition. Of extreme importance to our school from its 
beginning wos the Stoff. Men like J. L. McNoughton ond W. N. 
Boll, two former principols, together with o devoted stoff moulded 
this school into o ploce whose reputot ion for scholastic ond athletic: 
excellence wos second to none. However, the students themselves 
ore olso responsible for these achievements. These students provided 
the members for the early teoms that brought glory lo Wolkerville 
othletic:olly --- such os the Boys' Soccer Teem which won tl-e W.S. 
S. A. Championship five times in the six years before 1929. These 
student• were the Ontario ;cholers and oword winne,.. who brought 
renown to Wolkerville scholoslicolly. All or these students hove 
given us on exomple to follow and from them we hove inherited the 
duty lo preserve our school's name. 
Let us now look ot the present to see what it portends for the 
future. Presently we hove on exc:ell.,nt Principol, Mr. Brown, who is 
ossisted by o capable staff. In recent years we hove seen Wolkerville 
score mony victories on the athletic rield and we hove seen her pro-
duce mony scholarship winners. But we must not rest on the reputo-
tion of those who hove gone before us. Knowing the post the ~tudenls 
of the prei.ent must be determined to add to Walkerville' s name for 
the future . It is up to us to accept the successes of the post os the 
stondord ond constantly seek to raise th,s stondord. The necessary 
tools ore present; the decision lies with todoy's students. 
It is in remembronce of the traditions or Wolkerville thot we 
ded icote this year's book. We hope thot in ii we hove captured some 
of the greatness of the Wolkerville tradition --- we hope thot this in 
Future years will serve lo inspire other students. 
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS 
Thi• year's Blue and White is on historical yearbook for our 
school . It " h istor ico I not only becouse it wos printed in Co nodo' s 
Centenniol Yeor, but also, because it is the first hord cover yeor-
000' to be available to all students. I wont to thank the student 
body for the privilege of being editor of this yeor's Blue and White 
ond I sincerely hope that oil students enjoy it. 
I would porticulorly like to thonk those who contributed to 
mok ing this yearbook o success: 
- The hordwork ing staff 
- The inner executive: Gerry McDonald, Pot Rider, Suzanne 
Lutsch and our stoff advisor, Mr. Hoggetl. 
- Mr. Brown, Mr. Mollonder ond oll members or the staff 
who contibuted in ony v.oy, 
- The office staff: Miss z. McKelvie, Miu H. Opocich, 
Mrs. H. Petrick, ond Miss C. Roy for their help and 
their typing. 
- Mr. Krouse, Mr. Morchini, the commercial classes, ond 
oil tho~ who did typing. 
- Our photographer\, Wild Studio. 
- All those prh,ote citizens who contributed so generously of 
their time ond tolenh. 
BLUE & WHITE CLASS REPRESENTATIVES 
BACK ROW: Ronald Renaud, George Cory, Donald Bridge, David Gammon, Sharon Dearing, Alan 
Schooley, Mike Beaton, Philip Ing . SECOND ROW: Janis StcwarL, sue Langmaid, Wendy 
Consection, Robin Frost, Judy Woodruff, Florence Rosenbaum, Susan Gee, Susan Sanderson. 
Mary McKenzie. Janet Grasb iel. FRONT ROW : Angie Kehl, Mary Kovacic, Dolores Momot iuk, 
Kathy Dengel, Dianne Brown, Wanda Skowron, Laura worby, Brenda Stevenson, Sandy 
Peterson. 
BLUE AND WHITE CLASS REPRESENTATIVES 
At the beginning of the school year one boy or girl from each class volun-
teers his or her services to the Blue and White as a representative for their home-
room. As class representative they are expected to compose their class news and 
also assist the Blue and Wh ite advertis ing managers in sell ing advertisements and 
patron ads. In addition they help to stimulate interest in the year-books through-
out the school. We hope these students will continue to reta in a pos ition on the 
staff in future years. 
~ SUPPORT OUR ADVERTISERS ®9 
FREEMAN'S ( Class 
Sol id State Centre )o 0 
of 
Transistor Radio 
Sales ond Service 91 




BACK ROW: Keith Johnson, Deon Zolev, George Thurgood, Doug Sprogue, Eric Jenkins, Roy 
Rush, Bob Thompson, Mike Koll. SECOND ROW: Jone! Groybiel, V.endy Steele, Wendy 
Chopmon, Elizobeth Ritchie, Heather Boyd, Judy Moc Loch Ion, Jone! Lembke, Jone Miesinszky, 
Elizobeth Reoder, Corol Mogdo, Mr. Hoggert, FIRST ROW: Eriko Gentseh, Morgie Anderson, 
Jeff Cowon, P~t Rider, Gerry McDonald, John Ritchie, Svzonne Lutseh, Cothie Parr, John 
Topping, Jennifer Locy, Jone Sounders. · 
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Stoff Advisor 
PAT RIDER, JEFF COWAN 
Advertising Monogers 
RAY RUSH 
LIZ RITCHIE Secretary ..••••.••.•.. JANE SAUNDERS 
Junior Closs News •..••• WENDY CHAPMAN 
Senior Class News •.•• . . GEORGE THURGOOD 
Groduotion .••..•••..•• WENDY STEELE 
Girls' Sports ..•.... . • . MARGIE ANDERSON 




ERICA GENTSC H 
JUDY McLAC HLAN 
JANH LEMBKE CAROL VIZARD 
HEATHER BOYD 
Boys' Sports ••••...•.•• 808 THOMPSON 
DOUG SPRAGUE 
Phot09rophy •....••.•.. CATHIE PARR 






WILHELMINE STROHSCHIEN Literary, Art •••..••. ... CAROL MAGDA 
lllustroto, ......•..•••• KEITH JOHNSON 
Condid Comero ••...••. ERIC JENKINS Agoro Representative 







9A REBECCA BEAR 
98 JANIS REGLEVICH 
9C BRENDA STEVENSON 
90 LAURA WOULY 
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9G DONALD BRIDGE 
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PAM FERENC 
91 JANET LEMBKE 
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RICHARD McDONALD ROBERT RAIL 
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JUDY WOODRUFF THOMAS BOYD 
GAIL ~OBINSON TIM GRIEVES 
CLASS REPRESENTATIVES 
10D DAVID GAMMON 
lOE WENDY CONSECTION 
IOF KATHY DENGEL 
lOG GRANT TRIP 
IOH PAT ROBINSON 
101 DIANNE BUSWER 
IOJ ANGIE KEHL 
10K PAM SOLIMA 
l lA SUSAN SANDERSON 
118 GEORGE CORY 
I IC FRANK MIESINER 
11 D ROBYN FREST 
11E SANDY PETERSON 
11 F DON RENAUD 
l lG JOHN CROZIER 
11 H FLORENCE ROSENBAUM 
12A HEATHER BERKELY 
128 CAROL VIZARD 
l2C ALAN SCHOOLEY 
12D SUSAN GEE 
12E RITA FATA 
12F WENDY PERCIVAL 
1'2GMIKE BEATON 
IJA ALAN ANDERSON 
IJB DAVE Moc:VICAR 
lJC KATE INNES 
130 SUE LANGMAID 
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Cornplimen.ts of ~e. Agoro. 
AGORA EXECUTIVE 
BACK ROW: Bob Osborne, David Milburn, David McKenzie, Bill Anderson, Tom Robson, Garth 
Eley, Ron Renaud, Alan Luborsky, Ken Biolkowski, Lorry Konyu. SECOND ROW: Riek Storrey, 
Jay Haddad, Bruce Mcloughlin, Christine Goggins, Judy Stewart, Jennifer Locy, Margie 
Anderson, Gabrielle Bociooga, Joan Bartlet, Pot Kwopsz, Barbara long, Michael Koll, Don 
Macleod, Ivan Benic. FIRST ROW: Mr. Dimmick, Dionne Berkeley, Cathy Stewart, Ruth Hillman, 
Janice Drakich, David Young, Reed Smith, Patty Green, Kirk Lyon (President), Meg Johnson, 
Dovid Saltmarche, John Ritchie, Anne McConville, Sondra Miller, Barbaro Bell, Jacqueline 
Posk, Mrs. Lawson. 
On September 28, 1966, 44 individuals gathered together for 
the first time to perform o function which is on integral part of school life. 
A new Agoro accepted an arduous challenge passed on by its predecessor, 
a challenge which demands the total of on individual's creativity and de-
votion. 
Proudly, I con soy that each new challenge hos been met with 
enthusiasm and integrity; each reversal accepted as a lesson. 
What motivates a student to occepr the responsibility entrusted to every Agoro rep-
resentative? Surely, it cannot be glory. Success unjustly tends to be accredited to the president. 
But what of the others who tend to be un-sung heroes, those who hove unselfishly given of time, 
thought and effort and who hove deftly accomplished seemingly insurmountable tasks? The pres-
ident's report fortunately affords him an opportunity to express the thanks of the Student Body as 
wel I as personal thanks for a gratifying experience. 
To me, the actions of Reed Smith ( vice-president), Meg Johnson (secretary), John 
Ritchie (treasurer), Potty Green (social), David Young (assemblies) and David Soltmorche 
(publicity), the inner executive is indicative of the true spirit of the Agoro. They undoubtedly 
deserve special recognition. 
An organization whose financial resources reach 55,000., whose membership numbers 
in the hundreds and which asserts itself in all phases of school life naturally requires dependable 
guidance. Again this year, Mr. Brown, our honorary president, Mr. Dimmick and Mrs. Lawson 
provided the necessary tutelage. Mr. Dimmick' s unselfish effort hos guided the Social and 
Assembly Committee to unparalleled success. To Mr. Brown go the thanks of us all. Above all, 
we must acknowledge the contribution of Mrs. Lawson whose combination of enthusiasm and ex-
perience hos moulded the Agoro into the fine organization which it is today. 
The challenge is passed on ..... 
Kirk Lyon, President. 
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GM Leadership Starts With McKinnon 
The only way to get to see the Mc Kinnon - built part of a GM car is 
by li fting the hood - or crawling underneath. That way you can 
inspect the engine, transmission , differential and rear ax le to your 
heart's content. Most people ore satisfied to know that these very 
important items are a l I there and funct ioning smoothly in Canada's 
most popular cars. And as long as most people are satisfied, then we 
at Mc Kinnon are satisfied too. You don't see what we build very 
often - but even the best cars (GM cars) wouldn't get very far wi th-
out it 1• Gives us a worm feel ing, know ing that we' re needed. Have 
been since 1878 , in fact. 
McKinnon Industries Limited 
Subsidiary of 
General Motors Corporation 
St. Catherines Windsor 
14 
MR. LOWDEN 13A MR. WADDELL l3B MR. McLEOD l3C 
MISS HUTCHINSON 13D MR, BURR 13E MR. MARCHINI 12D 
DIANE AKERMAN 13E 
App.: perpctuolly smiling 
F.: U. of W., History 
rnojor 
•n: repealing trodition 
P.O.: still bottling the 
bulge 
T .M. : counting colories 
Wk .: listening to the radio, 
smiling moles 
ALAN ANDERSON l3A 
App.: strictly socialist 
P.P.: work, hoircyt,, etc. 
P. D.: photographer for 
Ployboy 
F.S . : I should'o rook 
French 
F.P.: J~rry Booth's Fun 
Hou1e 
1//k .: long block hair 
ANNA ANGELINI 13C 
Aop .• dor~ - ycd bcoul y 
F.: U. of II • , Aris course 
'n: tcoching 
P.O. : writing or o blocf-
b a,d 
P .P. · Lotir 
,i.: s, .. -n, 0'1 
PETE ASSELSTINE 13A 
Ap,>.: who coref? Meg? 
S.: football 
•n: only Meg knows for 
sure 
F. P. : driving o Vivo 
N . N.: even Mr. Miller 
couldn't think of one 
Wk .: siding, sailing, and 
of course, Meg . 
VALERIE BAKER 130 
App.: ground- zero in o 
nuclear explasioo 
F.: Windsor Teacher's 
College 
P. D.· lost in the barren, 
T.M.: Ar, Bell, Jim 
DIANNE BERKELEY 130 
App.: here, there, every-
where 
S .: fennis, badminton 
S.C.: G.A .A . , Agoro, 
U.N . club, French 
club 
F. : Western 
F .S.: That's the way life 
is - unfoir. 
Wk.: Jenny Berlsetey, the 
glosses 
F. S. : Never do today, what 
you con put off t 111 to-
morrow. 
Wk . : Old Spice, green M. 
G.' s, blond barber, 
ELAINE BALDWIN 130 
App.: a real teeny-bopper 
F.: University of Windsor 




P.P.: making smoll loll 
with half-wit, 
F.P.: mi.,glin9 v.ith the 
colleg" crowd 
FRANCINE BORDOFF 130 
App.: TNT 
F.: nurse 
. n- still knilling my own 
sweaters 
P.P. : selling auto port> 
F .P,: proctic ing I Lav<! 
in Bloom' 
WI:.! Tiger 
MARY BOYD 130 
App.: hormle•s at first 
F.: Gue I ph C O<>servot i n 
ond For,,slry 
P.P.: 7:300. m. orchesha 
prac I ic,~~ 
P.O.: counting chipm,mks 
in Nollhe,n Canada 
T .M.: TR3 
Wk. Kon 
STEVE BOZANICH 130 
App.: o reo I smooth cookie 
F . : U. ofW., general 
arts 
P.P. : girls with gobs of 
eye mcke-up 
P. O. : millionaire ployboy 
F .S . : Did someone soy 
' Your Highness'? 
N . N . : Czar 
BOB CLARK 13A 
App.: definitely not owake 
S,C,; B.A . A . , c11det 
officer, Honour Society 
F . P.: sleep, footbol 1, more 
sleep 
P. P. : answering questions, 
catching footballs, 
P. D.: obscurity 
Wk .: aggressive girls 
F. S . : I don' t know. 
BEVERLY BUCHANAN 13C 
App.: blond bomber 
KEN BRANDES 13A 
F. : Western? 
F. P.: existing 
P.P. : talking football, 
boseboll, etc. 
F .S.: anything negative 
T .M.: what else but Bob? 
~pp.: morning or ofternoon't 
•n: official starter at 
Windsor Raceway 
P.D.: president of L.C.B.O 
F.P.: having kool-oid 
parties 
T.M.: fot posterior 
F.S . : I'm willing 
JIM BROADWELL 13E 
App.: unique 
F. P. : racing cockroaches 
P.P.: Bluo, & Whito, in-
h.•rrogot ions; 
P. 0.: canon i zot ion 
T.M.: N.K.D. gym bog 
F.S.: NIHIL sudoni, 
App.: run over by o loaded 
gor boge lruc k 
F.: W.C.I • 
'77: unemployed 
T.M.: friendly persuader 
S.: footbol I 
Wk .: 5' 4" blondes with o 
good right c '°" 
TERRY J. ClfBlN l3A 
App.: b.,o, h bum 
F.: U. ol T ., A,chit,•ct-
vrol En9inee1 ing 
JOHN COMISSO l3C 
App.: Jerry Lewi>? 
F.: U. ofW., p,ychology 
'77: fire hydrant decorator 
F. P.: behind closed doors 
P.O. : to b. called to "bo," 
Wk.: 5'8" Polock blonde, 
NEIL CONSECTION 13C 
App.: who cores? 
F.: U. of W., p,yd1ology 
P. P. : T. F., weightlcnnl"ss 
P.O .. B,isson'5 [p~ol 
expe1imcnt 
T.M.: impe,ceptible 
Wk.: gold keg, long hair 
P, P.: definitely not gills 
P.O.: di,c jodcy for Rodio 
F,, . ._. Eu,op,., 
'n, ,aking th .. beach at 
Point Pel,·e 












SHANNON CURRY 13D 
App.: freshly ,crubbed 
T .M.: o silver stick 
F.P.: R.M.S., potl;e, 
P.P.: Rkhard 
'77· crozy muiicion 
P. D.: S.C./S.B.C . C. 
/C.8. 
SONIA CYSAK t3C 
App.: bewitched, bothered 
and bew ildcred 
F . : University of Windsor 
F.P.: planning ohrod £0< 
Lindo 
P. P.: prople who pronoun-
ce my nome wrong 
P.O . : riding in '66 XL 
Y,, .: Honcw 
SHARON DEARING t3E 
Ao)p.: copisrtie 
F., wars ing or Wind,or 
8 .. sir<·ll College 
F.P.: v.oiting fo, tmother 
ph no call 
P.P.• pecplc who don't 
u C" turn igr oh, 
RON DEZIAL 13C 
App.: mouldy 
S,: Joe hero in everything 
F.: pri>en 
F.P. : dart games in 
Biology 
P.D.: the slob 
Wk .: my stirfling suoveneis 
DORENE DIMMOCK 13D 
App. : Ringo 
F.: probably Oueen' s 
P . P.: boyH,ith v,hit .. 
socks 
F. P.: horseback riding 
T.M.: myopic 
Wk . : Jade Eost 
JEAN DINGMAN t3C 
App.: tired 
F.: U. ofW., Engli1h 
major 
P. P. • boy, who imu It my 
hoit 
f.S . : I'm tired 
N.N.: Dingy 
Wk .: ffi<'ntol 
T .M.: railer skates, ring, 
Wk..· Loo1,d1, Nan, Scoob, 
Kate 
PETER DUNN 13C 
App.: pucker up baby 
•n .: mechanic 
F.P.: ' 29 Ford, C 2 H5 0H 
T .M .: the pot 
P. P.: people who knock o 
'29 Ford 
Wk.: drobbing 
RICHARD EASTON 13D 
App. : everbcdy' pet 
peeve 
F. : U. of T ., Sociology 
ond Philosophy 
S.: swimming, tennis, 
footba ll 
F.P •• playing poker with 
the boy, 
.N.N: Eee •.•. stonl 
Wk .: signing Railroad', 
controch 
BARB ECKERT 13E 
808 ECKMI-ER 13A 
App.· nervous 
P.P. : ,ticky autamotic 
choke 
P .D.: reploc ing Mr. 
Lowden 
F.S . : I a lmost mode my 
firsr mistake 
T.M.,· '59 street cleaner 
N . N . : Sob-what else? 
ETHEL ELLIS 13A 
App.: ,hart 
F. : W indsor Teacher's 
College 
F. P.: ice skoting 
P. P.: tol l chemistry ,tool~ 
Wk .: ice- cream ,undoes 
P. D.: Hell's Ange ls 
DENNIS FERENC 13E 
App: it wos o long ride 
F.· U. olW., psychology 
P.O.: camel renter in Tel 
Aviv 
T.M.: sharp con, me,uzah 
'77• teaching Hebrev. ot 
St • Mor~' s Academy 
Wk .: Kennedy girls, 
strowbe1 ry milk shakes . 
App.: ell eye> end hair 
F.P.: sitting i" cornfield, 
P.D.: living in the Village 
F.S.: Let's go to Toronto, 
Judy. 
T .M.: Jewish ,tor 
N.N . : Shiel-so 
ADELE FIELDS 13E 
App.: devil or ong.,I? 
F. : working 
F. P.: stomping grapes in 
the cellar 
T .M . : Booze 
P. P. : Ital ian Yankees, 
J . s. 
Wk .: a certain drummer 
TIM FI LIPIC 13A 
App,: close one eye, 
then look ago in 
F. · Sec iology 
F. P. · girl- watching 
RUTH FINCH !3C 
App . : white v.ith brown 
pol a-dots (spots ore in) 
F.: Groce Ho$pitol, 
nursing 
F. P.: visiting the vice-
principal 
F.S: Should I cry Coth? 
T .M . : the out to lunch 
bunch 
Wk .: food, boys ( in that 
order), Mr. Schoolspirit 
JOSEPH FUDER!C 13C 
App.: DUMBfounded 
F. : 8 . C. 
F. P. : frequenting the Bridge 
Hou~e 
f .S. : II doesn't motter. 
' 77: o glau and a girl 
Wk .: see '77 
F .S . · Get o grip on your-
se lves , bays. 
T .M.: bellbattoms, hip-
hugger, 
Wk .: girl'• volleyba ll 
tcom 
MARGIE FILMAN 13D 
O.pp .: Dy Ion lover 
F.: U, ofW. 0., modern 
languages 
JEAN GELINAS 13E 
App.: o guilt complex 
F.: Unisersity af Windsor 
F .. P. : writ ina letters to 
M!'mphi, • 
P. D.: fortc11e·tell~r 
LM.: browr, red, or blonde 
hoir 
Wk .: o 6' 2" redhead. 
F.P.: reading, writing and 
9<Jtt ing letters 
P . D.: judo chomp 
T. M . : , ings on her fingers 
Wk.: Mr • Krouse 
LINDA GELINAS 138 
App.: undecided 
F.: U. ofW. 
F . P . : IJipsto the hospital 
P.P.: cousins 
F .S . : get out 
Wk .: interns 
SYDNEY GIRLING 13C 
App : o typical Conodion 
lad(?) 
S .C.: pipe bond, orche,tra 
'77: reoc hing pipes lo 
Hotlenrots 
F . P.: dudle,ocs 
P . P.: 7:300.m. Tuesdays 
end Thursdoy, 
ltlk .: minibi,es 
STEPHANIE GLOS 138 
App.: owa~•J ( l?hou,, o 
' doy) 
F . U.: or ll . ., Honoun 
Moth 
F. P.: sleeping 
P.O.: homework 
P. P.: homev.orl< 
T .M.: 2 o.m. 
CHRIS GOGGINS 130 
App.: pickle pecker 
F.: U. of W., Sociology 
P.P.: Derf 
P.O., Peoce Corp.e 
F . S . : Oh, shut up Easton. 
N . N . : Boolie 
STAN GOREK 13A 
Aop.: vltolity plus 
F. P.: ;ubmiuive eh iek, 
P .D.: tutoring the ''fine '' 
arts at Va»ar 
F .S . : Hoe genus amne . 
T ,M.: dilated pupils 
Wk .: wholesale "pet" 
distributP" 
MICHAEL GRAHAM 13E 
App.: ? 
F.: Unive1>ity of Windsor 
1 77: beachcomber 
T .M.: long hair 
N.N. Mi'e 
Wk .: women with long 
hair (preferably blandPI 
PATTY GREEN 138 
App.: slightly familiar 
F . : U. W.0. - Physical 
Education 
S . : volleyba ll , basketball, 
track, tennis, curling 
Act.: G.A.A., Agoro 
P.P.: Male ort club 
pre,idenls 
~ . : anything concerning 
Art .•• po in rings, .,tc .11 
TIM GRIEVES I 3C 
App.: o,k Bev 
F.: Windsor Teacher ' s 
College 
' 77: roplac ing Mr . 
Todgehom 
F . P . : Metropole 
N. N.: Mr. Schoal,pirit 
Wk .: school rebellion, 
Bev 
JAY HADDAD 130 
App.: ,tronger thon dirt 
S . : trock, bosketboll, cro» 
counrr y, tennis, bodmin-
ton, cuding 
S.C. Agoro, 8.A.A. 
'77: bochelar with 10 ~id; 
P. D.: piling groceries ot 
Nick ' s 
Wk.: swimmers with LONG 
hoir (19") 
KATHY HARRIS 13C 
App.: slenderella 
F.: U. ofW.0., or 
Guelph 
P. P. : wasted mistletoe 
P.O. : w,iting Dick and 
Jone novels 
F .S. : No homework • I'm 
saving paper 
Wk .: out to lunch bunch, 
silence. 
JIM HINTON 138 
App.: wishy-washy 
F . , no ombition 
' 77: still trying to dec ide 
my career 
P. P. : school and onything 
to do with school 
F. P. : anything that con be 
done far owoy from 
school 
T.M.: bod jokes 
CATHERINE E. INNES 13C 
App.: copisctic 
F . : lkiiversity, physical 
education 
S .: bosketboll, volleyboll, 
curling, track, iwimming 
F. P.: changing my hair 
colour 
P.P.: taking out 8.A. 
Wk .; o roaring fire, o 
bottle of w ;.,p. and ? 
BERT JAMES 130 
App.: short, stubby 
S.C . : dromo, Agoro, New 
T orton Singers 
P, P.: running out of 
cigo,etles 
P.O.: business tycoon 
T. M.: Slown in the Wind 
Wk . : o blonde f ram 
Rivenide 
MARY-JANE JfFFS 130 
App.: si lent bu• deadly 
F . : Groce Hospital, 
nuriing 
P . P.: weao ing glosses in 
clon 
T.M.: Cloi,111 'Nice and 
Easy' 
N . N . : Shorty 
Wk.: guy, over 6' 
MtG JOHNSON 130 
App.• Who cares'? Pete? 




F.: Un iver>ity of Wirod,or 
F. P. : drinking ale in 
81 iti,h pub, 
P.O.: strangled byo G .A . 
A. scorl 
Wk .: no. 33, goudo chee>< 
grub c lorhes 
RICHARD J . JONES 13C 
App.: the out group 
S.: football 
F. P,: e111 ing ond sleeping 
T .M .: whiskers, bold, 
red suit 
N.N.: Pickles, Cow, 
Fob, Choquito 
Wk .: blondes (female of 
course I) 
MIKE KALL 138 
App.: L' ii Bo Peep 
F.: none 
F . P . : skipping Slue & 
White meetings 
P. P.: mind-changing 
female soc iol committee, 
F.S . : Don't worry, I 
still love you. 
N . N . : Purps 
GERALD KEELAN 13A 
App., depend, on rhe 
angle you look et it 
F.: pilot 
P.O.: fire-tower, Norrh-
We~t terr Hor ies 
F.S. : Don't give up. 
T .M.: bear tooth 




MARION KEITH 138 
App.: dumb blonde 
f.: U. ofW.0., mv,ic: 
S .C.: orchestra 
F.P.: sleeping in Moth, 
French, Engl hh, Chem-
i>try 




IAN KIDD 138 
A?P.: gorgeous 
F.: U.W.0., arts 
JOYCE KNEALE 130 
App .. does Eddie ever 
complain? 
F.: U. ofW., language 
course 
'77: for informotion diol 
LOST DOG 
T.M.: Frosty 
F .P.: meeting Claire ot th, 
drive-in 
Wk.: E.T., Angel 
STEVE KOST 13A 
App.: a wolf in sheep's 
clothing 
P. P.: cold weather, v.orm 
beer 
F.S.: Let's hove a porly, 
Tom 
P. D.: making kobaso for 
export to Poland 
Sp. · football, pool 
w~ .: food, cerve1.o, girls, 
the beach 
F.P.: gazing in the mirror 
P.P.: war, 
T.M.: muscle?? 
WI< • : Germon 
JIM KING 13C 
App.: o leon ond hungry 
look 
F.: University of W-,srern 
Ontario 
'77: witch docto, 
F.P. : jol'ies in the cote-
Iorio 
P.P.: eighth-period lunch, 
starving to death 
T.M.: ,tudied look of 
inoocence 
LINDA KRAWCZYK 13C 
App.: different 
F . : U , of W. , genera I 
course 
P. P.: people who make 
fun of he, c lathes 
P.O.: to be, or not lo be 
'77: mo11ied to millionaire 
T .M.: out to lunch bunch 
KATHY KUSHNIR 13E 
App.: a Moth teacher's 
nightmore 
S .C.: orchestra 
F.: Un ive,sily of Windsor 
T .M.: green bomb 
P.P.: a cettoin U. of W. 
student 
Wk.:Chevy's, St. Ylod's 
BILL LAMB 13A 
App.: distinguished hair-
line 
'77: still trying lo do new 
Moth 
F.P. : doodling 
P.O.: osk Sue 
F. S.: Well we did ii again 
Harrh. (3" molecule in 
phy,ics) 
Wk .: Betty's greasy 
homburgs 
DAN LAMBDEN 13C 
App.: I dare you 
F.: accountant 
F.P., dciving to London to 
see my girlfriend 
P. P.: Ford junk. 
1.M.: '57 blue and white 
Chev 
Wk .: Sandie 
LARRY LAMPHIER 13A 
App.: quiet 
F.: U. ofW.or U.W.0. 
'77: pushing on electronic 
pencil 
F.P.: with M.M. 
N.N.: Irish 
Wk.: girl,, money 
SUE LANGMAID 13D 
App.: the tanned look 
f ,: medico! librori1m, 
Peace Corps 
F.P.: 1unbokin9, writing 
letten 
P. D . : Maple-bar~ testing 
in Alosk.o 
P.P.: Tubby McTuba 
Wk .: getting money to go 
to the sunny lond 
IIARIIARA LONG 13E 
App.: Paris creot ion ( it I s 
original) 
F .: U.orw., physical 
education 
F.~.: jetting 10 Europe 
P.O.: still being misto~.er 
for Mory 
P.P. : being called Bo1b 
instead of Barbara 
Wk.: English moo ra,hion,, 
cars, G.M. 
ROCCO LUCENTE 13A 
App.: frequently 
P. P.: droft-dodger1 
P .D.: leading Ito! ions to 
a major victory 
F .S.: What's a Candy 
Stripper? 
N.N.: th"' flying 
squirrel 
Wk .: ltolion girls 
SUSANNE LUTSCH 13C 
App: copisetic 
F.: U. of W., Sociology 
S .C.: Blue and White 
F.P.: being with o very 
compot ible companion 
Wk .: procro,tinotlon, 
G.J.K. 




P. P.: 247 unsold Agoro 
cords 
F . P,: Champagne 
P.O.: o cornflake 
N.N.: The Kid, o.,ke 
TERRY MACHI NA 13A 
App.: don't give up 
F.: U. of W. 
S .C.: footbol 1, track, 
soccer, vol leybal 1 
'77: boy', town 
N.N.: Russian 
Wk .: none 
WINIFRED Moc1SSAC 13A 
App.: o brain 
•n: 1till trying to figure out 
what to be 
F.P.: thinking 
P.P.: o ce11oin boy's feet 
P. 0 .: plucking eh ic;k.,n, 





F.: U. ofW., general 
course 
S .C.: orchestra, Agoro rep. 
F.S.: I ran out of 90s 
T .M.: out to lunch bunch 
Wk .: Mr. School,pirit 
DAVID MocVICAR 138 
App.: don't be deceived 
F.: University or Woterloo 
F. P. : going to ort golleries 
P.P. : working in ovoid 
F.S . : {it is too long to 
plint here} 
Wk .: point di1ployed 
meoningrully 
MARJORIE MANTON 13A 
App.: slowly disintegroting 
F.: U. ofW., Biology 
F. P.: knitting DNA mole-
cules 
P.O.: null set 
T.M.: 1hocking ,mile 
WI< . : Prof. Storr 
MELEVA MAODUS 13D 
App.: Block Beauty 
F.· U. or W., Romonce 
languoges 
'77: millionaire acres 
P.P.: Cam's lunch, Kirk ' s 
d,me11 
T .M.: long, long hoi, 
F, P.: playing mother 
NANCY MARSHALL 13E 
App.: c.opiset ic 
F. : U. or W., psychology 
S.: volleyboll, swimming, 
cheer leading 
F. P. : Temptations 
F.S.: That's what I hod in 
my book Mr . Burr • 
Wk.: Chink 
PAT MARTIN 13D 
App.: it sot isfies Peter 
F.: Victoria Hospital 
Landon, nursing 
F.P. : writing letters, 
buying stomps, knitting 
P.P.: 120 miles 
T .M. : o ring, o ring, •.. 
ond perhop, another 
Wk .; o blue CheveJle, 
Andy Williams 
DAVID McKENZIE l3A 
App.: loose ond mellow 
F, : U. or T . , dentistry 
S.: football, tennis, 
iwimming 
F, P. : getting married on 
weekends 
P. D. : bachelor in para-
dise 
T ,M.: two poirs of wcks 
F .S. : Don ' I be a froid, I 
v.-on ' t hurt you. 




S .C.: cadets (Lt ./Col.) 
F. P.: procrastinating 
P.O.: 100% dead 
ROGER MILLER 13E 
App.: there are only four 
boys in c loss 
MARSHA MONGEAU 130 
App.: the morning after 
'77: trying to settle dawn 
F .P .: partying 
P. D,: sidewolk artist in the 
Villoge 
T .M.: six-sided horn rims 
Wk .: toll, toll, toll moles 
DAVE NORWOOD 13C 
App.· pro"ostinoted 
F. P.: procrost inoting 
P. P.: Gene Pitney' s 
Mukaluks 
P. D.: not heaven, thot' s 
for sure 
T.M.: Spi Ila ine, Rohmer, 
Deighton 
Wk.: bath physieol and 
mentol 
F.: U. of W., Mathematics 
S. C . : orchestra 
'77: still writing 3rd term 
history exams 
N . N . : King of the Rood 
Wk.: GIRLS, Girls and 
more girls, S .C. 
SUSAN MITCHELL 130 
App.; be,t on Fridays 
P.P,: P.C,1. 
CATHIE PARR 13A 
P.P.: Richord, Derr's 
kidding. 
F .S.: How does that grab 
you? 
F. P.: Gordon's - oher 
lunch, ofter school, 
ohcr dinner, ohcr .... 
T .M.: Borefeet . 
Weok .; onions, Conodo 
Dry, Beou. 
Fut. 1 n: I don't reollv cor<' 
P.O.: abnormal psychologist 
F.: cutting closses with a 
dash lng senior 
Wk .: Eng lish occents, French 
perfume, on Americon Boy 
T.M.: David 
JACQUELINE PASK 130 
A!'p,: some kind of o nut 
F.: Hotel Dieu, X-ray 
technicion 
S,: cheer leodin9 
P, P.: leg cromps while 
cheering 
T ,M.: cold honds 
Wk .: toll me,n, Mustongs 
DONNA PATERSON 13e 
App . : see Playboy, Sept. 
'66 
'77: wife of o Norwegion 
diplomat 
F.P.: eoting breakfast with 
the morning Mayor 
P.P,: Ivon Ritchivich 
T .M.: Chrb, Elliot 
Wk.: "Y11 , Gershwin, red 
hoir 
LARRY PATRICK l3A 
App.; haven' I 901 one 
that I know of 
F.: U. of W., engineering 
P, D.: sell in9 orange juice 
to olcoholics 
T ,M,: superb ,miles thot 
knock them dead 
N.N.: Lover boy 
Wk.: blondes (all ,hades). 
b, unelle> etc . 
DENYSE PELLAND 138 
App.: too young for grode 
13 
F.: Hotel-Dieu Hospitol, 
Lob Technician 
F. P.: ploying cords, 
(oil night) 
P. P.; Wednesdoy' s double 
physic period 
F.D.:Frerk 
GEORGE PERICH I JC 
App.: bedouled 
S.: dfle team 
F . : your guess is os good 
os. mine 
P. P.: fourth-period lunch 
F. P.: would you bet ieve-
girls? 
Wk.: S. 1935 Ford 
BARBARA PHANEUF 13C 
App.: be-witch-ing 
F,: Windsor T eocher' s 
College 
P.P.: lote , lips 
T .M.: orange hoir 
N.N.: Fluff 
Wk .: sleeping in Moth 
class 
RICHARD PLANTUS 13C 
App .: onemic 
F. : W.C .I . 
S .C.: orchestra 
P . P , ; getting ripped by 
Gwyn 
N.N . :Wort 
WI...: is lt Connie, or Gwyn, 
FAITH RENAUD 130 
App.: won't admit it 
F., W. of W., Honour> 
French ond Lot in 
P. P.: slow walkers 
P. D.: ant iquoted high 
school teacher 
T .M.: hust I bustle 
Wk.: molest what else? 
FREEMAN RENAUD 13A 
App.: v..,11? 
F.: coueipondcnce 11;uunc 
JOHN RITCHIE 13A 
App.: 90% 
F • : Queen ' s University, 
medicine 
S .C . : Blue and White 
(editor), Agoro, cadets 
'77, doorman in o girl ' s 
woshroom 
P, D.; working on that b ig 
yearbook in the 1ky. 
F . S . , Shut up you guys, 




Aop,; little Dutch gid t 
S. : finger strengthening 
exercisel 
S .C . ; History and U.N . , 
French club 
F . P. : talk Ing sign longuoge 
In Hhtory 
P. P.: 4th period lunch 
Wk • : perfect homework, 
chocolote sundaes 
REED A • SMITH 13D 
App.: toll, dork & sun-
bu,nt 
S ., football 
S.C.: Agoro, 8 .A .A., 
Codets 
'n: Organ gr incler 
P. D.: the breod line 
T .M.: th" pipe 
Wk.: on;th ing that's frep 
r, om Oueen. s in chortPred 
accounting 
P. P.: slow trains 
F. P. : trip. to Montreal 
P. D. • 10 i\in counter 
F. S.; nice legs! 
Wk.; 0t1e named L.F. 
PAl STEC HEY 13E 
App .: rosy cheeks 
F.: Universlly of Windsor 
F . P. , passing 
P . P . : learning to driv" 
P. D. : Indianapolis SOO 
T ,M,: chewing gum 
WENDY STEELE 13E 
App.: confused 
F. : We$tern 
S.C.: Blue aod White, 
U .N . c lub 
P. P. : depress ion and not 
enough sleep 
T.M . : "Mark's" on books 
Wk.: donuts, dill pickles, 
weekends, to be hoppy 
P. D.: happiness 
JUDITH ANN STEWART 
13£ 
App.: wou ldn't hove 
inspired Miclielongelo 
F. : Toronto General, 
nursing 
S .C . : U. N . club, Agoro 
French club 
T .M . : fotigue 
N.N . : Jud 
Wk . : sleep 
PAUL STEWART lJC 
App. : the "Before" in 
commercials 
F.: Western , pre-dent i>try 
S . : footba ll, track, cross 
country, tennis 
P. P. : the morning ofter, 
J .s. 
P. D.: on the right side 
of the dentist's choir 
Wk.: Immorality 
RICHARD STORREY 130 
App.: I see ,tars 
N.N . : Stevie 
F. P. : reading scholarship 
offers 
P. D. : Kearney State 
Univer,ity 
P. P. : the Mark, isitor> 
F. S . : Ad scidendores 
praedo. 
CATHERINE STEWART lJA 
App.; laughing 
F • : Western, ~c ienc e 
S.: tenni$, bodminton, 
hock, swimming 
S .C.: cheetlcodirlg, G .A. 
A. Agoro 
P.P.: boys in 13A- o il 
26of them 
Wk .: ploid socks, plaid 
coot, pie id ..• 
LINDA SURSKI 13E 
App . : sweet and petite 
F . : Un iversity of Windsor 
F. P. : dreaming of--
p. P.: studying 
T .M. : chewing gum 
Wk . : green stuff ond 
anything in pont~ 
JOHN TOPPING 13A 
App.: medium rore 
S .C.: cadets (mojor), Blue 
ond White 
F. , U, iversity or Windsor 
F . P. : Hind' s billiards 
P. O. : Hell's Angels 
Wk. : £lot fee t , G . B. 
MIKE TYLER 13A 
App.: cool, co lm, collect-
ive 
F. : U. ofW., Arhcourse 
S .: soccer, cross country, 
track 
P. O. : All-American 
Snooker Champion 
N . N . : Toby 
Wk . : kryptonite 
LINDA SWINTAK 13E 
App. : my :,ersonol ity make· 
up for it 
F . P, : p lanning ohead for 
Sonia 
P. P.: a NOSE w ith a big 
head 
F .S . · Ma, pleose con I go? 
N . N.: Bobo 
Wk .: you mu.st be kidding 
CAROL TACIUK 138 
App.: quiet?? 
F.: Teoche,'s College 
P. P. : finding a place to 
pork at footbol I games 
F . S . : Be serious. 
CAROL ANN VENDRASCO 
13E 
App .: capise t ic 
S.C .: vo lleyboll. captain 
S .C.: cheerleading, co-
coptoin 
F. P.: looking out the 
window 
T .M . : bare feet 
wi.: lots 






F.: working, oircrew 
P.P. : bod movies 
P. D.: R.C .A.F. 
F .S.: Boo Mossey 
Wk • : sketches, Borboro 
w. 
JIM BOSCARIOL 12D 
App.: sober 
F.: drafting course 
'77: figuring whar I'll be 
doing in '87 
T.M.: yellow comer 
N.N.: Bosco 
Wk.: 2nd to 3rd gear 
LYNNE WATTS lJE 
App.: deceiving 
F. : U. ofW., Honour, 
French 
S .C.: dramo, art 
F.P.: footboll games 
P.P.: Drakich, Fala 
Wk .: opposite sex, R.D., 
G.M. 
ROBERT ANDERSON 12D 
App.: I ittle bay blue 
F . : see me then 
S .: foatboll 
P,P,; pickles and milk 
P.D.: writing philosophies 
for Playboy 
Wk.: onytf) ing that walks 
and talks (ask Janice) 
MONTSE ARCOS l2D 
App . : qv ii e passable 
F . : nursing course in 
London 
' 77: p,afess iono I diaper 
washer 
F. P.: writing notes 
F. S.: Pass this la Rondy 
Wk . : a certo in classmate 
CLAIRE WHITSON IJE 
App.: bare e.sentiols 
F.: Windsor Teacher's 
College 
'77: sweeping up popcorn 
at the drive-In 
F.P.: Botany Bab' s class? 
N.N.: Frosty, Toothless 
Wk .: cherry caughdrops, 
cheezies, Mr. Ed., my 
teeth 
\ 
ROBERT BRIEN 120 
App.: frat 
F.: Eastern Michigon, 
bus ine$S adm in is trot ion 
F .P.: Out ot rh .. track 
P. P.: bubblegum hops 
N.N.: Charles Cool 
Wk .: wine and women, 
forget the song 
CAROLIN WOOD 13A 
App.: peochy 
F.: Windsor Teacher', 
College 
F. P.: writing bays names 
on boolt, 
F.S.: Sure thing! 
T .M.: unc:a-ordinotion 
N.N.: Woody 
MICHAEL WOOD 13A 
App.: former 
F.: U. of W., chemical 
engineering 
F. S.: Hey "Big Al". 
P.D.: poor form 
N.N.: Big Mike 
Wk .: B.S .A., form girls, 
long heir 
LINDA RYMAR 13C 
App . : dynamite 
F.: nursing 
F.P.: talking lo Zob 
P.P.: King Kong, Lizzy 
the Limey 
P. 0.: Africa {darkest) 
Wk.: eggmcn 
JANET BOWDEN 120 
App.: t iny 
P.P.: frets 
T.M.:size 





App.: you figyre it out 
F. P.: doing nothing 
P.P.: Mr. M. 
JERRY RAKUS !JC 
App.; rough on d rt>ody 
F.: U. of T., Business 
Administrcl ion 
S .: football 
'77• chartered cccountont 
P. P.: English departmental, 
Wk.: English 
RANDY M. BROWN 120 
App.: net bad, huh? 
F.: working 
F. P.: going to lorldon on 
the weekend 
P. P.: unco-operotiv,: note 
passers 
F .S.: pass this to Mons 
Wk.: Mons, '56Chev. 
F.S.: Isn't this jusr sick-
ening? 
CAROL BRANTON 120 
App.: guHty 
f,: 1,0.D.E., nursing 
os.sistont 1s c.our~ 
F .P .- being with Bob 
T .M.: pug nose 
N.N.: Cako 
Wk ., winning argument, 
with Bob 
T .M.: ring an le~ hand 
Wk.: Brion 
WAYNE DUBEL 12D 
App.: definitely debonair 
P.P.: none, but I hove o 
!)Cl bird 
P. 0. : fry cook 
T .M,: one note book 
N.N.: Dube, 
Wk • : choke hold, 
SUSAN GEE 12D 
App.: tall, fair and .•• 
F.P.: driving 
P. P.: gelling our of bed 
before 8 a .m, 
F .S,: Oh shut up, ore we 
eve, late? 
S.C.: dromaclub, library 
ouistont 
W.. .· barbecued potato 
chips 
ROBERT GEIGER 12D 
APP.: mu..:ular 
F.: Detroil Institute of 
Technology 
P. D.: set director for 
BATMAN 
F.S.: 0, you got lo be 
kidd ing I 
N.N.: 9ei9ercounte1 
Wk.: girls with dark tans 
DEANNA GUYMER !2D 
A~.: plain and tailored 
F.: D.I.T. ·n, wife and mother 
F .S.: Forget it! 
N.N.: Dee 
V .: soc iol prominence 
TOM HARRIS 120 
App.: inconspicuous 
F.: W.0.1.T. 
P.P.: being called fatty 
0 77: delivering flowers 
F .S.: figures I 
Wk.: Chemistry, '63 
0ontiac 
PHIL KANDER l2D 
App.: Mod? 
S .: soccer 
F.: Eo,tern Central Business 
Administration 
P. D.: business manager or 
bum 
T .M. : meticulous neotness 
F.S.: Ah, come on, 
BRENDA KEEN 12D 
App. : Morgus 
S .: swimming 
F, P,: patl ie1, 1wimmin9, 
I iding 
P.P.: Hey, it's o bunny! 
T .M . : green jacket with o 
Playboy bunny crest 
wi . : motorc ye lcs, horses, 
boys & the Monkee, 
LESLIE MULDOON 12D 
App.: innocence person-
ified 
F.P.: waiting for the phon 
to ring 
P.D.: bubble blower 
P.P.: gym classes 
T.M.: being tote or 
absent 
Wk. : a certo in 6° blonde 
VICKIE MARCUZ 120 
App.: dork and bewitching 
F. P.: driving to Amherst-
bur9 
P. P.: gym detensions before 
9 o.m, 
F.S.: I know, I con t<ike o 
hint. 
T.M.: black hoir, {but 
naturally) 
Wk .: Lind 
MARY MARTON 120 
App.: questionable 
F.: working 
F.P.: thinking of excuse, 
for homework not done 
'77: wild blue yonder 
T .M.: summer blonde 
Wk . : baby-blue eyes 
MALLORY McKAY 120 
App.: sunshine, lollipops, 
and ... 
F.: Hillsdale College, arts 
'77: regretting oil the 
things I didn' t do 
F. P. : exchanging ph iloso-
phies with Judy 
PAM NANTAIS l2D 
App,: only George knows 
for sure 
F.: 1.0.D.E., nursing 
aS>istcnt1 scour$;! 
'77: administering fir,t aid 
P, P .: my gym,uil 
T.M.: the pierced look 
Wk.: just George 
ROSE PAWLUCHYK 120 
App . : can' I you see the 
halo? 
F.: hair stylht 
S .C.: docmo, library css-
istanl, Agoro rep. 
'77: raising little Russians 
P.P.: messy hair 
Wk.: John, '57 Ford, o 
home or my own 
Wk . : to own a Morgon end 
o million 
P.D.: owning a Volksv.ogon 
end a mo, tgage 
MARILYN PETERS 120 
App.: o smart-a lee l 
F.: commerc 101 course ot 
Guppy 
S .C.: drama, I ibrary 
assistant 
F. P. : watching Peyton 
Place 
T.M.: 4 eyes 
Wk .: colds, driving 
CAROL VUKOBRAT 120 
App . : gu ii ty but sweet 
P. P.: being stood up 
0 77: raising two M .P. ', 
F .S,: Boy, ore you dumb. 
T .M.: long hai,, long 
noih 
Wk .: driving o '66 Mustang 
BEVERLY WILSON 12D 
App.: great, eh? 
S.C.: Geography club 
F,: wor~ ing in o bank 
'TI: ~in;uit rider for the 
R. C.M.P. 
F. P.: cleaning born, 
W. .: heaven, burnt 
muffins, my ho, ... 
JENNIFER ROBERTSON 12C 
App.: sweet but guilty 
P,P.: hair that stic:ks out 
T .M.: gum chewing 
F.P.: waiting fer Jim 
Wk.: plaid skirts, Jim 
Also Graduating: 
Bob Asse 1st ine 
Brion Bigelow 






Ross Mc Dono Id 
Peter Minnis 
Ron Packer 







\V ALKERVILLE COLLEGIATE 
- compiled by Liz Reader 
Jane Micsinszky 
In September 1921, Walkervi lle Co I legiate Institute I known as Walkervi I le Continuation 
Schoo I, opened on the second floor of King George Schoo I on Ottawa Street. Mr. Robert Meade 
was the principal with a staff of one teacher, and o student enrollment of ninety pupils. The pre-
sent school building at 2100 Richmond Street was completed and opened on November 2, 1922. 
The formal opening was celebrated with a noon luncheon followed by a programme of moving pic-
tures, o swimming exhibition, and a dance lasting until midnight. 
During the first year in the new building, W.D. Lowe Vocational Schoo l used the second 
floor at Walkerville, moving into its present building the following year . At Walkerville that first 
year the total enrollmentwas 195 pupils,with 81 in grade nine, 66 in grade ten,30 in grade ele-
ven, 12 in grade twelve, and 6 in grade 13. Eighty percent of these 195 pupils, passed their June 
examinations. Classes remained smal I for some years. In 1928, just one student wrote grade 13 Bio-
logy compared with 71 in 1966, eight wrote History compared with 32 in 1966, and only 25 wrote 
English Literature compared with 129 lost year. With the amalgamation of Windsor end the town 
of Wolkervi I le in 1935, the school began to grow at a more rapid rote and soon all the rooms were 
in use. 
Some interesting facts concerning early schoo l I ife were discovered by the researchers of this 
article. Notes of October 1922 stated, "So far our clock system is a complete failure. A man 
should be put on the system and remain until it works properly, or the whole system should be 
thrown out . " It seems the problem hos not yet been solved, even after 45 years. In that year of 
1922, the principal soid 1 "We have a beautiful library room, but the books are scarcely worth 
considering." In 1923, lunch in the cafeteria was a far cry from what it is today--both the food 
end the location. Lunch was eaten in whet is now the home economics room and might have con-
sisted of soup and crackers, or weiners and pork end beans for the grand sum of $.05. Cocoa, 
coffee and milk could be bought for S.03. The girls of the home economics class would serve soup 
and milk for forty students at S.08 per person . In those years only fifteen brought lunches to scho-
ol. There were problems in those days too, far in September 1924, six trees.on the boy's campus 
interfered with games of football and baseball and had to be removed. Swimming was part of early 
school life and took place in the some old pool, then known as "The Plunge", considered regula-
tion size. Students swam during lunch hour in 1926 . 
Social life for these early students of Walkerville would be considered dull by today's stan-
dards. A high point in the school year was the annual June trip to Bob- lo. Students and their 
families, about 1,000 in all, gathered at the school at 9:15 a.m. for the trek down to Walker's 
Dock where they boarded the boot and soiled away from books and school work for one glorious 
day, returning at 8:00 p.m. Dances were few end fer between, and rather different, though great-
ly enjoyed such as the one held between Christmas and New Years in 1926 for ex-students and 
their parents. 
School organizations and activities started small and grew. These included the Literary Soc-
iety (our Agoro), the Boys' Athletic Association, Girls ' Athletic Association, The Glee Club, 
School Poper, the Orchestra, and even o Bird Society in the early years. 
The Student Council, first known as the Literary Society, changed its name in 1934 to the 
Agoro (taken from the nomeof the publicsquare in Athens of 500 B.C.). ltwos in this square that 
the assembly met is session and its officers were elected by the citizens. A similar procedure is 
followed in choosing the officers of the executive of our student body. Every grade in the school 
is represented on the Agoro with the representatives elected by their own grades. Membership in 
the Agoro in 1934 was voluntary and a small fee of $ . 15 was charged each member to cover ex-
penses. In 1939, with your Agoro cord, you were entitled to free admission too dance, basketball 
game, hockey game, and a school ploy. The Military Ball in Moy used to be sponsored by the 
Agoro. In 1940, the Agoro took over from the Walkerville School Board the task of providing pins 
for those pupils obtaining 75% or more in their academic work. Trophies for the best athlete in 
footbol I, basketbal I, hockey, and track were provided by the Agoro. The Honour Society was in-
itiated in 1960 by the Agoro with Lynne Craig its first member. In the some year the Agoro started 
playing o role in the world outside the school by adopting Constantine, our Greek Foster Child. 
The present day school orchestra hod its beginnings as a school dance band, an early school 
activity under the direction of Mr. Falls . Progress was slow until 1927 when eighty, musically in-
clined students joined together under the supervision of Mr. Russo. They gave their first concert 
December 19, 1928 with the Poet and the Peasant Overture being one of the selections. The or-
chestra was quite successful and gave another concert on WMBC radio. In 1947, something new 
was attempted with the result that Walkerville had a concert orchestra, the only organization of 
its kind in the Windsor Secondary Schoo ls. Plans were made in 1949 to teach music during school 
as part of the school curriculum, resulting in both growth and improvement in Wolkerville 's or-
chestra. A most familiar port of music ot Wolkerville is of course the official school song. This 
was born os o result of o competition held in J932when Miss Lillian Bull's entrywos chosen. She 
wrote both the lyrics ond the music. The song was copyrighted in 1932 and upon publication, 
copies sold for $. 25. 
Drama too, was an early port of school activities. The first stage production entitled, "The 
Princess Bonnie", took place in February 1925. Other ploys produced through the years were, 
"Spring Time", "That's Tnat" and "Spanish Moon". Lost )'ear's ambitious production, "Bye, Bye 
Birdie", a great success, was in keeping with Wolkerville's tradition of theatrical excellence. 
Literary arts were fostered in the early pllblication of the school magazine, the Blue and 
White. This publication took the form of a pamphlet until in 1927, when the first real Blue and 
White was printed under the editorship of Robert Young. This school year book was abandoned 
during the depression years of 1933-1938 due to lack of financial support and also during the war 
years of 1942-1945. The Agoro successfully revived it in 1939. A Photography Club was started 
in 1950 as an outgrowth of the Blue and White photography contest. Through the years the Blue 
and White expanded sti 11 further and a milestone was reached in 1953 with the first appearance of 
class pie tures in that year's pub Ii cation. 
Walkervi!le Collegiate has alwa~ been known for its kilted Cadet Corps. This school act-
ivity was formed under the guidance and leadership of Mr. McNaughton in 1927. John Coburo 
was the first commanding officer over 85 members. They chase the Cameron Tartan as their dress 
and started o campaign to raise funds to purchase ki Its for the boys. The Corps was known as the 
Wolkerville Collegiate Cameron Highlanders, whose namesakes were once described as being, 
"fiercer than fierceness itself". In 1948, the WalkervilleCollegiate BugleBancl wgs chosen to lead 
the military parade at the Canadian National Exhibition. 
In the world of sports, Wolkerville shone brightly even back in her beginnings. In 1924 the 
girls won the W.0.S.S.A. basketball championship and in 1925, after winning 18 leogue games, 
they wo n the S. W. 0. S. S.A. championship. The early Wolkervil le boys won great honour in soc-
cer, having won their first W.O.S.S.A. championship in 1923. In the six years up to 1929, they 
wo n the some championship five times out of six. In 1925-1926, the basketball team captured W. 
0. S.S. A. laurels, and forty years later, in 1966 the boys were truimphont at O. F. S.S. A. These 
students were and still ore, true Tartans and ore proud of the blue and white colours they wear. 
Wolkerville has grown and changed both in appearance and format since her start on Rich-
mond Street. In 1942, the Commercial Deportment was started. A much needed addition to the 
school was completed in 1955. This included a music room, rifle range, store rooms, o new gym, 
and cafeteria. With the ever increasing enrollment this addition foiled to meet the needs and in 
1966 the quadrangles on each side of the auditorium were built in to house a new library, a new 
music room, six regular clossroams, and three seminar rooms. 
Our school hos hod an honourable past with greot achievements in sports and the academic 
fields under the principolships of Mr. Meade, Mr. J.L. McNaughton, Mr. W.N. Ball, and pre-
sently Mr. B.W. Brown . The school will surely continue to flourish in the future if all students 
look to the school motto, "Nil Sine Labore" as o guide. Each student must do his port to maintain 
our proud heri toge. 
The Windsor Board of Education 
offers greetings and best wishes to 
the staff and students 
of 
WALKERVILLE COLLEGIATE INSTITUTE 
WINDSOR 
BOARD OF EDUCATION 
1967 
1967 Elected Trustees 
Ward 1 ........• . ...•...... . ... . H. A . Campbell 





R. J . Whitty, M.D., D.A . B., 
F.I.C . S., F. A.C.S. 
G. M. Grant, Q.C. 
D. W. Gray 
D. T. Watson 
Word VII .... .. ................. G. H. Hawkins 
Ward VIII . .•.. . .....•.... ... . .. S.M. McDowoll, B.A. 
Appointed Trustees 
Separate School 
T. Meconi, B.A. 
H . J . Lassa Ii ne , M. A . 
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Vocational Schools 
G • A . Lacy , B • A . Sc . 
L. F. Batterson 
SCHOLARSHIP WINNERS 
BACK ROW: Raymond Anderson, Ion Mcleod, Tim Greenhow, Doug Stewert, Joe Stewort, 
Richard Reeder, Guy DeMorco, Richard Locy, Don Osborne, Kim Groybiel. SECOND ROW: 
Robert Gibb, Mory Lynn Anderson, Catherine Meanwell, Kathryn Cernouskos, Lindo Pelton, 
Mory Clerk, Mory Kelch, Mory Winterburn, Carol Ashwell, Solly Turnbull, Lynda Mocleod, 
Rommel Masse. FIRST ROW: Claudette Kehl, Colleen Merkle, Connie Horton, Mr. Brown, 
Judy Wilson, Irene Pawlowicz, Sheila Secord. 
1966 SCHOLARSHIPS AND AWARDS 
ONTARIO SCHOLARSHIPS: Mory Lynn Anderson, 
Robert Gibb, Kim Grobiel, Timothy Holl, 
Constance Horton, C loudette Kehl, Richard Locy, 
Lynde Macleod, Ion Mcleod, Catherine Meonwell, 
Lindo Pelton, Joseph Stewert. 
UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR ADMISSION SCHOL 
ARSHIPS: Raymond Anderson, Robert Gibb, Tim -
Greenhow, Timothy Holl, Constance Horton, 
Claudette Kehl, Rommel Masse, Donald Osborne, 
Richard Reader, Sheila Secord, Soroh Turnbull, 
Mory Winterburn. 
UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO ADMISSION 
SCHOLARSHIPS: Catherine Meonwell, Lindo 
Pelton. 
UNIVERSITY OF WESTERN ONTARIO BOARD OF 
GOVERNORS SCHOLARSHIPS: 
Ion Mccleod. 
W. N. BALL MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIPS: 
Kathryn Cernouskus ( Mathematics) 1 Colleen 
Markle (language), Irene Pawlowicz (History), 
Judith Wilson (English). 
J . L. MocNAUGHTON SCHOLARSHIP: 
Rommel Masse. 
CHRYSLER CANADA LTD. SCHOLARSHIP: 
Mory Kelch. 
WINDSOR UTILITIES COMMISSION AWARD: 
Tim Greenhow. 
PURITY DARI ES HARRY GIGNAC SCHOLARSHIP: 
Douglas Stewort. 
NATIONAL SECRETARIES ' ASSOCIATION 
SC HO LARS HIP: Mory Clark 
LoPOULETTE AWARD: Coro I Ashwel I, Rommel Mosse. 
CABOTO CLUB AWARD: Guy DeMorco. 
CHRYSLER CANADA LTD.: Thomes Janick. 
CHRISTINE WATERMAN AWARD: Elizebeth Monning-
hom. 
WINDSOR COACHES' ASSOCIATION: John 
Basich. 
ERNEST CREED MEMORIAL MEDALS: Mory Lynn 
Anderson, Ion Mcleod. 
FORD MOTOR COMPANY OF CANADA 
SCHOLARSHIP: Joseph Stewart. 
Through the courtesy and endeavour of former students 
and teachers, the Blue and White hos been able to compile 
the following incomplete list of students ond their varied 
activities. Restricted space hos compelled us to el iminote 
many other names that deserve recognition in such o list. 
The record of the students of Wolkerville indicates that we 
prcduce citizens with Initiative, imoginotion ond leadership. 
We hope that the students now ot Wolkervil le wil l , in the 
future, match ond surpass the och ievements of those who 
frequented these some ho l ls. 
1925- Lill ion Bull, who stil I resides in Windsor, composed 
the words ond music of the "Blue and White". 
1928-Leo Molonio joined the Deportment of External Affairs, 
Ottawa. Proceeding to New Y.ork, he become o 
United Notion Official in 1947 and hos been holding 
the position since that time. In 1966, he was ordained 
on Anglican priest. 
1928-lon Allison was on the Conodion Olympic Team in 1936 
ond wos recipient of o Silver Medal. He hos been the 
athlet ic director at Wolkerville since 1933. 
1929-Ronold Todghom joined Chrysler Corporation in 1933 
and wos elected President of Chrysler of Conodo in 
1956. 
1932-Ernest Creed joined the Royal Air Force in England and 
returned to Conodo in 1940 to join the R.C .A.F. He 
was killed in New Brunswick in o plone crosh in 1941. 
The Ernest Creed Medal awarded ot our graduation 
exercises commemorates him. 
1940-Peter Crossweller is chief of Urology at Toronto 
Western Hospital ond examiner for the Royal College 
of Physic ions and Surgeons. 
1943-Kenneth G. Rutherford is Head of the Chemistry De-
portment ot the University of Windsor. 
1944-Alvo Swanson was the second Conodion to earn the 
Diplomote of the American Boord of Oral Surgery. 
Since 1966 she hos been Cl in icol Assistant Professor at 
the University of British Columbia. She is also President 
of the 8. C . Society of Ora I Surgeons. 
1947-Donno Holey, who stood first in Honours Political 
Science and Economics in 1951 ot the University of 
Toronto, attended Osgoode Ho 11 and was co I led to the 
Bar in 1955. Since 1956 she hos been Secretary-Treas-
urer of the Ontario Sheriffs' and Court Registrars' 
Association. 
1948-Morgo MocKinnon song on television with the Toronto 
Symphony while attending University. For three season$ 
she song opposite Robert Goulet in "Spring Thaw" and 
for three yeors she wos soloist at the grandstand show 
of the C • N • E . 
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1948-Llewello Hil I is hos o Ph . D. in Biology ond Chemistry. 
She ls now on ossistant Professor at Ohio Stole L/niver-
s ity . She received o grant from the Office of Novo I 
Research to study "Culture of Tropical Morine Algae". 
In 1963, she participated In the "International Indian 
Ocean Expedition." 
1950-Will iom Col I ins h now an Ang I icon priest in Vene:i:uelo . 
1950-Dovid Elrix served twelve yeoi; with the Royal Canad-
ian Novy and taught at Royol Roods . He is now Pres-
ident of the Libero I Association in B.C. 
1951-Steve Rodin wos the President of the groduoting closs at 
Western Ontario University in 1959. He is a travelling 
fellow of The Co nod ion Cancer Society. 
1951-J im Francom wos oppo inted Ang I icon Chaplain to the 
University of Western Ontario in 1966. 
1951-Euon Smith was possibly the only Rhodes Scholar from 
W ,C .I. He joined the Colombo Pion Administration in 
Ottawa ond later was in the Deportment of Notional 
Health and Welfare. Foreign aid, particularly in Asio, 
is his special field. He is now in Africa. 
1952-Don G. Bates is Assoc iote Professor and Cho irmon of 
the Deportment of History of Medicine at McGil l 
University. 
1953-Mick Brown won the Athlone Scholarship which sent him 
to England. After spending ten years in Birmingham, he 
was then transferred to Cambridge to do research in the 
Cavendish Loborotories. He is o Fel low of Caius and 
Gonville. 
1958-Dovid Wilson stvdied at the University of Michigan and 
won o W. A. Taton Fund Fellowship. After he a rticled 
three years.with Price Waterhouse and Co., he received 
his C .A . in 1966. He is now the manager in the 
finonc ia I deportment at Heinz. 
1962-Alan Gold received on Honours degree in Mathematics 
from the University of Windsor . For the highest hounors 
in his class in Moth, he received the Board of Gover-
nors' Medel. He is now on o Rotary Internationa l 
Fellowship at the University of Clermont-Ferrand, 
Clermont, Fronce. 
BLUE AND WHITE EDITORS 
In years to come, the Blue and White will renew both old and lauded mem-
ories in the hearts of those who made W .C. I. a school of fine standards- standards 
that hove been reflected on the Blue and White since the primary edition. 
The following ore the Blue and White editors f,om previcus years. The editions 
from years 1927, 1928 and 1929 were unavailable to us. (We would appreciate 
receiving information concerning books from these years.) The Blue and White did 
Mt produce editions between 1933 and 1939 because of the economic recession 
during that decode, and during the war years between 1942 and 1945. 
We sincerely hope that this year's Blue and White upholds the steadfast 
tradition that W .C. I. imposes on its students. 
1930 Ruth McMullin 
1931 Mary Hickman 
1932 Ernest Creed and Ethel Riggs 
1939 Jack Lawrence 
1940 Peter Haurlan 
1941 Amy Jeon Luxford 
1946 Anne Th isthethwa ite 
1947 Donna Haley 
1948 Mary Morris 
1949 Barbaro Tait 
1950 Bill Laing 
1951 Joan Darling 





















Joanne Lidde II 
Alan Gold 
Ross McKenzie 
Frances Jen ich 
Romme I Masse 
Jennifer Locy 
1953 Myra Measures 
In looking over previous year books, we recognize rhe familiar faces of students who 
hove since returned to Walkerville Collegiate as teachers. 
Mr. l. A. Allison, B.A . , E.D. 
Miss D. L. Craig, B. A, 
Mr. J. W. Cruickshank, B.A. 
Mr. W. B. Curry, B.A. 
Miss E. Hutchinson, B.A. 
Miss G. J. Manser, M.A . 
Mr. J . F . Mc T av ish, B .A. 
Mr. R. T. Miller, B.A. 
Compliments 
of the 
Canadian Tile And Terrazzo 
(WINDSOR) LTD. 
2910 Walker Road 
Importers of Scandina\ i an F'Urni turc 
and Gift Items 
HOUSE OF DENMARK 
123 Ouellette Ave. 254-7338 
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Mr. f . 0. Montour, M.A. 
Miss J. C . Procey I B.A. 
Mr. R. E. Tyler, B.A . 
Mr. D. L. Waddell, B.A. 
Mrs . T .M. Waddell, B. A. 
Mr. M. M. Young, B.A. 
Mr. W. Young, B.A. 
COM PU MEN TS OF 
Farrell's Pharmacy Limited 
1495 Tecumseh East at Gladstone 
Windsor, Ontario 
Phone 252-4170 -- 256-3436 
BEST WISHES 
lo the 
S'ltJDENTS AND GRADUATES 
from 
WINDSOR POLICE ASSOCIATION 


FIRST PRIZE lvor1 Senic 
SENIOR P~OSE 
FOUND 8Y A RIVER 
1st Prize 
Down by the river, the wove,, heavy with coniomin-
atian, "ere having g tug-of-war with on empty beer ~qn, 
Stooping down, I retrieved the piece of lir, from the gums of 
the river. It looked os If it hod nor been there long: age hod 
not dimmed its shine. True, the con wo, slightly battered. 
but it hod not suffered ony serious dents: time hod dealt gent-
ly with this object. 'Molson s Conodion Lager Beer' wos 
cmblozened in red ond white enamel on the recep1ocle. Srill 
1hirnmer ing bright, two proud Maple Leaves provided a golden 
eKort for the word Conodian' . 
Neor the bonom, orderly letters spelled out, ' Inde-
pendent Brewer's Since 1867' • I fancied that the founders 
of this corporatior, must hove been wise and ambitious men. 
Not only did they realize that through unity they could ex,ell, 
but rhey also had the initiative to meroe smol I breweries 
( eventually there were ten) to fo,-m one greor compony. These 
branches o,11 did r.h~ir po'.! to make the corporoli~n o great 
succe~s. Fine prc11r1e gro1'I, crystal cleor mountain water, and 
lroditionolly British hops, would be steeped, boiled ond fer-
mented togethe, to form on out'Stonding spirit. 
Thoughtfully regarding the symbol of their encleovors, 
I wondered what those founding forhers might think if they 
could or1ly see the issue of their efforts one century loter. V.ho 
could soy whether they would consider themselves successful 
beyond oil expectations o, would be ouick ly disillusioned with 
progress. They would no doubt be shocked by the repudiation 
of British ingredients by those who said that tradition hos no 
place ln modern society. They would probably be dismayed ot 
the slow-up of production becouse of poor relations between 
rhe French and English managements. They would be oppolled 
upon learning that there was even folk of those breweries of 
French heritage breaking away from the corporolion to go into 
business for themselves. 
Examining this shiny ortifoc1, I v.os suddenly ossoiled 
by one very significant question, 'Exactly what wos I doing 
minutely studying every detoil of and every bit of history of 
o discorded beer con?' 
It took oppro><imotely ten seconds to discover the root of my philosophlcol reosoningrs within the pest half hour. 
This "lovely" container, o fine cover for evil contents, was accurately symbolic of my own Canadian homeland. \'. ho 
could soy that the Fathers of Confederation would not judge their' corporation' robe o failure brought about by the 
corruption and poor quality of the spirit It brewed: lhe spirit of o diir;ontented people. 
A wove of rescntmenr and anger or the apathy and stupidity of the Canadian P<)ople swelled within me. I hurled 
the con into the dork rive . Wr~ly, I wondered whether it would be carried over to the American side, or whether the 
weight of Its co,-ruption would cause lt to sink and settle amongst the filth at the bottom of the river. To my amazement, 
it floated, o tiny jewel in the midst of polluted water. 
Watching the con's brave struggles against the devil water, I realized thot perhaps Conodo hod o bright future 
after all, but only if the creeping evil within her would be purged. ~ight then, watching the beer con repluse external 
molignoncy, I resolved to keep Conodo ofloot. V hat I leornecl by the river wos o leS$On In true Conodionism - one 
which I hope I wi II never forget. 
Jone Sounders 11 S 
JUNIOR PROSE 2nd Prize 
"\~ HAT IT MEANS TO ME, TO SE A CANADIAN' 
I suppose, if I were telling my English cousin what it meant to me to be o Conodion, I woulcl hove to tell him obou• 
my activities in Conado, that were somehow different from his. The Conodion "OY of living that pe 'Tlits me to do things in o 
different manner thor, in other countries, is v.hot it means to me to be o Canadian. 
Playing basketball fa, my school is certainly one of these difference•, because this is o North Arner icon gome. Going 
10 school with my brothers in o co-educolionol school is ono1her one of these main differences between the Engli•h schooling 
and our Co nod ion sysrems. Of course, I think our system is berter ! Al rending a •ummer co.,,p is not a possibility for him. I, 
on the other hand, hove portaged on different i•londs an o canoe trfp, received swimming instruction and nature study lessons, 
and hove learned many different skills taught by, counsellor1 v.ho stay ol Jhe col'llp during the summer. These ore Canadian 
odvontoges that I hove hod over him. Also, every summe, our family hos gone vp north too corroge where I hove the use of 
boots, and indulge in summer sport, of various kinds. I om ollowed to helo repair and point the cottage and learn to look 
after it. My English cousin would nor hove a lakeside cottage. 
Sy joining o Track Club I hove the opp0<1unity to travel to different cities and meet orher athletes, shop and do some 
sight-seeing, all under school supervision, "hich I do not rhink he can do in such o free 'llQnner as I am able to do. I a"" ,iot 
allowed, ot the age cf fourteen, to ponicipore in Canadian politics, nor do I kno" very m"ch oooul the svbject ye•. But, 
I can reed books, v.hich ore ovailablt! ot o I ibrary for no charge to wide~ my knowledge on local and provincial os .,..,11 os 
notional polities. 
Any Canadian is free to apply io,- any job anywhere in rh" co, nf'y, if he is quol ified. There o " no sodol or other 
borri<'rs in his way, Thi, enables him 10 ho,e mo,., choice regordi.,g his fu1u1e and 10 choos,e his residence and his occupation 
with greoler freedom, 
I, as a future citizen, will be ollo.,,,.,d to vote, and lr is possible that before long, young Conodions may artoin the 
vote earlier rhon young people in the ot~e countries. Jusr to be oble to por•lcipote in oll •h.,se Conodian activities, just to 
be oble to live my lire as I am livirig it no", is and always ,-Ill be, who• beinc o CoMdion neons lo ,ne. 
Anne Young lOF 
SENIOR PROSE SECOND PRIZE __ 
A LITTER TO THE FATHERS OF CONFEDERATION 
Oeor Sl", 
While pondoring Concdo1 1 cenfonniol, m1 
thoc.tghh tum to iu sovrce, end uhlmotelr 10 you .... ho 
mo~ It oil p<>,1ibl.,. With 9ra1itude I 10!1«1 upon 
ycur fore,ight ln eHe<ting the union of a me,rc hand .. 
ful or colonie,. With pride I see Conodo ofte1 o hun-
dred yoon ood am able to w,y your dream!!: encornpcl\ ... 
1ing o dominion ,tretc:hing from ..ao ro :Iba hove been 
realized. 
Though th i1. M'Odern ove ho.$. ordy made your 
ocquointonce in publ i~ school text,, there h o de~por 
refotionthip between you ond oil Canadian.s. You 
""" th@ firu lo experi~nc• the mooning of being o 
Conodlon, You become the j>'imory leoden under 
who,c guidance ConodooJ.wmed an idenrhiy. The 
choltenge- you 1hr"'1 vp()f\ the newborn notion w<H 
token up arid liOe-d on hi9h1 for we hovtt emerged, 
orter a hundred yeor, 0£ pogros.i, in peoce and 
pt'01ipef ii'/ • 
Do you rocoll Chorletretowl'\, in Septem~r 
186.t, ,h. meeting or ,h, Morhim• Dtleg01lon. 10 
~ngineer thf'ir vnietn, which you recei ... ,d spec k>I 
in\lilations to c1ter1d mer,Jy 01i gutt!>li? Fortur,o'fely 
the excellen1 orgonlzorion end ptesenrotion or your 
ideo, for the cornplt:te union of the British Amoricon 
coloni~ put the fiut foor in tho door of confedera-
tion . Svrely e,cchament vibrated thro\.lgh the oir 
05 Cottier led orf on pto"Wincial righh, lk-o'wl.-n jr,-
SECOND PRIZE Pftll Mcleod 
trodvccd *lionol rcprcM:otgtiofl fn the 1,ppcr hovie: o, the l19i5l,;rture, Galt douled rhe- confctrnc, with o brilliant e-ir-
pnition on fodcrol fioanc.e,, ond MacDonald odvoco1ed o ,t,009, Cf!ll'\trol governmtt"t For motl~r, of common concern. U,-
doubiedly rhese efforh p«,~Ued the Moritlme, to Aflitote in moking h,rure plon.1 for ,heir (edc,otion oM chonnelled their 
idew into a new and great.,, pe1"1peCti\lt!. 
At lo,t, in Montreal, October, 1866, your vi1ions took fotm at the Ove~c Conference. How fr1.1J.trotin9 it mU1t hove 
been to 1-pend houu In .eemingly ttfldlas debate. Relentle~lr th~ Mo,itimeto dt!!mand~ gr~ator weight in plonning thon thoi, 
we-alth oN;I memben calltd for. Frequent I)' crucial points were rooched on ilvated or911me-nr,, and ~ef1,,,1I negotiation, 
were- mairitoined only whrn the Atlantic Provln-ce, could~ wuhfied. Gentlemen, I commend y01.11 resehe or P.Ot1en<• and 
ability to draw it, lo,t dropl Yet, ho" g1otifying rho rewa,d when Final agroement .. o, recchod on tht, "1evonty-1>,o re,o· 
lvtion~" 'tlthich ,v~tqu.ently rormed the rederoJ constitution, 
Lo~tlr I oppl--oud you personolly Si, John A, Moc Donald, 01- on o-.,rt,tonding lcoder. A gr~t chonge occurred in you, 
life dv1in9 the Charlottoiawn Conference when you dc!<:ided there ,,.o, no gool worth your ambition but lhct union of the 
Brhi.h Arnt!-rican colon lo~. Your determ,~d word~, 11Wc cannot delor,'" ,e,...eoled 1hat the. -wheel of conf~rotian would 
rovolvc rvcn .,,hen local p,ejudice\, di1pc.,te, and irolcw~iu obshvc.fed the poth. 
July 1, t86i', Conodo wo, born. The London Parl.omenl had pou.cd th.e Britbh North Ame,ico A.cl and liberolly di1o-
hibvt•d bo,onlol tltle, one! knight~> omong yovr number, loocHng 10 the dhllnguith..! oppellotion, "Fothon ol C0nled-
l!r<:ltion.,. Moy )'OlH 1pirtl iu,vivo in the heorh of all Conodion1 ond the drl:!Om of o dominion unified In brotherhood, wf,ich 
0rtce wo, youn, become the ,ummh of our encfeovoun in the fiJtute centuriei. 
JUNIOR PROSE SECOND PRIZE 
- A proud Conodion, 
Corhy While>ido 12A 
THE MEANING OF EXPO '67 
fJ(po 1 67 h th. celebrotic:m of a hundred yeor, of wor~ing and bullding of o notion from ihe, foreU-CO\lctted land ond 
botren plain, ro th~ rnod,c,m living ortd building,. of today . We hove ,u,viv~d through won ond rebellioru al\d plo91.1e1, and 
ho.,., corn• out on !op, ~!ling and ptMperOU) and looking ahead ro on evc,n better and hoppi~r h.iture, 
from April 28 to Cktober V, Cooodo welcome, so,n.e w ... enty counttie1 to 011 inremorionol bi,thdoy party in Montreal, 
01 we celebiate ou, one h.,,d,ed yeon 01 o not ,on. Wo call thu Conodo' 1 Cent<nniol yea,. It b o time to lool< boc• v, ith 
p, 1dct on 1he- cccompt i<lut.1MH1 or a century. II h oho o time to ceJebrote end 9Ive thonL·, for the good 1111!' of the p,esent. 
Expo 1 67 wiU lake ploce ln Montraol, and h h fitting fo, everyone iince ii h the common city ro all the world. 
lt i, o uniqvl!' chy, '-'oith a rematkobla warmth of.,.clcome. 
There will be, ontertoinmtont of all 10rh ot bpo 1 67. Vou OtC'O> hove beer, trl aside f0t you, enioyment. Done ing, 
n1~t-club entertoinment, thcrotros, re,tol.ifont, - the v.o,ld1 1 lecding opero•, ballet ar,d thl!Nltn, cotr1poniei-orche,tro1, 
fomoU'> c:tlomber mvs.K grovp1,, inter-notional sports e,ver,u, rilm fCc'_,,1.,,oh, 110, ptfrfor-men in the fiold1 or 'IOng and comedy 
o,,d ll,•worka dhploy,. The"' 010 scmo ol the""""" ... hlch v.ill lak~ plaea. Th•" .... ;11 b& "" eud ro n~v. thrill,, no matter 
how ohel"\ yo11 viii• Eicpe '67. FOf odvlh, ,~cno~l'l or iunion, ovcry vi,it 10 f,rpo '67 .... al orf~r something now to t.eoe, to 
he<:11, and to en ioy • 
Aho in thh World bhibit1on, you twill ¥hit with people r,om the four corr.en of the oorrh .. 10 loorn to know thoir 
cv1tomi, thei• culture, and rh(:'ir p,odoch. You' rl 1ft iU)f how the, Unile-d S1o1e1 pforis to put men on the l'f)Q()r1 - yov may 
e'tct\ meet some of the graot 01itronouh. 
Some ,gr~I and e•citing building, which you will Jtt 1heJ-e will brill'lg much >vtondt, end crij0)'"'1!'r.t to your eye>. Mon 
in the C'ommur,itr po: ... ilton i, on ol!-wood ,hu(lure, It v,, ill U\Oiw man .a, h~ livff v.ith hi, neighbour. llvula ' i poii,llion it 
de1igncd to o .... c the vi1uo,,. A btidgt' will lin'-: h ,....Ith rhe U.S. pavilion. lr,1idei the ge,ode,ic skybu10~ ~bb1e, thll! U.S. 
wHI J,ow ho ..... ii fotends 10 n1cet th(.'I moo on tho moon by 19?0. Jn the ~Mon ond hii. Health" pavilion~ you will iH< one ot 
the- fflO\t fateir,oting chcpten in the \lory of Mon ond his, World. Ouobe.; 0 s glou po"'ilion •, buih over water. Thase fh·e 
po>iilior1:1 o,e a re .. of rho many whid, w. ill be t~re lot yov to '". 
The Expo 1 67 ,ite h te-n ,nlnure, from the heort or Monuaol, ond wi II be kr..,ed by the Mw Mon1rool 1ubwor system.. 
f-po '67 .,.ill go down in h1i.tory a, the gtt'Olo1t exhibition rVN Tht"rct hca never been, in all hhtOfy, on 1t.Khibi1ioP 
such o\ b·po '67 .. h wlll certainly be o foit 10 remember. 
- Sv,on C i1~hJ.i 9C 
THIRD PRIZE Ivon Benk 
SENIOR PROSE 3RD PR! ZE 
THE BEAVER 
The ~over is the filling repre~ntorive of Canodo. He 
isn't proud and haughty like the eagle, but, nevertheles., 
jusr os free. A willing worker, he corrieo his r.hore of rhe 
load, ond more. Al moor never tiring, he worko by both nighr 
ond doy. During plenriful rimes he works end save> for the 
lean, ond during the leon he worko ond trieo to conoerve his 
slored oo much o, pcnible. Yet he is not o mi,et. With h:s 
co-workers he wo1ks w!ll ingly ond happily for the be11eflt of 
all. Moking o mi,roke, he doe, nor hang his head in ,home 
and search faro hole to hide his foc:e in , but i, olwoy, ready 
lo foce his problems and, learning from hi, mistake,, try again. 
Seeing o comrade in need he quickly ru>he, to his aid, and lf 
necessary, dies wirh him. He is o breve ond hordy fighter. 
However, he oho u,e, the heed he has been ble»ed with end 
does not foolishly leave the safety of his home to go bro~enly 
rushing after the fiend in on attempt to utterly destroy him. 
The beaver, o peoce-lovlng onimol, holds no quo"el with 
anyone unless forced to do so by circumstances beyond his 
control. 
In the early days the beaver was one of the most import-
onl fur-bearing animals on the North Ameriecn continent. His 
prized fur wo• hunted, remov.,d, and shipped across the seas 
to groc;e the heads of noblemen and the shoulders of their 
wives. Thus the beaver often surrendered his I ile to the devel-
opment of (onodo. In foci he almost suffe,ed extinction, but 
wos saved, and through determined efforr., is ogoin allowed to 
continue his engineering projects in the wilds of Conodo. 
Yes, let'" oil live up to the beaver's standards, for 
when considered carefully, he hos o lot to offer us. We should 
also do our best, ,er.a Jn from wostefulne>s, yel ,ray consider-
ably short of being misers. If our comrades foll behincl we must 
hurry boc;k to os.ist them. When mistake, ore mode we should 
correct them to the best of our ability and, without being 
discouraged corry on. We must oct wisely in oil of our actiom 
ond not declo1e wor because somebody insulted us. As o peace-
loving people we must endeavour to do the best for our notion 
ond the whole wide world. 
Geo19e Strohschein I IC 
JUNIOR PROSE 3RD PRIZE 
CELEBRATING CANADA'S CENTENNIAl AS A CANADIAN 
Happy Birthday Conado I I open "ith this phrase because this year, 1967, CoMdo "ill be celebrating one of the big-
geil milestones in her history, One hundred y1:on 090 1 C(inoda engaged in something she con be very proud of, w;nning her 
own independence os o young counrry of the world. To me, rhis means more than just expressing au, freedom os on Indepen-
dent notion. It means I con be proud of being a Canadian, under the rule of o democratic government where everyone is 
treated justly and equally. This is something you cannot oppreciale and know unless you~ o Canadian. ----
L~aders, over the year, hove watched ond guided her os she prospered ond developed into one of the greolest nol ions 
of oil rimes-- ond of course to me the greatest. She con be very proud of her development from onundefended conquered 
tei;.ritory belonging first to the French, 1econdly to rhc English, ond finolly to her own rule 01 o pc1werful ,tronghold on the 
face of the earth. 
This year 01 "Expo '67", the World's Fair I the theme will be "Mon ond His World". Think for o moment what this 
phrase means; think of v.hot ii mean, os o Co nod ion. What hove you contributed to the worldoboul you? Hove you been o 
loyal Canadian? And finally, do you know whol it means to be aConodion? 
To "'e, to be o Conodiorl is to love ond wont freedom for ell mankind, to be proud ond helpful to our notion, to 
know when to exaltond when to be humble, ond to trust and obey our monarch ond leader. It means that you are alway> 
ready to help ond defend her In her time of need, so 1h01 our standards will be kepi high ot all cosls , to stor1d on guard 
al its borders, ond to love ond cherish ils notional anthem ond flog. I believe that to know one! understand o Canadian is 
to be o Canadian. A person who believes in accomplishment ond development is truly a strong patriot. Our land is o land 
of aemocracy and democracy is rhe foundation of success. So this year, in Conodo' s Cent1:nniol you will realize more 
clearly what our ancestors of a century before us put before us ond our children: a land we can be proud to speak of nol 
on!J here but es!,icially on foreign soils. You cannot 9,0,p and completely understand this Feeling of warmth, security, 
on patriotism un ess you experience the thrill ofl:iefrig o Canadian. So M we storr o new chapter in the history or our 
notion, one ond a ll should stand up ond be counleToswe march along the rood to eternal freedom ond happiness which 
we~ achieve if we keep our united land in eternal unity composed by never-ending notional spirit. 
By ce lebrating her centennial we con prove our loya lty ond notional spirit to the world ond to ourselves. Never 
ogoin will we hove so great on opportunity to prove this to the world.For~_!!! free land, and! free land,!! shell~ 
Anne Tierney 9C 
FIRST PRIZE - Marianne Brorup, 10F 
JUNIOR POETRY 
Poetry 
He 1us1 sits there -
storing, 
just sits 
wrapped cosily in his negative attitude 
towards the world. 
And stares. 
His hair is long-
too long 
to be accepted 
in a world of conformish. 
He says 
they don't understand him, 
they don't care for him. 
But does he care? 




at o poster 
and sees it. 
He looks, he reads, 
And seems at lost 
to hove interest in something. 
He reads: 
.,Centennial Year - What ore your plans?'' 
Bah, 
who cares about 
their imbecile ideas of tradition, 
.f)Otriotic love 




What does he core 
if It is 
one hundred-two hundred 
or even one thousand 
years 
since his 
country was born? 
What does he core? 
He just sits there-
wroppped in his negative attitude 
and is 
realizing 
that maybe he doe, care, 
I hat maybe he hos 
a responsibility 
towards this country 
they col I his, 
that this notion 
contains his hope and his future. 
He stares ot the poster 
once more, 
and then 
wraps himself ou• of 
his negative attitude. 
He is just the 
young generation- the hope. 
He just sits 
and stores-
wondering 
what his centennial plans 
ore going 10 be. 
SECOND PRIZE - Margie Filman, 130 
SENIOR POETRY 
COLOURS OF CHILDHOOD 
The golden shine, 




or the circus. 
SECOND PRIZE - George Meanwell, 108 
JUNIOR POETRY 
l. THE SUN FOR LIFE 
Sal "'eeps above the surface of the earth, 
Woking the sleeping world with probing Fingers, 
Pushing away the veil of night that lingers, 
Radiating heal to keep the world 
Alive 
Plants turn their leaves toward the new-born rays, 
And circulation starts with throbbing surety 
Within the veins of leaves of God-made purity, 
Working with Sol to keep itself 
Alive 
2
. AT POINT OF DEATH 
The Astronaut within his shell of steel 
Watches Sol disappear behind 
The earth 
And soars upward 
And onward 
On his mission of discovery 
For ten years 
And 1 out of sight or Sol, 
He dies. 
The mole fives under the soil 
Without sight of light of Sol 
And becomes blind: 
A landslide bores him to the world 
And he cannot see the boys 
Hurling rocks; 
He dies . 
And Sol goes on 
Oblivious 
Unfeeling 
Unti I in our unimagined future 
He dies. 
FIRST PRIZE - Eric Jenkins, 128 
SENIOR POETRY 
AURORA BOREALIS 
Over o snow-gilded rocky cr~g 
A bluish, guivering sheen appears, 
And with a rush of icy flame 
It hurls defiant arrows near 
The Milky Way. 
Its tumbling cataract of llgh 
Makes spirits of the scattered clouds, 
And reaching to embrace oll heaven 
It rends the block sky' s cruel shroud 
To turn night day. 
A streak of Frosty, piercl ng gold 
Slobs deep an agony of red. 
The anguished north sky's bold attempt 
To live, sinh gradually dead 
Behind the trees. 
First Prize French - Margie Fi Iman, J 30 
Senior Poetry 
LES REVES DE LA VIE 
Voilb le pelit 
En couronl 
Avec sor eh ien 
Oue lo vie est nouvelle! 
Vailb le juene gen 
Avec son OO"IOur 
Son goieti enorme 
Embrosse les ~en IS. 
Voilb le veillord 
En I 'hiver de so vie. 








EDLCA TI0l:\ FOR LIFE! 
BUSI NESS SC HOOL students stand out from the crowd. 
They are prepared to go into the front rank of business 
workers. 
Young people who choose the BUSINESS SCHOOL way 
take the path that I eads to business success. 
TRAIN IN THE SCHOOL THAT WILL DO THE MOST FOR YOU. 
WINDSOR 
BUSINESS COLLEGE 
R. J . Service, Principal 
709 Ouel lette Avenue Phone 253-4921 
253-4800 
SILVERWOOD DAIRIES , LIMITED 
Windsor Branch 
) 
QI fl ('C' J)hOlll' ~'i:1-5:!IG R,c•s. Phcm1· :?:;:J--l 156 
BARBER SHOP 
WALKERVILLE PLUMBING CO. LTD . 
Sc11lpt1irt>cl Cut ,u11I Encl Sly! 111g St><'<·1al ist s PI 11mh1ng & Ill at 11114 
TP<'llffiSl'h al ,ii!'\ IS 
On 11 tl I ard K SPmi 110 l I' Ph111w 9 45 8f.G I 
FRED WORBY' S B-A SERVICE 
S1•11t1n<'I Ttn•s - BA Ball1'l'lt'S -
S<'nl 111t•l St'n·t<'<'-
• '\IE APPRECIATE YOUR Bl SI:'-,'ESS'' 
\lanni,:t>r - Al<'X S1p1shak 
801 L 111co In Road at Cat araqu i 
REYNOLD'S ART GALLERY 
Tracht tonal & \I 1dPrn Frami,w 
C11s tom \\ork Al Its B<'s t 
B., L1•acl111g Trad1t 11111al and 
Cout 1·mporan 1\rt 1 st s 
Artist's S11ppl1<>s 




BOYS' ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION 
BACK ROW: Jon Chorlton, Mike Eremic, Jon Hough, Mr. Allison, John Stewart, Bill Curry, 
Ken Bio1kowski, Don Mcleod. FIRST ROW: Reed Smith, Bob Clark, Wally Lozynsky, Rick 
S torr.!t, J ;!}' Haddad , Pou 1 Love . 
B. A. A. EXECUTIVE - 1966-67 
President : Rick Storrey 
Vice - President : Joy Haddad 
Secretary-Treasurer : Walt Lozynsky 
Footba II : Don McLeod 
Basketball : Jon Chorlton 
Track : John Stewart 
Curling : Bob Clark 
Golf : Bill Curry 
Tennis : Paul Stewart 
Cross-Country : Paul Love 
Vol leyboll : Mike Eremic 
Soccer : Reed Smith 
Badminton : Nick Spoioolo Swimming : Jon Hough 
Advisor : Ken Biolkowski 
R. k s B. A.A. REPORT 
,c · torrey Each year the Boys' Athletic Association is chosen to help direct the school's athletic 
programme, both intercollegiate and intramural. The representatives ore athletes honoured for 
their participation on intercollegiate teams. From the revenue collected from admissions at ath-
letic events and by sponsoring o dance, the B.A.A. supports the various school teams financially. 
This year's B.A.A. was faced with the major problem of building up our treasury in order 
to equip the Junior Footbafl team, which will start W.S.S.A . competition this foll. 
Successful intramural sports programmes were conducted by Jon Chorlton (Basketball) and 
Mike Eremic (Volleyball). 
The entire B. A . A. wishes to thank these coaches: 
Mr, Allison - Volleyball 
Mr. Montour - Cross- Country, Senior Basketball, Track. 
Mr. Wood - Cross-Country, Track. 
Mr. Miller - Football, Swimming. 
Mr. Wortley - Football. 
Mr. Mandel - Tennis. 
Mr. Kelley- Soccer, Junior Basketball. 
Mr. Dimmick - Freshman Basketball. 
Mr. Curry - Golf. 
-
FOOTBALL 
BACK ROW: Mr . Wortley, Pete Mataia, Fred Smith, Richard Renaud, Pete Kalman, 
Steve Kost, John Stewart, Greg Dulmage, Bill Anderson, Don McLeod, John 
Jackson, Jamie Dunn, John Weiss, Don McLeod, Dave McKenzie, Dave Brown, 
Scott Mortin, Richard Easton, Com MacDonald, Jerry Gut, Harry Rosenbaum, Dove 
Norwood, Bruce Shand, Gord Smith, Rick Doherty, George Cory, Dan Kerr, Mr. 
Miller. FIRST ROW: Bob Osborne, Ian Campbell, Don Christie, Leslie Comlis, 
Rolph King, Mike Beaton, Bill Goshnik, Paul Innes, John Chorlton, Richard Jones, 
Terrance Machine, William Lomb, Robert Clark, Peter Asselstine, Reed Smith, 
Wayne Dubel. ABSENT: Ross MacDonald , Louis Simprogo, Paul Stewart. 
FOOTBALL 66-67 
After our victorious 65-66 footbal I season, our team lost several key play-
ers. However, Mr. Miller ond Mr. Wortley did a fine job moulding this year's 
team together. Jon Chari ton who hod hod no previous experience as quarterback 
hod to step in to fill a very difficult job. We hod the makings for a fast team, but 
unfortunately, we never seemed to get rolling. However, we managed to win two 
games during rugged season ploy. Five players from this year's team were honoured 
by being voted onto the All-City Football Team 66-67. Don Mcleod and Rick 
Doherty, due to their consistent, exceptional performance mode the second team. 
These two grid stars were strongly bocked by three other Walkerville Tartans: Ross 
MacDonald, Terry Machine and Louis Simpraga, oil of whom mode the third team. 
We ore hoping that next year the WSSA Football Trophy will return to Wolkerville. 
SENIOR BASKETBALL 
BACK ROW: Mr. Montour, Jerry Valente, Ken Bialkowski, John Weiss, Paul Skow-
ron, Eric Elcombe, Bob Scott, Mike Eremic, Rick Storrey. FIRST ROW: Jon 
Charlton, Bill Hamilton, Don McLeod, Wally Lozynsky, Pat Goggins. 
SENIOR BOYS' BASKETBALL 
The eight wins and seven losses record of our 66- 67 Tartans does not actually 
reflect their true playing ability and performance of this year . In fact, the Tartans 
suffered at least three of their seven defeats by a slim one or two point margin. 
The captain and high scorer of our team was Wa I ter Lozynsky who go ined a forward 
spot on the first string of the All-City team. The other member from Walkerville on 
the Al 1-C ity team was Jon Charlton who made the third string. Despite the fact the 
Tartans were not victorious, this year served as a year of experience for the excep-
tiona I newcomers to our senior team: Don McLeod, Bi 11 Hami I ton, and Pat 
Goggins. Special thanks should be given to Mr. Montour for giving the team his 





BACK ROW: Carlo Dezan, 
Paul Malec, Peter Kalman, 
Mourice Cousineau, Ron 
Stewart, Bill Curry, Jamie 
Dunl"I, Rick Dixon, Munoy 
Lacey, Bill Lozynsky. 
FIRST ROW: Doug Sprague, 
Mike Podolsky, Bil I Todd, 
Jeff Cowan, Bob Thompson. 
Our 66-67 Freshman team played very well. They went through their season play with only 
three defeats. Good potential was found in Bill Lozynsky and Bill MacDonald, and they will 
next year make good ball players. A special thanks should be given to Mr. Dimmick for his 
patient coaching. 
JUNIOR BOY"S' BASKETBALL 
This year's team has great potential. This is reflected by their seven wins and three loss-
es record. The team's captain Bill Todd proved to be a consistently accurate shooter and did 
much to keep the team moving. Jeff Cowan,Doug Sprague and Rick Dixon showed a definite ab-
ility to drive well with the ball. This excellent inside shooting was supported by the long shots 
of Bill Curry, Bob Thompson and Ron Stewart. Despite a solid first string and strong bench the 
Juniors were defected by Mossey in the semi-final game. Special thanks should be given to Mr. 
Kelly for sharing his knowledge of the sport and for giving up his time to coach our boys. 
FRESHMEN 
BASKETBALL TEAM 
BACK ROW: Graeme Lang-
maid, Dan Wilson, Tom 
Desjarlais, Frank Ajou, Cam 
Spooner, Dave Radford, 
Peter Britton, Larry Fedchun, 
Alfredo Antone I lo, Mr. 
Dimmick. FRONT ROW: 
Denn is Hannon, Richard 
McDonald, Bill Lozynsky, 




















Soccer 66-67 drew many spectators away from chatting in the halls to cheering enthus-
iastically at the side lines of the soccer field. Spirit was kept high by the regular appearance of 
Mr . Kupnicki o strong supporter of this year's team. Our squad was on excel lent example of 
teamwork in action. No one pldyer stood out from the rest, but rother all showed great ability 
and desire. This year's team was a great improvement over lost year's team but was plagued by tie 
games oil through the season. We must commend Mr. Kelly for his excellent coaching which pro-
duced this improved team. 
SENIOR VOLLEYBALL 
The Senior team started the 66-67 season with three straight wins. Being such a well-
balanced team they proceeded to lose the next three consecutive games. Wishing to finish in true 
Wolkerville style, they won convincingly over their final opponent of the year. Exceptional ef-
forts were put forth by Walter lozynsky and Fernando Martincic. Special thanks to Mr. Allison 
for his most efficient coaching. We ore hoping for on even better team next year, in hopes that 




















BACK ROW: Alan Lossing, Rick Storrey, Jeff Cowan, Ernest Porochnowitsch, John Strede, Doug 
Sprague, Bruck Easton, Mervin Lost, Peter Stewart . MIDDLE ROW: Don MocLeod,·Williom Kost, 
George Thurgood, Peter Buzelli, Andy Root, Richard Zajac, Paul Malec, Ron Stewart, Graeme 
Langmaid, Mike Tyler. FRONT ROW: Mr. Montour, Michael Budd, Bob Thompson, Paul Love, 
Philip Miles, Ed Deong, Dave Cope, Jeff Cameron, Roy Rush, Tim Tyler. 
CROSS-COUNTRY 66-67 
Cross-Country, perhaps one of Wolkerville' s least followed sports, is in fact Wolker-
ville' s most constantly victorious activity, In the post three years Wal kervi lle' s harriers hove 
done exceptionally well. Since 1964-65 the Junior and Senior championships hove been won, or 
very nearly won, by our team, and this year was no exception. Rick Storrey led the attack by 
capturing Senior Individual honours, while the Senior team as a whole just missed winning their 
laurels by a slim margin, However, the Junior team swept their division, winning by a convincing 
fifty point margin. On this triumphant team were Bob Brown, Alan Lossing, Jeff Cowan, Doug 
Sprague, and Jeff Cameron. These recent successes for our harriers ore by no means a stroke of 
luck. The members of our team must train every night from the beginning of school to the end of 
October, and a week of this training is comprised of on average of forty miles of running. It is 
this strenuous practising, and the expert coaching given by Mr . Montour that hos made Walker-
ville' s Harriers what they are today. 
GOLF 66- 67 
This year's golf team did 
fairly well considering the lock of 
porticipotion in this sport. Ron 
Packer and George McHallam led 
the Wolkerville golfers in compe-
tition and were closely followed 
by Philip Miles, Stuart Kelch and 
Warren Meretsky. We ore hoping 
that in future years more will show 
interest in this sport and rally 
Walkervi lle to victory. 
GOLF TEAM 
Mr. Curry (coach), Stuart Kelch, 
Warren Meretsky, Philip Miles, 
Ron Packer, George Mc Hallam . 
BACK ROW: Paul Innes, Bill Schertzer, Walt Lozynsky, Bill Hamilton, John Stewart, Don Mac-
leod, Don Christie, Bob Konyu, Lorry Konyu. SECOND ROW: Bill Anderson, Dave Lameck, 
Dennis Robertson, Bob Thompson, Rick Storrey, Mike Tyler, Bill MacDonald, William Kost, 
Mervin Last. FIRST ROW: Mr. Montour, Bill Motrivick, Jay Haddad, Andy Root, Paul Maleck, 
Rick Dixon, Paul Love, Ray Rush, Pete Kolman, Doug Sprague. 
BOYS' TRACK 
Boy's Track 65-66 was a continuation of the spectacular string of wins which Wolkerville 
athletic teams achieved lost year. 
In the W.S.S.A. meet the Junior Boys placed fourth despite the efforts of hardworking 
Rick Dixon (2 firsts, 2 fourths) who shored the Junior Individual Crown with two other athletes. 
The team however was weak, and we hope for a stronger team this coming year. 
The Intermediate Boys proved themselves worthy victors as they captured the Intermediate 
Boys• championship. Their attack was led by two exceptional athletes, John Stewart ( 4 firsts) 
and Rick Storrey ( 3 firsts, two of which broke W.S.S.A. records). Stewart claimed Intermediate 
Individual Crown. Their efforts were well supported by Don Mcleod (2 firsts), Eli Sukunda (first, 
second, fourth) and a relay team which came first (J. Stewart, P. Stewart, R. Storrey, D. 
McLeod). 
The Senior Boys placed fifth even though Wa lkerville competitors in Senior Boys were few. 
Good efforts were given by Danny Josin, Jay Haddad (2 firsts), and Paul Love (second in two 
mile run). 
The S . W.O. S.S.A. track was almost a repeat of W.S.S . A. with the Intermediate team 
once again bringing home the laurels. The Intermediate effort was sparked by brilliant perform-
ances by J. Stewart (Intermediate Champion) and R. Storrey (mile and half mile). 
O.F.S.S.A. track was held in Toronto and competition there was very strenuous. How-
ever, the select group that went, made a good sliow for Walkervi I le: J. Stewart, (first, second) 
Eli Sukunda (second) and Rick Dixon (third), the above mentioned relay (first), and an outstand-
ing performance by R. Storrey (first in mile, second in half mile). 
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BOYS' SWIMMING TEAM 
BACK ROW: Peter Picon, Dove Young, Bill Anderson, Dove Brown, Howard Weeks, Wayne 
Specht, Mr. Miller. SECOND ROW: Com McDonald, Richard Easton, Doug Sprague, Jamie 
Dunn, Thom Sprague, Greg Palmer, Jim Haddon, Jeff Cowan, Horry Rosenbaum, Peter Kolman, 
Garth Eley. FIRST ROW: Com Spooner, Jim Montogono, Ion Boyd, Robert Roil, PeterMochino, 
Ivon Benic. 
BOYS' SWIMMING TEAM 
Under the strong coaching of Mr. 
Miller, the swimming team obtained mod-
erate success. The Juniors placed third in 
tote I points. The high I ight of the Junior 
Team was o win in the medley relay race. 
The swimmers were Peter Kolman, Com 
Moc Dono Id, Doug Sprague, and Garth 
Eley. Com MocDonofd come second in the 
100 yard individual medley, and second 
in the 100 yard breast-stroke. The Senior 
T eom, under a hand icop because of in-
eligible swimmers, finished fifth in tote! 
points. Dove Brown was the top senior 
swimmer. Congratulations should be ex-
tended to o 11 those who port icipoted. 
Comp! iments 
from 
Marvin's Dry Goods 
1686 Ottawa Street 
256-9141 
BOYS' CURLING TEAM 
BACK ROW: Joy Haddad, Peter Young, 
Dove Young, Duncan Hind. FIRST ROW: 
Dove Cope, Paul Innes, Ken Copeman, 




, .. ot llAUIH. 
• Both Coca-Cola and Coke are registered trade marks which identify only the product of Cocai-Cola Ltd. 
Compliments of the 
Top Hat Supper Club 
STUDENTS RECEIVE SPECIAL ATTENTION AT 
VARSITY SPORTS CENTRE 
LTD. 
RIVERSIDE DRIVE WEST 
WINOOOR, ONTARIO 
''Tbe Right Equipment for Every Sport" 
GEORGE'S SHELL SERVICE 
walker Rd, at E. c. Rowe 
969-0065 
George Labonie 
A . ROSS PLUMBING COMPANY LTD. 
Plumbing & Heating Contractors 
• Phone C.L. 4-5011 
1636 Tecumseh Road E. 
\Hndsor, Onl. 
METROPOLITAN GENERAL HOSPITAL 
SCHOOL OF NURSING 
WINDSOR, ONTARIO 
The School of Nursing, Metropolitan General Hospital, 
offers to qualified bigh school graduates a three year 
course leacltng to ellgiblllty to write the Ontario Nurse 
Registration Examinations. A very progressive School of 
Nursing, Metropolitan Hospital began conducting a 2+ 1 
Program 1n 1954. This type of Course is gradually being 
adopted by other Schools 1n Ontario. 
1----------------------+ PATTERN OF COURSE: 
Two years basic preparation (Including experience 1n both 
Compliments 
ROGER ALLAN LUMBER LTD. 
classroom and hopsital wards), followed by oneyearnurs-
lng internship. An allowance of $250,00 - $300,00 per 
month is given in the third year. 
FEATURES OF COURSE: 
- No tuition fee, 
- Residence accommodation with excellent living and 
teaching fac1litles. 
- Well quali!ied teaching staff, 
1----------------------1 - Experience in all major branches of Nur.sing, 
- Opportunity for specialized experience 1n t:hlrd year in 
Operating Room, Maternity, or Children's Nursing. 
* See School Announcement re admission requirements, 
Ottawa at Monmouth 
254-5129 
SMEETON 1 S FABRIC IMPORTERS 
are known for Quality beyond the 
Ontario border. 
Now are open to serve you from 
Wyandotte Street East, and Ouellotte 
Avenue. 
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Information may be secured from: 
DIRECTOR, SCHOOL OF NURSING 
2240 KILDARE ROAD, WINDSOR 
TELEPHONE 254-1855 















Cathy Stewart, Emily Lozynsky 
Barbaro Stewart, Jane Micsinsky 





The G.A.A. is elected by the girls of Wolkerville to organize -the intramural girls' sports 
programme for 1966-67. In addition to this, the G.A. A . supports all school teams by financing 
the purchase of new equipment, hiring referees, and providing crests for members of all teams. 
This year, the G.A.A. sold blue and white striped hats ond scarves, which not only helped 
finances but also boosted school spirit. The annual dance was a great success . Badminton, basket-
ball, tennis, and volleyball intramural competitions, supervised by G . A. A. conveners and 
referees, were successfully carried out. In a l l, it was a good year. The G.A. A. extends its 
heartiest congratulations to all the teams and especial ly to the champions. Many thanks to the 
executive for their co-operation and to our athletic director Miss Parkinson. 
GIRLS' ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION 
BACK ROW: Heather Berkle(', Gabe Bocioaga, Lynda Young, Emily Lozynsky, Donna Stewart, 
Susan Sanderson, Jane Micsinszky, Miss Parkinson. FIRST ROW: Bonnie Hutton, Dianne Berkley, 
Meg Johnson, Kate Innes, Barb Stewart, Cathy Stewart. 
SENIOR GIRLS' 
VOLLEYBALL TEAM 
BACK ROW: Sharon Dearing, 
Gabrielle Bocioaga, Nancy 
Morsholl, Liz Reader, Borboro 
Long, Bonnie Hutton, Liz 
Mi csi nszky, Miss Parkinson 
(coach). FRONT ROW: Carol 
Ann Vendrasco, Cathy White-
side, Emily Lozysnky, Barb 
Stewart, Ka te Innes, Heather 
Berkeley . 
SEN IOR GIRL'S VOLLEYBALL 
Although not as successful as in previous years, the Senior Girls gained experience and 
we anticipate a promising season next year. In an exciting semi-final game they were defeated 
by Hermon . The two co- capta ins , Carol Vondrasco and Kate Innes, were responsible for keeping 
spiri ts high during o il the ga mes. Than ks go to Miss Parkinson for her fine coaching ond best of 
I uck for next year. 
JUN IOR GIRLS' VOLLEYBALL 
The 1966-67 Junior Girls' Volleyball team, reached the semi - finals in Walkerville' s 
effort to retain the troph ies won in previous years. Under the coaching of Miss Sh il lington ond 
the leadership of captain Meg Innes, both ability and school-spirit were displayed. With skill 
and experience behind the team we look forward to a S. W . O.S.S . A . championship next year. 
JUNIOR GIRLS' 
VOLLEYBALL TEAM 
BACK ROv\: Sharon Dearing, 
Peggy Graham, JoAnne 
Machine, Judy McKenzie, 
Mory McKenzie, Linda 
Muhliesen, Gail Chewinski, 
Barb Coulter, Miss 
Shillington (coach). FRONT 
R Ov\l: Sandy Oberemok, 
Donna Stewart, Millie 
Moodus, Donna Horne, Jo-





























SACK ROW: Sandy Mortin, Lindo Colsovoro, Su""n Sanderson, Mory Mc Kenzie, Joan Sanderson, Coro I 
Page, Donno Wil,..,n, Morie Novak, Barb Roth, Willa Flett, Miss Shlllin9lon, Miss Wright. ON 
BOARD: Bonnie Hutton, Shon Spooner, Jonie Curry, Judy McKenzie, Bonnie Wright, Ann Marshal, 
Melonie McWillioms, Barb Coulter, Peggie Grohom, Mory Hoddod, Heather Boyd, Sue Auelstine. 
FIRST ROW: Carol Mogdo, Meg Innes, Wendy Hamilton, Carol Perkins, Marg Hallam, Pam Kenny, 
lindo Young, Margaret Gyemi. 
GIRLS' SWIMMING 
Much credit must be given to the girl, on the swimming teom who procticed ofter school 
four nights o week. This yeor con,tonl practice ho, poid off, and we won mony owords ot the swim 
meet. The sen lor girls' medley relay leom (Barb Stewart, Mory McKenzie, Joan Sanderson, Su""n 
Sander""" come in first ond set o new W .S .S .A. record. In the individual medley, Shon 
Spooner placed second ond Bonnie Hutton third. Shon placed second in the fifty yord freestyle. 
Susan Sanderson placed first in the butterfly, setting o record; Joon Son.derson placed fi,.t in the 
one hundred yard freestyle, setting o record, ond Bonnie Hutton placed third. Su,on also set o 
record in the backstroke roce, ond Joan broke the breaststroke record and Mory McKenzie placed 
third. The ,enior freestyle reloy teem (Wendy Smith, Barbero Stewert, Bonnie Hutton, Shon 
Spooner) took first place. 
The Senior team placed first with 78 poinh. The Individual senior champion, were Suson 
and Joan Sanderson. 
The Junior Girls Medley (Bonnie Wright, Melonie McWilliam,, Sandy Mortin, Lindo 
Coi,..,voro) placed second. 
Melonie McWillioms placed second in the individual medley, while Lynda Young ond Lindo 
Colsavoro placed second and thlrd in the one hundred yard freestyle. 
Melonie McWillioms ond Judy McKenzie placed second and third in the breaststroke, end 
the Freestyle reloy teom (Jone Curry, Wi I lo Flett, Pam Kenny, Lynda Young) placed third. 
The Junigr teom plo~ed third in the meeL 
The grade nine relay teem (Suson Assel,tine, Mory Haddad, Michelle Joworski, Heather Boyd) 
placed first. 
Again, - much credit must be given to all these girls. 
BACK ROW: Meg Innes, Jo-Ann Filipic, Lindo Mlocok, Ann Young, Jo-Anne Machine, Christine 
Goggins, Donna Ste,..ort, Pot Swintok, Heather Marshall, Jeon Fitzmaurice, Sheron Dearing, Miss 
Perkinson. FIRST ROW: Donna Horne, Lindo $wintok, Potty Green, Barb Stewert, Emily lozyni.ky. 
GIRLS' BASKETBALL 
This yeor there was o new twist lo girls' basketball. For the first time, the Wolkerville girl,' 
basketball team played with "Boys' rule$" end were able to travel the whole court. Thi, mode the 
girl,' games even better to watch. 
The seo1on ,tarted out well for our girl,' leom and they fought their way to the semi-finals. 
l),forlunotely, they were defeated by Potter,on in the semi-finals, but, nevertheless, we ore pro<.id 
of them. 
GIRLS' TRACK 
BACK ROW: Emily Loznsky, 
Pot Steele, Liz Reader, Jo-
Anne Filipic, Sandy Obermok, 
Wendy Smith, Wilhelmina 
Strohschein, Gwyn Robson, 
Meg Johnson. FIRST ROW: 
Gabe Boe ioogo, Jon is Stewart, 
Jone Micsinszky, Barb 
Stewart, Donna Horne, Donna 
Stewart, Arine Young, Bonnie 
Hutton, Sue Sanderson. 
G IRLS ' TRACK 
The effort of our girls in the W. S . S.A. track competition was reworded by a first in the Junior 
and Intermediate divisions and a second place in the Senior division . With these victories to spur them 
an, they brought glory to Wolkerville in the S .W . O.S.S .A . meet. Here the Junior girls placed first, 
with a total of 70 points. Donna Stewart, who placed first in three out of four events, was backed by 
Donna Horne, Emily Lozynsky, and the relay team consisting of D,onna Stewart, Liz Reader, Joanne 
Filipic and Wilhemina Strohschein. In the Intermediate division Walkerville also placed first with 63 
po ints. Credit should be given to Barb Stewart who placed first in the four events she entered, along 
with her fellow relay members-Marg Lawson, Jone Micsinszks, Gabe Bocioogo. Bonnie Hutton won the 
S .W . O . S . S .A . high jump event. 
Our Senior girls finished with a fourth place in their division making it o rewarding day for 
Wolkerville. 
We congratulate the girls for their hard work and school spirit. We are looking forward to this 
spring when we hope to see a repeat performance . 
SENIOR INTERFORM VOLLEYBALL 
BACK ROW: Sandy Grenier, Erika Gentsch, 
Penny Pacey, Sharon Carr. FIRST ROW: Margo 
Bowery, Margie Anderson, Carol Vizard, Cathy 
Provost. 
JUNIOR INTERFORM VOLLEYBALL 
BACK ROW: Kathy Bernier, Heather Park, 
Brenda Lister, Mary Be I more, Charlene Dunn. 
FIRST ROW: Marilou Robatoille, Tino Jomrog, 









Everyone in the school hos seen our cheerleaders at assemblies, at football, 
volleyball, and basketball games, and at any other event where school spirit is 
needed. When they are not practising or leading cheers, they ore making posters, 
or conducting cheer rallies. This year five new girls are being trained to be cheer-
leaders at future games: Patty Nixon, Bev Wright, Cheryl Haddad, Allison Topping, 
and Janis Stewart. Of course these girls cannot carry oil of the school spirit them-













Lynn Perritt . 
BEST BURGERS IN TOWN 
A & W DRIVE-INS 






Reg. B. Me ii iunas 
Managing Director 
Post Office Box 432 1918 Wyandotte St. E. 





CO. l TD. 
309 ELLIS AVEN UE 
WINDSOR 
YOU ARE THE 
FUTURE 
"lf we work marble, it will pt>rish: if \\e 
work upon brass, Lime will efface it: if we 
rear temples, the) will crumble into dust: 
but if we work upon immortal minds and 
instill into them just principles. we art> then 
enl!raving upon tableL<, ""hich no time \\ill 
efface, but will bril!hlen and briA"hten to 




OF CANADA, LTD 
WINDSOR, ONTARIO 
TENNIS 
Although this year's Tennis Team practised diligently, the finalists consis-
ting of Elaine Baldwin,. Rick Storrey, Jay Haddad, and Ken Bialkowski did not 
capture any championship. They did, however, maintain Walkerville sportmanship 
throughout the tournament. A hearty thanks to Miss Craig and Mr . Mande 11 for 
their fine coaching. 
TENNIS TEAM 
BACK ROW: Mr . Mandell, Al Luborsky, Dean Zalev, Rick Storrey, Ken Bialkow-
ski, Anne Young, Elaine Baldwin, David Young, Noel Montagono, Jan Haddad, 
Peter Webber, Mrs. L. Lawson. FIRST ROW: Wendy Steele, Dionne Berkeley, 




Mrs. Sansom is the cheerful person 
found in Walkervi I le' s cafeteria five days a 
week. 
Mrs. Sansom hos operated the cafe-
teria for twenty-five years. Before the new 
gym was built, she was always busy frying 
hamburgers, frenchfries, or making soup and 
other assorted hot dinners. At that time the 
cafeteria was located in the Home Economics 
Room. The kitchen area divided the room 
into a boys' section and o girls' section. 
Todoy, all the sandwiches, cakes, 
and candy ore packaged and shipped in by 
the Automatic Canteen of Canedo. Miss 
Sansom makes certain that we hove a wide 
selection of foods. She has worked with 
severe I ass istonts; one of which, Mrs. Tuns, 
she remembers wel I. At the present her reg-
ular assistant is Helen Naismith. 
Over the years she has worked for 
three principals-Mr. Mc Naughton, Mr. 
Bo 11, and Mr. Brown . We o 11 o pprec iate the 
hard work she does, and we hope that she 
will remain for o long time in the future. 
OFFICE STAFF 
We, the students of Walkerville C .I., join in giving our thanks to the 
secretories--Miss Z. McKelvie, Miss H. Opacich, Mrs. H. Patrick, and Miss 
C. Roy for their understanding and aid to the entire student-body. 
We appreciate the late slips they gave us and the belief they showed for 
our flimsy excuses for tardiness and absentee ism. The grode 13 students would 
especially like to thank Mrs. Patrick for the work she did in filling out our 
university applications. 
OFFICE STAFF 
Mrs. Patrick, Miss Opac ich, Miss Roy, 




VIOLINS: Milutin Drobor, Alex Gikovich, Mary Boyd, Francine Bordoff, Barbara Gold, David 
Young, Marion Keith, G loria Winterburn, Paul McLeod, Gale Simko, Bonnie Hutton, Valerie 
Bigelow, Mery-Beth Hawrish, Wonda Corvet, Cathy Maclachlan, Nora Winterburn, Gabrielle 
Bocidogo, Anne Lembke. VIOLAS: Peter Young, Anne Baldwin, Barbor:i Long. CELLOS: 
Jennifer Lacy, George Meanwell, Diane Christie, Bill Taylor. BASS: Larry Patrick, Nick 
Drokich. PIANO: Christine Goggins. FLUTES: Shannon Curry, Janice Drakich, Ruth Hillman, 
Margie Anderson. OBOE: Sharon Meredith. CLARINETS: Bill Curry, George Thurgood, Liz 
Asselstine, Kathy Kushnir, Donna Paterson, Mike Lyons. SAXOPHONES: Leslie Gill, John 
Bosloski, Robert Turner. FRENCH HORNS: Wayne Ferguson, Marcia Glos, Cathy Whiteside, 
Gwyn Robson, Mory Dunlop.BARITONE: Jim Ambler. TUBA: Lorry Konyu, Robert Konyu. 
TROMBONE: Andy Root, Bill Gonney, Jane Sonders, Heather Collins, Murray Nahnybido, 
George Cory, Dennis Ference. TRUMPETS: Caru Hong, David Brown, Bill Sollers, Don Mcleod, 
Don Christie, Lorry Whitmore, Roy Rush. PERCUSSION: Steve Drokich, Sydney Girling, David 
Pillon, Roger Miller. 
ORCHESTRA 
The W.C.i. Orchestra hos enjoyed another busy year under the direction of Mr. Bruce 
Curry. Concerts hove been given for the Boord of Education at Hugh Beaton and Edith Covell 
Public Schools. The annual Blue and White Concert was held on March 17 and 18. Some selec-
tions were Rhapsody in Blue, The Moldou, and pieces from My Fair Lady. An exchange visit tq 
Streetsville Secondary School near Toronto, was arranged for April 12 and 13 and their bond in 
turn was billeted at our homes on May 9 and 10. The orchestra played for the Board of Education 
Centennial Week at the Cleary Auditorium in Moy. We all appreciate the leadership of Mr. 




B-'"''-" t<OW: Uon MocLeoa, George Cory, Jane Sounders. SECOND ROW: Warren Meretsky, 
Nick Drakich, Roy Rush, Don Christie, Caru Hong. FIRST ROW: Mr. Curry, Steve Drakich, 
John Posloski, Leslie Gill, Robert Turner, Bill C•.my. 
ART 
CLUB 
BACK ROW: Frank Had ju, Mike Podolsky, Paul Wor'try, Carol Dezan, Dennis Robertson, Philip 
Mcleod, Phil Ing, Ivan Benic, Harmon Kaner, Greg Truant, Frits Janssen, Garth Eley . THIRD 
ROW: Cam Brown, Janice Drokich, Lynn Watts, Rita Fata, Joan Krawczyck, Kathy Dengel, 
Allison Topping, Pot Nixon, Bev Wright, Linda Paltridge, Mary Shyshak, Lexi Stuart. SECOND 
ROW: Anne Mongeau, Meleva Maodus, Susan Langmaid, Jacqueline Pask, Donna Renaud, 
Vesna Sertic, Mary Ann Restek, Anne Radojcevic, Kathy Rollison, Roberta Sadlowski , Dana 
Kacinskos, Ellen Gardner, Florence Rosenbaum . FIRST ROW: Angie Kehl, Candace Day, Janis 
Stewart, Gwyn Robson, Linda Calsouara, Susan Sanderson, Jill Robinson, Mike Kall, Sandy 
Sgrozzutti, Pamela Koval, Joan Bartlet, Sophia Drakich, Mr. Tyler. 
ART CLUB 
Under their president, Mike Kall, and with the help of Mr . Tyler, the Art Club has put 
up many interesting posters and displays this year. Many people saw and appreciated their 
beautiful decorations which helped make the Semi-Formal and Military Ball a success. At the 
beginning of the year they mode some pottery in a kiln that was recently purchased. The work of 
the Art Club and the Art classes is displayed on the bulletin board outside the Art Room frequent-
ly. 
GEOGRAPHY CLUB 
This year the members of the Geography Club have been working energetically on a pro-
ject which will benefit not only themselves but also others who will be taking Geography. Under 
the direction of Mr. Pisko, they have constructed physiographic models mode of styrofoam . Land-
forms have been fashioned and then pointed. We hope that these models will become useful teach-
ing aids for geography students in the future. 
GEOGRAPHY CLUB 
BACK ROW: 











HISTORY AND U.N. CLUB 
BACK ROW: Pot Goggins, Rondy Brown, 
Wonda Skowron, SECOND ROW: Marg 
Sowotsky, Judy Stewart , Wendy Steele, 
Dionne Berkeley. FIRST ROW: Miss Foils, 
Brenda Weeks, Elizabeth Blackmore, 
Kristyn Kirkwood, Ann Lembk,e. 
HISTORY AND U.N. CLUB 
This ;xist yeor the History ond U.N. Club hos been very active under the 
leadership of Judy Stewart, their president, and the careful direction of Miss Folls. 
The members of the club participated in two Model United Notions, one ot Detroit 
ond the other ot Windsor. In the Windsor U. N. l~ey represented countries or the 
Communist Block on issues such as Viet Norn ond the admission of Red Chino. At 
the model U.N. in Detroit, the members represented Spain ond Mourit-:inio. This 
wos held at the l.kiiv~rsity of Detroit ond was greatly enjoyed by the member5. The 
members wish to thank Miss Falls for her guidance which mode this o successful 
year. 
U. N. TRIP 
It wos indeed o great privilege to hove been one of o group of eight students 
from the various high schools, sent by the Windsor Boord of Education lo spend 
o weekend in New York City. The main purpose of this trip wos to ocquoint us 
with the painstaking efforts of the United Notions to preserve world peace. 
We attended o sub-comminee meeting on decolonizot ion and heard dele-
gates from Britain ond Fronce express their diverse opinions on this issue. We olso 
held on informal discussion with one of the members of the Canadian Mission lo 
the U. N. 
It is difficult to express the actual impact this vast organization hos on a 
visitor. One must be present to realize that the United Stoles is our strongest hope 
for peace in the world today. 
My sincere thanks to the U.N. club for making this opportunity possible; it 
was on experience thot will always be remembered. 
Patrick Goggins 
CHESS CLUB 
Although chess moy appear complicated to the beginner, Mr. Burr ond the members of the 
chess club ma into in that in reality it is quite simple and easy to learn. As further encouragement 
they offer lessons to all who wish to learn. Each lunch hour the members ploy one another, ond 
these hotly contested matches prepare them For the toumoments which they enter. In o two-day 
match ot Hermon our boys were victorious over the other three competing schools. The members 
wish to thank Mr. Burr For what they consider to be o very successful year. 
CHESS CLUB 
BACK ROW: John Fraser, Leo Ostropolec, 
George Strohschien, Fernando Martincic, Bill 
Motruk, Lorry Whitmore, Ivon Nemet, Peter 
Mcleod. SECOND ROW: Brain Smith, Horman 
Koner, Donald Bridge, Scott Forbes, Doug 
Brown, Rich Ovens, Wayne Lewchuk. FIRST 
ROW: Norman Taylor, Chris Ednui, Mr. F. A. 
Burr, David Lomeck, Alfred Lebherz, Bill 
Sellars. 
DRAMATIC SOCIETY 
BACK ROW: Kim Kitchen, Henry Schuster, Mike Lyons, Larry Konyu, Marilyn 
Peters, Melissa Manojlovich, Heather Pye, Judy Robinson, Mary Kushnir, Maria 
Nenodovich, David Cape, Ralph King, Paul Innes. MIDDLE ROW: Zorko Mrkonj ic, 
Charlotte Johnson, J oan Norbury, Cathy Provost, Fran Demars, Sandy Trott, 
Pauline Marier, Carol Vizard, Florence Rosenbaum, Ann Mongeau, Rosemary 
Drobitch, Pam Mongeau, Jackie Thurlow, Tom Robson, Paul Britton. FIRST ROW: 
Miss DeMarco, MaryAnn Konyu, Beth Allen, Doug Green, Mory Boyd, Mary Gee, 
Lynne Watts, Ken Copeman, J anice Drokich, Les Cami is, Ann McConnvi I le, 
Connie Donahue, Al Schooley, Susan Gee, Mike Beaton, Mr . L. Thomas. 
DRAMA CLUB 
This year the Drama Club took the task of reproducing Noel Coward's Bli the 
Spirit. Th is three act play captivated audiences for two nights, February 24th and 
25th. 
The last act was performed in the High School drama Festival which brought 
back great ace la im to the members. 
Many thanks are due to Mr. Thomas, out most dedicated director, the ex-
ecutive, and members for making this another outstanding year for the W.C.I . 
Drama Club. 
Com pi iments 
of the 
NATIONAL FIRE EQUIPMENT CO. LTD. 





BACK ROW: George Meonwell, Dennis Piper, Liz Ritchie, Mary-Anne Bricker, Donny Newmon, 
Barbre Bell, Joan Bartlet, Mory MacKenzie, Shon Spooner, Judy MacKenzie, Gwyn Robson, Carol 
Poge, Kathy Onico, Terry Miron. SECOND ROW: Rancid Thurgood., John Frazer, Pam Kenny, 
Yvonne Piscitelli, Beth Blackmore, Willa Flett, Wendy Coltos, George Thurgood, Liz Asseltsine, 
Jone Sounders, Garth Eley, Peter Buzzeli, Wally Green. FIRST ROW: Mr. Matteis, Miss Vezina, 
Grobrielle Bociogo, Heothef Berkeley, Jennifer Lacy, Gerry McDonald, Erika Gentsch, Jerry Gut, 
Gale Simko, Pam Cohen, Miss Procey, Mr. Dimmick. 
CENTENNIAL CLUB 
This year, 1967 will be the first and 
last time for the Centennial Club. Canedo 
will celebrote her 100th birthdoy only once 
end there will only be one Centenniol Club 
in Wolkerville's history. 
The main purpose of the club is to 
construct a permanent project which will 
celebrate Canada's 1 00 years and serve as o 
lasting reminder of 1967. Under the leader-
ship of Mr. Dimmick, Mr. Matteis and the 
club'~ president, Pot Rider, the members 
work hard on promoting nationol enthusiasm 
in the school's students. The club's activities 
got off to a fast star! with on o·utdoor birthday 
party For Canedo. At the party there were 
games end free coke for everyone . The club 
will continOJe till the close of 1967 and, by 
donces, bake soles, and other various means 
of making money, ii is hoped that ii w i 11 
reach its goolL 
CAMERA CLUB 
The Comero Club has been involved in 
a busy schedule this year. Under the leoder-
ship of Mike Phillips, this year's president, 
and the teacher, sponsor, Mr. T esol in, the 
club's members hove token pictures for the 
B & W Photography end Candid Camero 
sections. With the addition of the new dark 
room, the Comera Cluo hos been able to ex• 
pond its activities; and due to Mr. Tesolin' s 
excellent direction and guidonce, the club 
hos enjoyed o year of learning c:nd service to 
the school. 
BACK ROW: Eric Fournie, Henry Shuster, Peter Buzelli, Jonn Schertzer, Ernest Porochnowitsch. 
SECOND ROW: John fQrl, Roy Semple, D9vid Podgurecki, Doug Gill, Wdyne Lewchuk, Don 
Young, Earl Porter, Richard Evans. FRONT ROW: Pam Mongeau, Rosemary Drobitch, Lindo Vrabel, 
Candy Day, Ron Renaud, Angie Kehl, Philip Miller, Mr. Tesolin, Darlene Cluni~, Stefka Reper. 
HOSTESS CLUB 
Under the direction of Miss Holler, the Home Economics teacher, the Hosten C lub hos hod 
another successful yeor. The girls served assorted cookies ond teo to every stoff meeting. By try-
ing out new recipes ond methods, the girls goin voluoble experience and hove lots of fun . Fre-
quently, the c lub is invited to other schools to exchonge ideos. This year, the members visited 
the Heinz pion! ot leomington. The members consider thot this trip wos very interesting ond 
worthwhile. 
MODEL CLUB -----
The Mode l Club enjoyed another interesting and 
suceesdul year. U,der the direction of Mr. Parr, mem• 
bers ore able to use the extensive equipment in the 
Industrial Arts Room. The boys hove fun mok ing projects 
such os ski is, tobles ond bowls. Their ortic:les ore often 
on display for the school to admire. Thanks go to Mr. 
,Porr whose guidance is opprecioted. 
MODEL CLUB 
BACK ROW: Poul Worby, Bill Sel lars, Wesley Trojond, 
Mr. Porr, Poul Mortin, Greg Wild. FIRST ROW: Alan 
Lossing, Kent McMillan, Donald Bridge, Poul Truinsky, 
Bill Brien. 
J. E. T. S. 
HOSTESS CLUB 
BACK ROW: Janice Morcuz, Norma 
Bechard, Goil,Mill\!r, Chris Bolton, 
Louro Worby, Cheryl Dulmage, Borboro 
Abrosh, Vesno Sertic, Anne Rodojcevic, 
Shirley Schmidt, Judy St. Louis, Mory 
McDonald, Penny Cassidy, FRONT 
ROW: Ann Fomulo (President), Zina 
Plontus, Jill Glendon, Pot Bechard, 
Lindo Seogin, Valerie Sorluis, Miss 
Holler, Yvonne Piscitelli, Anito Smith, 
Cothy Taylor, Go ii Be longer, Go i I 
McCarthy, Sondy M ii ler. 
The Junior Engineering Technical Society ot W. C. I. is the first of its kind to be estob-
1 ished in the Windsor oreo. Founded in 1950 by engineers from M ichigon Stote, the J.E. T. S. 
were designed to stimulate learning in ol I professional Fields. This orgoni zol ion, whose heod-
quorters ore in New York City, combines the ossistonce and guidance of profesoionol men to 
help stimulate students' interest in technological ond engineering fields, by providing on oppor-
tunity to opply the principles learned in high school subjects to octuol engineering and techni-
cal projects. Students become acquainted with men who ore octively engaged in these fields ond 
through them, students receive on insight into the engineering and technical professions. Under 
the supervision of Mr. McTovish, we hove planned films, tours, end guest speakers from various 
industries. The J.E. T .S. hold their meetings once every two weeks, and welcome all students 
who ore interested in otiy phose of enginel!ring. 
J.E.T.S. 
BACK ROW· Eddie Dion, Peter 
Buzelli, Mike Lyons, Richard Antonyck, 
Bill Schertzer, Paul Skowron, Ron 
Novini, Wayne Specht, Fronk Miesme r. 
SECOND ROW: George Strohschein, 
Mike Graham, Greg Wild, Ted Wypich, 
Paul Molec, Dove Cope, Tom Hamilton, 
Mervin Lost, Bill Sellars, Bob Moc-
Millon. FIRST ROW: Lorry Patrick, 
Rocco, Lucente, Pou I Worby, Terry 
Cieben (President), Dove Lomeck, John 
Reid, Henry Schuster, Ernest 
Porochnow it.eh. 
CHOIR 
BACK ROW: Elaine Konyu, Lindo Johnson, Judy MocLochlon, Cindy Robinson, 
Sheron Sellars, Ricky Ovem, Mike Lyons, Peter Britton, Terry Dowoell, Terry 
Dowdell, Tom Robson, Kim Kitchen, Billy Squires, Paul Britton, Louref Turner, 
Michel Gobrieou, Carol Bouruth, SECOND ROW: Chris Bolton, Cothy Lapointe, 
Cheryl Long, Heather Boyd, Louro Worby, Mory Davies, Michelle Heod, Dowr 
James, Cathy Tierney, Mildred Frister, Rosemary Levee, Jill Bernard, Colleen 
Bolger, Anne Tierney, Heather Henderson, Charlotte Johnson, Cindy Horris, 
Francis Kont, Barbaro Abrosh. FRONT ROW: Karin Nestor, Down Stein, Donrio 
Wilson, Cindy Stevens, Wonda Skowron, Noncy Paterson, Cathy Rush, Ruth 
Hillmon, Suson Mor, Mr. Curry, Penny Procey, Pauline Marier, Lynde Ashwell, 
Lindo Paterson, Goil Miller, Virginia Lahoy, Cheryl Beahan, Carol Macri. 
FRENCH CLUB 
BACK ROW: Garth Eley, Pcm Kenny, Lexi Stuart, JoAnn Piercell, Pauline 
Torigian, Mory-Ann Bricker, Leslie Grant, Carol Page, Kim Von Delinder ,. 
Wendy Chapman, Gwyn Robson, John Fraser. THIRD ROW: Wende Cvovet, 
Mory-Beth Howrish, Heather Collins, Beth Blackmore, Yvonne Piscitelli, Mory 
Shishok, Mileva Bazan ich, Darlene Heathcote, Pam Mel ego, Joan Barlett, 
Janie Curry. SECOND ROW: Wendy Coltos, Sandy Peterson, Anne Lembke, 
Mario Wenadovich, Jone Rozek, Tom Boyd, Barbaro Belt, Candy Day, Pam 
Cohen, Janet Mitchell, Willa Flett. FIRST ROW: Miss Manser, Jerry Gut, 
Kathy Kushnir, Melevo Moodus, Christine Goggins, Meg Johnson, Mr. 
Waddell, Mike Kall, Lindo Surski, Diane Akerman, Margaret Sawatsky, Pat 
Stechey, Miss Hewus. 
BACK ROW: Rhonda Beck, Ann Nonson, Nelly De-
Jonge, Nancy Brown, MiS$ Mitchell, Gail Chapman, 
Morilyne Peters, Beverly Lossing. FIFTH ROW: Susan 
Gee, Rose Pav. luchyk. FOURTH ROW: Jo-anne 
Montogomery, Stefka Repos. THIRD ROW: Sue Jones, 
Dione Brown, SECOND ROW: Mory Kushnir, Carol 
Beck. FIRST ROW: Liz Ritchie. 
CHOIR 
The W. C . I. Choir this year was 
under the direction or our Music teacher, 
Mr. Curry. The Choir increased its mem-
bership and added a number of mole 
voices giving it the lower tones it needed. 
Members performed at a number of assem-
blies throughout the year and port ic ipoted 
in the annual Rhapsody in Blue and \.\/hite 
A trip to Essex High School was planned 
also. Many thanks go to Mr. Curry whose 
diligent work has made the Choir the 
!tUCcess it is. 
FRENCH CLUB 
After an absence of one year there 
is another French Club at Wolkerville. 
There are actually two clubs, the Senior 
French Club under the direction of Mr. 
Waddell, and the Junior French Club 
under the guidance of Miu Hewus and 
Miss Manser . 
At meetings, members hove fun, 
and at the some time, increo~ their vo-
cabulary and un.derstonding of the French 
language. Gomes like "Bingo" and 
"Twenty Questions"ore played, skits ore 
performed, and songs ore sung--ol I in 
French. 
Miss Robbins gave on interesting film 
presentation about her trip to Fronce. Al I 
members will agree that it hos been a very 
interesting and successful year for the 
French Club. 
LIBRARIANS 
BOND CLOTHES SHOP 
• 'Where style and fit are foremost'• 
368 Ouellette Ave. 
Compliments of 
BULMER TYPEWRITER COMPANY 
485 Pelissier WINDSOR, ONTARIO 
Join the fun-crowd and head to 
PILLSWORTHS' CAMPING EQUIPMENT 
& SKI CHALET 
3353 Walker Road 253-9092 
COMPLETE SALES AND RENTAL SERVICE 
JAMES HARKNESS McKAY S. I. D. 0. 
1602 Wyandotte St. E. 
Windsor, Ontario 254-4967 
CHAMBERS BARBER SHOP 
3 ProfPssional Barbers to Serve 
]747 W,yandotte st. East 
MR. PAAL 
of lOP says 
Some minds are like concrete 
All mixPd up and permanently set PJM 
ADAMS DRUG COMPANY 
Dispensing Chemists 
1698 Tecumseh Rd. at Wrndermere 
Walkerville, Ontario 
SHELL CANADA LIMITED 
Tecumseh at Central 
All repairs guaranteed 
hy Shell of Canada Limited 
24 Hour Service Phone 948-0841 
1519 Wyandotte Street East Phone 252-8329 
MONARCH MATTRESS MFG. CO. 
WINDSOR, ONTARIO 
JACK'S CATERING SERVICE 
Jack D. Vizard 
Phone 253-9256 
\VE CATER TO: BANQUETS, WEDDINGS, HOUSE PARTIES. 
OIURCH GROUPS ETC. 
Compliments of 
BURNSIDE HARDWARE LIMITED 
1577 Tecumseh Road E. 
Phone 254-2722 Windsor, Ontario 
AIRPORT MOTEL 
3775 WALKER RD Phone 969-3710 • 
WINDSOR, ONT. 
COMPLIMENTS OF 
MARSH FROZEN FOODS LIMITED 
Walker Roaa at 401 Highway 
Windsor, Ontario 
ALLAN'S MEATS 
1477 Wyandotte st. E. 
COMPLIMENTS OF 
AGNEW SURPASS 
357 Ouellette Avenue 
THE BANK BOYS 
E. C. Rowe and Walker Road S. E. 

Best Wishes from RENNIE'S MUSIC 
128 University Ave. West 
Opposite Capitol Theatre 
CONN 
WINDSOR'S LEADING STORE 
FOR FASHIONS THAT PROVE 
GOOD TASTE IS NOT 
EXPENSIVE 
America's Finest Electronic Organ 
Musical Instruments 
Complete Line of Accessories and Parts 
The Most Modern Repair Department in Canada 
All Forms of Printed Music 
256-1018 
THE CHRISTIAN SCIENCE MONITOR 
International Daily Newspaper 
Representative: Mrs. Violet D. Cook 
Telephone 254-9669 
When you·re a pioneer starting your 150th year of activity you have 
plenty to remember. Especially when you've made 
financial history, like laying the cornerstone of this country's banking 
system-fifty years before ConfederatioR. At this time we could be looking 
back on a long record of achievement. Instead, we're 
looking ahead-well ahead. Canada·s First Bank may be an old-timer 
but it has the youngest outlook in banking. 
BANK OF MONTREAL 
Main Office, 1799 Wyandotte St. E.: W. E. BAGGS, Manager 
Walker Road Branch: R. A. PURTON, Manager 
tWS 
PIPE MAJOR JOCK COPLAND M.B.E. 
Ever since the down of time, man has 
loved music, and Jock Copland was no excep-
tion. Born in 1886, Jock did not learn to ploy 
the pipes until he was twelve years old, but from 
then on, the skirl of bagpipes was a very real 
part of Jock I s I ife. For 67 years, Jock played 
his pipes including his performances before every 
British monarch since Victoria. 
Jock fought during both World Wars. His 
patriotism and love of freedom gave him the 
spiritual and physical power to fight for his 
country. Jock won many medals, including M.B. 
E. which was presented to him by George V. 
After the war Jock passed on his knowledge of 
the pipes to W.C . I. 
He began to instruct at Walkerville and 
created one of the finest high school pipe bands 
in Canada. 
With his passing last April, Walkerville 
lost a true friend. To you Jock, we soy that we 
shall miss you. You will always be remembered 
atW.C.I. 
C. 0. ' S MESSAGE 
Wolken, ille students con be proud of our 
Cadet Corps. The participation ond leader.hip 
displayed by 1hou10nd, or Wolkerv illo cadets 
hos e,tobli.hed ond maintained for more than 
forty yeori, o reputation honourable to our ,chool . 
However, the codet movement i, eom-
petit ive. O ther schoclr. are improving their 
corps. 
For th ls reason every boy in our corps ho, 
the opportunity and respon,lblllty lo help h;. 
school. Whether lie is in grode nine or o ienior 
student, v.,hether he is octive in ichool clubs, and 
particularly if he is not, any young man on this , 
the largest ~hool team, con e,cperience the p,ide 
and sotisfoction of doing his ~st. 
Aside fron, th~ Moy ln~peclion ii should 
be reoliz.ed lhol cod•h ore olso active throughout 
the entire y~ar ... Summer comps. with poy gt 
lpperwosh ond Bon ff, ond exchange trips to the 
Wesr lndit!!i arc ovoilahle 10 any cadet who 
quoli!ie,. Special trips ore otronged for repre-
)entot ives From local cOrf)l, 01 in Februory when 
Wolkerville senl 10ight officer1 tg Ottov.o, and 
eoolier, two >h,denh oboord H. M .C .S. Gotineou 
to Somio. Training in our codel bond, for the 
mu,icolly inclined, mark,man,h ip fot those with 
o steady hand, fir~t o id ond communicat ions. ror 
those intere~ted, work in the Ouarter Master I s 
Store,, ond ..,1r-~.r,owldd9e gained by the di, , 
cipline ond re,pon,ibility or becamins on officer 1 
i llu,trote 1he variety ovoiloble to cadets from 
foll 10 ,pring, 
To those who hove .hared in thh training . 
I offer congrotu lo) ions. To M, . Montour, my 
!el low office,;, ond every cadet, I thonk you for 
the memorable pleo,ure of S<Jrving the Wolker-
ville Codet Corp, in this Cenlenniol Year. 
Code I Lt ./Col. Bruce A. Mcloughlin 
1086 WALKERVILLE COLLEGIATE INSTITUTE CADET CORPS 
The Wolkerville Collegiate Cadet Corps was organized in 1923, and 
held its first inspection in 1924 . The first chief instructor was the late Mr. 
J. L. McNaughton, former principal of the school. 
In 1925 authorization was obto ined for the corps to adopt the 
Cameron Tartan and for many years, the corps paraded in ful I Highland 
dress. At this time, it was the only such corps in Canada to wear the kilt. 
But, due to increased enrolment and scare ity of funds during the years of 
depression, it was necessary to equip a portion of the corps in R.C.A.C. 
uniform . However, the officers and bands have a lways paraded in High-
land dress. 
Since the corps become offi I ioted with the Essex and Kent 
Scottish regiment in the fo l I of 1927, it hos been converted to the Mc-
Gregor Tartan. In that same year, the corps won the Genera I Effie iency 
Trophy for Military District Number l. 
The pipe band, instructed by the late Pipe Major Jock Copland, 
M.B.E., was organized in 1942, and is a source of great pride, not only 
to the corps, but also to the citizens 0f Windsor. In 1960, it was selected 
from al I school ·cadet corps in the Centro I Command to attend the National 
Cadet Camp at Ban ff, and received great pro ise from the citizens of Canada 
in that area. 
The bugle bond, outfitted in red tunics since 1928, was changed to 
a trumpet band ten years ago, and hos been in great demand throughout the 
years. During the school year of 1964-65, the trumpet band went to 
Ypsilanti, Michigan where they helped Eastern Michigan University to 
celebrate its annual Homecoming . 
The corps has a very close affiliation with the Essex and Kent 
Scottish and is a very fruitful source of recruits, not only for the ranks but 
o lso for the bands and officers. Two of our former officers hove been 
Commanding officers of the Essex and Kent. 
The Wolkerville Cadet Corps hos hod o proud ond successful post. 
It is the hope of all young men connected to it that it will continue to be 
an important port of our school ' s I ife . 
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OFFICERS _ 1967 
BACK ROW: Jeff Cowon, Bil I Hamilton I Rick Mortin, Wayne Mortin, Bill Gonney, Pou I 
Stewart, Bob Konyu, John Ritchie, Dove Cope, Bruce Shand, George Thurgood, George Cory, 
Bob Thompson .FIRST ROW: John Topping, David McKenzie I Reed Smith, Bruce Mcloughlin, 
Tim Filipic, Kirk Lyon, David Young. 
OFFICERS AND N . C . 0. 'S 
It has been the tradition ot Wolkervil le for the Senior Codet Officers to train the 
Senior and Junior N.C.0. 's. During the school year young cadets ore taught the basic 
knowledge necessary for handling orms and obeying commands. 
The Senior Officers of this year's corps culminated five years of dedicated $ervice with 
o trip to Ottowo. The Senior Officers would like to thank,pll the teochers who helped to 
guide and promote the vorious cadet organizations throughout the school year. 
INSPECTION 1966 
Moy 4th, 1966, wos the dote of last year's cadet inspection. Cadet Lieutenant 
Colonel David Norwood and 21.C. Major Art Lyon put on o successful parade which won much 
praise from the audience. Thanks are due to the new chief instructor Mr. F. Montour, with-
out whose he lp the inspection would hove been impossible. 
The best Cadet award was presented to Cadet Major Art Lyon, Botta I ion 2 I .C Cadet 
Major Rommel Masse of "A" Company accepted the trophy for best company. Best platoon, 1st 
Pio loon "A" Company, was awarded to Cadet Lieutenant Charles Gauthier. 
PIPE BAND 
Due to the regretful lo•• of Pipe Major Copland, M . B. E. , C . D., we had to be with-
out his excellent leadership. Thanks are due to Mr. Cruickshank and John McRobb for 
graciously offering their ossistonce. 
PIPE BAND 
BACK ROW: TerryWilkins,Doug Hand, Ken Washbrook, SECOND ROW: Gory Perpich, Gront 
Tripp, Doug Brown, Nick Drokich. FIRST ROW: Mr . Cruickshank, (instructor), Sid Girling, 
Steve Drokich, Brion Smith, David Perk ins. 
TRUM.PET BAND 
Many students hove often heord of melodic tones of drums and trumpets· in 
the morning before 9 o'clock. They heord the music - or so it is called - of the 
trumpet. This year's bond hos increased it size twofold insuring on even more 
su1.cessful bond for future cadet corps. 
RIFLE TEAM 
The rifle teem under the direction of Mr. 
McCauley ogoin proved that Wolkerville' s 
cadets ore top-notch marksmen. The teem 
wishes to thank thei new coach for his 
voluoble guidance. 
TRUMPET BAND 
Lr. Coru Hong {Director of Music) 
COLUM.N ONE: Don Bridge, Don Wilson, Do,e 
Pillon, Kerry Dowdell, Brion Markle, Don Young, 
Norman T oylor, Ron Duncan, Doug Gil I, Woyne 
Lewchuk. COLUMN TWO: Fred Smith, Jim 
Hedden, Ion Boyd, Bob Woods, Mike Budd, Andy 
Root, Alan Lossing, Bob Sounder~, Bill Brien. 
COLUMN THREE: Dove Boker, Ernest 
Porochnowitsch, Werner Kraus, Bill Sellars, 
Terry Patrick, Peter Macleod, John Korenic, 
Peter Britton, Murray Nohnybido. COLUMN 
FOUR: Jerry Valente, Mike Lyons, Richard 
McDonald, John Ferdoc, John Posloski, Don 
Gonney, Poul Mencel, Dove Tisdale, Lea 
Ostropolec. COLUMN FIVE: Ron Werner (Wor-
ronl Officer), Kent MacMillan, Richard Evans, 
Mike Podolski, Larry Whitman, Bill Curry, 
Rick Ovens, John Roung, Dove Radford. 
BACK ROW: Thom Sprague, Ion Maclaren, George Strohschein, Fernando Martin-
cic, Rod Vanstone, Rod Packard. FIRST ROW: Alan Gold, Luigi Zarlengo, Ron 
Werner, Mork Thomas, Jim Garber. 
SIGNAL CORPS 
BACK ROW: Mike Triembocher, John Roung, Earl Porter, Don Newmon, Philip Miller, 
Dove Tollington, Henry Shuster, Luigi Zarlengo, Mike George, Ted Wypyh, Rick Ovens, 
Don Gonney. FRONT ROW: Bill Gonney, Cheryl Haddad, Joan Bartlet, Susan Sanderson, 
Coru Hong. 
SIGNAL CORPS 
Th is yeor, the s igno I corps hod 
three g iris as members . They even turned 
out to be good signolers. As always Mr. 
Kupnicki proved to be a well-oppredoted 
source of he Ip and informal ion and the 
members wish to thank him for hard work. 

Compliments 
WINDSOR TOOL & DIE 
of the 
OFFICERS and N.C.O.'s 
There's room at the top 
at the Commerce 
You enjoy many varied career opportunities with the Commerce 
because of its dynamic growth pattern. As the bank moves ahead, you move 
ahead too. Ask for the free booklet "Be a Banker" at your nearest branch 
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MAKES IT SO EASY! 
Speedwnting S1orthand is the modern 
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128 
BACK ROW: Wayne Corson, David Pillon, 
Eric Jenkins, Luigi Zorlenga, Wolter 
Lozynsky, John Weiss, Leslie Gill, Randy 
Fleming, Philip Miles. SECOND ROW: Ken 
Hewer, Noe I Mon to go no, Margie Anderson, 
Porn Horne, Morge Bowey, Horry Rosenboum, 
Doug Atkinson. FIRST ROW: Carol Vizard, 
Penny Pacey, Liz Glen, Mr. Bunt, Joanne 
Montgomery, Sharon Corr, Wendy 
Wickwire. ABSENT: Murray Nohnybido, 
Co thy Martin, Mildred Fister, Ken Copeman. 
12A 
BACK ROW: Alan Luborsky, David Young, 
Stuart Kelch, Ken Bialkowski, David 
Tollington, Pot Goggins, Milutin Droboc, 
Ross Wetmore, David Brown. SECOND ROW: 
Lee Boughner, Gerry McDonald, Carol 
Dawson, Marc io Glos, Cathy Whiteside, 
Margaret Hallam, Diane Varga, Lynn 
Perritt, Pat Rider, Jennifer Locy, Ruth 
Hillman, Bev Lossing. FIRST ROW: Marg-
aret Lawson, Borbara Gold, Heather 
Berkeley, Mrs. Birch, Sharon Sellars, Susan 
Cohen, Janet Groybiel. 
12C 
BACK ROW: Darwin Yarish, Bob Hajdu, Jim 
Walsh, Alan Schooley, Com Brown, David 
Keen, Kevin McCabe, Ron Micsinszky, Jim 
Albury, Mike Lutsch, Jim Teron, Dove 
Milburn. SECOND ROW: Ron Wemer, Bruce 
Gold, Joan Stephens, Vicki Gibb, Wendy 
Homi I ton, Cheryl Gammon, Susan Eckert, 
Bev Perritt, Ruth Kozak, Sondy Trott, Steve 
Cox, Duncan Hind. FIRST ROW: Lynda 
Laughton, Ko thy Richardson, Suson 
Mortinuz.zi, Miss Foils, Doreen Lewandowski, 
Morgoret Quinn, Debbie Weeks. ABSENT: 
Bob Bonda, David Chalcraft, Rick Doherty, 
Chari ie Gauthier, Joanne Parrott, Lou is 
Simprogo. 
Commander BIRCH to 12A in Wor of 1812: 
"Come HEATHER troops you KEN 
see the Yankees to the LEE side of tf..e 
River. Watch out! LOSSING the YOUNG 
kid is gonno cost us. KELCH Colone 
GRA YBI El sneek ing up the bank I Guard 
this HILL MEN. DROBAC slowly to the 
WHITES I DE of the river. The best horse-
bock Rt DER is PAT so LACY up your ·boots 
and get going. After TOLLING the bell, 
which weighs o TON, SELL AR GOLD to 
Let I s look ot 128 
Margie A.: (F.P.) eating her way through 
Moth. 
Doug A.: (P.S.) dramatic lover in French 
ploys. 
Margo B.: (Fut. 77) teaching grode 12 
health courses. 
Sharon C.: (F.P.) laughing at K.C.'s 
jokes. 
Woyne C . : (T. M.) being the strong 
silent type . 
Ken C.: (F. P.) having birthday parties 
on school time. 
Mildred F.: (Amb . ) to swim 36 widths 
for Miss P. 
Rondy F.: {Amb .) to outwit Miss Falls 
in History. 
Leslie G.: (F. P.) causing riots during 
guidance. 
Liz. G.: (P.P.) sitting neor F.R. in 
French. 
Ken H.: (P.D.) the stone thot rollec. 
Pam H.: (F. P.) laughing through English. 
Eric J . : (Fut. 77) selling French 
dictionaries. 
get Captain McDONALD and General 
LAWSON freed. Do not WET your uni-
forms any MORE than necessary while 
er ssing the Gl OSsy River. L YNch Com-
mander COHEN ond her army, ANe don't 
DI GOGGINs at the enemy. With the 
captured HALLAM bock to our side. 
CAROL thot BROWN doesn't escape. Al 
AN oll 12A, we're doing o fine job. 
Wolter L.: (F.P.) chemistry definitions, 
torturing Mr. Burr ... 
Cathey M.: (T. M.) being lote for History. 
Ph ii M.: (Amb.) to break the 2 minute 
mile. 
Noel M.: (T .M.) green and blue striped 
shirts, 69 ... 
Joanne M.: ( P. D.) decoding agent for 
U.N.C.L.E. 
Murray N.: (Fut. 77) writing novel, "My 
Cute Appendix" 
Penny P.: (P.D.) Go-go dancer at Joe's 
Bar. 
Horry R.: (Amb . ) to be a footbo 11 hero. 
Carol V . : (Fut 77) still crozy about Mr. 
K. 
John W.: (Amb.) to sit beside Wolter in 
chemistry. 
Wendy W.: (F. P.) inventing o "newer" 
moth. 
Luigi Z.: (P.D.) head of French cheating 
syndicate. 
Mr. Bunt: (F. P.) teaching 128 of course! 
PROBABLE DESTINATIONS OF 12C 
Jim A.: Sheep shearer in Australia. 
Bob B.: Secret Agent 006 .9 
Dove C.: The "In" Crowd. 
Steve C.: French Prof. 
Rick D.: Seven Yeor Veteran 
Sue E.: Who knows? 
Cheryl G.: Ripley's Believe it or Not 
Chari ie G.: Only Dunn knows for sure 
Vicki G.: First V. W. Rocer at the 500 
Bruce G.: Army Colisthenics Instructor 
Bob H.: "See you at the Drag" 
Wendy H.: Scout for Potterson Panthers. 
Duncan H.: Former near Harrow . 
Dove K.: Peach Grower (Peachy keen) 
Ruthie K.: Waiting on tables at Kozok's 
Lynda L.: Listening to W. E. X. L. teen 
beat. 
Doreen L.: Farmerette neor Harrow. 
Mike L.: Trying to perfect Hondas. 
Suson M.: Wardrobe mistress for Met-
ropol iton Opera. 
Kevin Mc . : Sandy I s Postman (Moth?) 
Ron M .: Test riding Hondo 50's 
Dove M.: Would you believe ... ? 
Joanne P.: Keeping house for Roy 
Bev. P .: Nurse moid for Tiny Tim 
Marg Q.: Wo it ing for the wagon. 
Kathy R.: Queen for o day 
Alan S.: Wayne Stote or bust. 
Louis S.: Leader of Windsor's Mofio 
Joan S .: Captain of o Yellow Submarine 
J ir11 T.: White - washing E .C. Morley 
Bill Boards 
Sondy T.: Sweat shirt po inter 
Jim W.: Salesman for P.F. Flyers. 
Debby W.: Trying to get eight doys in one 
Darwin Y .: Writing Conodo's Political 
Philosophy . 
12F 
BACK ROW: Bob Rudok, Jim Boker, John 
Macko, Dove Perkins, Don Macleod, Fronk 
Reis, Gront Gibson, Scott Mortin, Don 
Christie, John Jackson, Bill Brockell. 
SECOND ROW: Poul Love, Al Sowotsky, 
Duncan Hind, Gail Chapmon, Bonnie 
Hutton, Wendy Percival, Cathy Provost, Mory 
Wypych, Donna Pompero, Gabrielle Bocioaga, 
Paul Barrett, Jon Maltby, Jerry Gut. FIRST 
ROW: Marg Keith, Rene Mcleod, Sandy 
Grenier, Mr. Cruickshank, Joan Norbury, 
Lindo Piper, Fran Desmore is. ABSENT: 
Erika Gentsch, Angelo DeMortin, Mor9 
DeMartin, Barb Stewart, Cathy Tierney. 
78 
12E 
BACK ROW: Larry Kanyu, Jim Menzies, 
David Logan, Richard Korotl, Chris Edney, 
Ken Copeman, Jamie Dunn, Eddie Mulawko, 
Bryan Davidson, George McHotlam. SECOND 
ROW: M ic he I Bis son, Pol Lossowsk i, Anne 
Fomulo, Linda Vrabe I, Margaret Stewart, 
Connie Donohue, Donna Baird, Pam Ebb-
inghous, Ron Burnside. FIRST ROW: Janice 
Embury, Anne McConvil le, Reta Fata, Mr. 
Haggert, Linda Po I tridge, Susan Henderson, 
Gloria Dupuis. ABSENT: Bill Borton, Vir-
ginia Bovetta, Moloureen McLeod, WoynP 
Sutherlond, Morris Thomson, Ron Werner, 
Mory Wypych, Ion Maclaren . 
126 
BACK ROW: Jon Chorlton, Michael Eremic, 
Don Kerr, Jon Hough, Eric Elcombe, 
Michael Ciebin, Richard Antonyk, Michael 
Beaton, Robert Jershey, Doug Kl ink. 
SECOND ROW: David Sobolsky, Carol Hearn, 
Janice Drokich, Ellen Torgochoff, Cathy 
Moclsooc, Emily Lozynsky, Pot MocDonell, 
Nick Spoiolo. FIRST ROW: Claudette Lanoue, 
Sharman Henry, Carol Rymor, Mr. Manforton, 
Carol Gough, Pauline Marier, Annette 
Lnon, ABSENT: Judy Baisden, Rhonda Beck, 
Cliff Brouyette, Com Brown, Doug Green, 
David Lomeck. 
Donna B.: (F.P.) originator of the Tartan 
Powder Puff Hockey T earn . 
Bill B.: (T .M.) low sexy voice. 
Virginia B.: (F.P.) discussing current 
events with Mr . Thomas . 
Michel B.: (P.P.) femmes fatales. 
Ron B.: (F.P.) going to Commerce 1ust 
for kicks. 
Byron D.: (WK.) the opposite sex. 
Connie D.: (P.D.) Mrs. Wart raising 
five I ittle toads. 
Jamie D.: (F.P.) standing in for Bob 
Dylan. 
Gloria D.: (N. N.) "Streaky" 
Pam E. : (P . D.) teaching English to Mr. 
Bunt. 
Moloureen M.: (N. N . ) Renee the Ripper. 
Jim M.: (F . P.) the Bounty Hunters. 
Eddie M.: (APP.) essence of ecstasy . 
Lindo P.: (F .S.) "ls that ever cute!" 
Morg. S,; (F,P.) talking to herself in 
class. 
Wayne S.: (P. D.) olympic hockey player. 
Morris T .: (F . S . ) We'd like to see you 
more often. 
Linda V .: (F .D .) recalling those carefree 
days of summer . 
12E 
Ron W.: (P.D.) gradually declining. 
Mary W.: ( P. P .) bombing around at lunch 
hour. 
Jan ice E.: (F. P.) practising her "hand" 
language. 
Anne F.: (N. N.) "Frenchy'' - with a 
French sense of humour. 
Rita F.: (P.D.) President of Hiram Walker's 
Susan H.: (WK . ) Wayne writing "Sym-
phonies for Susan . 11 
Lorry K . : (F . P.) Shakespearean actor. 
Richard K . : ( P. P.) Ukro in ion jokes and 
ambitious match-makers. 
David L.: (P.D . ) understudy to Mr. Hog-
gert. 
Pot. L.: (P.D.) Tartan swimming in-
structor. 
Ian M.: (WK.) transferring to the best 
school. 
Anne M.: (N.N.) Runt; life size; Annie. 
George M.: ( P. D.) Prof. of Advanced 
Mathematics. 
Mr. Hoggert: (P.D.) the Academy Award 
recipient for "best actor of the year. 11 
THE CRUCKED <HANK OF 12 F. 
In the perkin town of Jackson-
vii le lived a Fronk stewart called Swatsky. 
He was in love with o bonnie loss, on 
angel of o girl. Since there was much 
t iereny in the country his love set out to 
smart in up the baker who wos pro-Vost. 
Vost was the I eader of group ea I led the 
"Green Barrett". 
She ate o crispy crocker for lunch 
and while remounting her moltby steed she 
remarked, 11 Der is mer a de c leods in de 
sky. It look;-ffk; a we~dy goil is coming. 
Let ' s take shelter in ~rie kostle on 
de sandy beach. 11 
On entering she met the town 
piper who was the most unke ith of de 
mart'ians. He said he would grant her a 
wish if she would stop gabbirig."'lf you 
don't stop it" he said, "l,m donna mock 
you into a toad . 11 Then in bobbecit~ 
s'tewart and hit the piper intl,egut and 
saved the day in Jacksonville. -
MORAL: A Norburry bird in the hand is 
better than two in the bracke 11 bush . 
Favourite Songs of 12G 
Richard A.: "Houston" 
Judy B.: "Sugar Town" 
Cathy M.: "Hord Day's Night" 
Janice D.: "Wishin ' n' Hoping" 
Carol G.: "Louie Louie" 
Ellen T .: "There's o Place in the Sun11 
Cliff B . : "Coming around the Moun ta in 11 
Carol H.: "Wipeout" 
Annette L .: "I Wi ll Follow Him" 
Pauline M.: "I" (who have nothing) 
Claudette L .: "Set Me Free" 
Sharman H.: 11 Humoresque 11 
Jon H.: "Super Blonde Bomber" 
Doug K.: "It's my Life" 
Mike C.: "Sweet Pea" 
Carol R.: "Baroque n' Stones" 
Emily L.: "Lady Gadiva" 
Eric E.: "Do You Believe in Magic" 
Nick S.: "Help me Mother" 
Doug G . : "They I re Coming to Take Me 
Away" 
Dave L .: "Gloria" 
Dave S .: "Little Deuce Coup" 
Mike E.: "3rd Concerto in E Flot Major" 
Jon C.: "Poor Side of Town" 
!Bob J . : "Baby Love 11 
Mike B.: "We Gotto Get Out of Th is 
Place" 
Com B.: "I fought the Low" 
Pot M.: 11 Run Bobby Run" 
Rhonda B.: "Wonderful, Wonderful" 
Don K .: "Take me Out to the Boll Gome" 
118 
BACK ROW: George Thurgood, George Cory, 
David Howse, Steve Drokich, Gwyn Robson, 
Roy Rush, Li1. Asselstine, Bill Gonney, Bob 
Konyu, Paul Mcleod, Coru Hong. SECOND 
ROW: Margeret Baker, Shon Spooner, Sophie 
Drokich, Lynda Young, Jane Sounders, Pot 
Swintok, Valerie Bigelow, Mory-Beth 
Howrish, Marye Dunlop, Mory Anne Konyu, 
Dione Christie. FIRST ROW: Sharon Meredith, 
Heather Collins, Anne Lembke, Miss Hewus, 
Nora Winlerburn, Wonda Crovet, Cheryl 
Long. 
11A 
BACK ROW: Dovid Beatty, Bob Thompson, 
Mike Latimer, Fernando Martine ic, Don 
Mcleod, Dennis Robertson, Bill Nonson, 
Garth Eley, JeHCowan, Tom Boyd. SECOND 
ROW: Cheryl Haddad, Judy Rojos, Liz Reader, 
Susan Sanderson, Pam Koval, Donna Ste-
wart, Mario Nenodovich, Jone Micsinsi.ky, 
Allyn-Elaine Keagy, Pauline Torigian. 
FIRST ROW: Joon Bart let, Rhoda Scott, 
Isobel Mitchell, Mrs. Mcleod, Carol Mogdo, 
Grace Turnbull, Candy Day. ABSENT: Inge-
borg Schwitzgebel, Mike Mody. 
11C 
BACK ROW: Theo Janssen, Mike Ondejko, 
Robert Turner, Dove Cope, Ion Campbel I, 
George Strohschein, Bill Gachnik, Peter 
Lembke, Fronk M iesmer, George Szemon, 
Greg Dulmage, Mike Lyons. SECOND ROW: 
Robert MocM ii Ion, Marc Thomas, J Im Ambler, 
Pou/a Pszczonak, Lindo Litster, Anne Mongeau, 
Sylv io Cole, Bob Kenny, Woyne Specht, 
Bruce Shand. FIRST ROW: Marlene Ellis, 
Fay Kander, Anne Parent, Mr. Tesolin, 
Linda Young, Sue Anne Wickwire, Pot 
Nixon. ABSENT· Pauline Gladden, Jill 
Robinson, Clint Ryan, Grace Allen, 
Joan B.: working Friday nights. 
David B.: a nice ice rink 
Tom 8.: being President of the French 
Club. 
Jeff C.: being on time . 
Candy D . : a slip that isn' t torn 
Garth E.: dropping Spanish 
Ingeborg S.: getting good marks 
Cheryl H.: mok ing cheerleaders 
Elaine K .: not getting yelled at 
Pam K .: drumming in physics. 
Mike L .: no art exam 
Michael M .: being in school 
Carol M.: Saturday at the stables 
Fernando M.: Mr . Hogge rt' s Spanish 
c losses 
Jone M.: being wonted 
llA Happiness Is: 
Isobel M.: being bock in Scotland 
Don M.: being the whole row in Latin 
Mario N.: transferring to I IA 
Bill N .: Rocky and his Friends 
Judy R.: dropping French 
Liz R.: obtaining the "Couse" 
Dennis R.: o "Ticket to Ride" in the 
morning. 
Suson S . : o certo in physics teacher. 
Rhoda S.: being in Mr. Lowden' s moth 
class. 
Donna S.: being the best 
Bob T. a I ife of ease 
Pauline T .: learning to drive 
Groce T . : babysitting 
Mrs. Mcleod: when I IA starts to think. 
118 Their Shows and Roles 
8 i 11 G . : "Ben Hur" ( the cost of thousands) 
Roy R.: "Jock and the Beanstalk" (the 
beanstalk) 
Bob K .: "Perry Moson" ( prosecuting 
attorney) 
Steve D.: "Works of Picasso" (the best 
obstroc t mode I) 
Heather C.: "Mickey Mouse vs. Donald 
Duck" (Minnie) 
Lynda Y .: "Harlow" 
Sharon M.: "Miserlou" {snake charmer" 
Morg 8 .: "The Flintstones" (Dino) 
Mory-Beth H.: "How to Succeed in 
School" (encyclopedio) 
Marye D. "Under the Yum-Yum Tree" 
(a yum-yum) 
Wonda C.: "Winnie the Pooh" ( Winnie's 
mother) 
Anne L.: "Nutcracker Suite" (a nut) 
Sophie D.: "Nite Cop" 
Jone S .; "Tarzan" (as guess who?) 
Nora W .: "Pruitts of Southampton" 
Shon S.: "Little Drummer Boy" (secret 
admirer) 
Dione C.: "My Husband the Tractor" 
(Ferguson) 
Valerie B.: "Wizard of Oz" {scarecrow) 
David H.: "Jock the Ripper" ( the 
knife) 
Coru H.: "Mission Impossible" { unpressing 
permo-press shirts) 
Cheryl L.; "The Bellboy" {as the eleva-
tor) 
George C.: "Caravan" (camel jockey) 
George T .: "Pink Panther" {o pink flea) 
Mory Anne K.: "Wonderful World of 
Burlesque" (on innocent bystander) 
Gwyn R.: "Secret Storm" (organ player) 
Liz A.: "From Rushe With Love" 
Paul Mel.: "Hondel' s Concerto for 
Violin" { official page-turner) 
Miss Hewus: "Chez Hel~ne" 
FAVOURITE SONGS OF 1 IC 
Bruce S .: Wooly Bully 
Marc T.: We Gotto Get Out of Th is 
Place 
Peter L.: Can't Help Myself 
Wayne S.: Gunfred Goon 
Mike L.: Cool Jerk 
Jim A.: Going Out of My Head 
Paulo P.: Winchester Cathedral 
Lindo L.: It's Going to Take a Miracle 
Bob K.: Shake Me; Woke Me 
Dove C.: Minor Excursion 
Theo J .: Wild Thing 
Foy K.: Stop! In The Nome of Love 
Greg D.: Don't Know What To Do With 
Myself 
Lindo Y .: Dominique 
C Ii n t R . : It' s My Life 
Bob M .: Wait a Minute 
Pauline G.: Angel Baby 
Anne P.: Come See About Me 
Robert T .: Mama's Little Helper 
Groce A . : Where the Boys Are 
Jill R.: Little Old Lady From Posodeno 
George Str.: Better Use Your Head 
Marlene E.: Sounds of Silence 
Bill G.: Little Red Rooster 
Pott i N . : I' m A Loser 
Sue Anne W.: Run Around Sue 
George S . : Ask the Lone I y 
Ion C.: You' II Never Get To Heaven 
Mike O.: What A Day For A Day Dream 
Sylvia C.: Mixed up, Shook Up Girl 
Ann M.: Time Won't Let Me 
Fronk M .: Melody For An Unknown Girl 
11E 
BACK ROW: Harry Lagan, Leanard Lozon, 
Wayne Martin, John Stewart, Al Broderick, 
John Juurinen, John Reid, Marcel Rivest, 
Peter Fodor. SECOND ROW: Jane Rozek, 
Virg ln ia Green how, Sandy Peterson, Joanne 
Cole, Dana Kacinskos, Wendy Smith, Janet 
Hind, Janel Cros5, Susan Tomlinson. FIRST 
ROW: Anno Orlando, Sylvia Needham, 
Carol Abrosh, MiS$ Shillington, Arlene 
Pecaric, Susy Teron, Jo-Anne Smith .ABSENT: 
Ralph King, Judy Whitson. 
110 
BACK ROW: Wayne Ferguson, John Peris, 
Wolfgang Schwan, Joseph Perpich, Murray 
Maddams1 Paul McArthur, Douglas Quinn, 
Linn Hynds, Gory Tanner, Bruce Chamber-
lain, Joe Macisaac. SECOND ROW: Terry 
Wilkins, Matthew Heynsbroek, William 
Rukos, Robyn Frost, Sharon Albu, Catherine 
Uttley, Michelina Ricardi, Barry Topok, 
David Ryon, Terry Cushing. FIRST ROW: Lou 
Anne Hanson, Deborah Jobin, Susan 
Kronacher, Mrs. Monger, Rosalyn Fomulo, 
Jackie Moc Dono Id, Beverly Wright, ABSENT: 
Robert Bloke, David Duquette, Barbara Shean, 
Melonie Spooner. 
11F 
BACK ROW: Dave Elliston, Ju liano Mourino, 
Ron Renaud, David Sa ltmorche, Jerry Bald-
win, Bill Hamilton, Donald Allen, Howard 
Weeks, Bob Scott, Wayne Boboljik, Bil l 
Mc lvor. SEC ONO ROW: Den is Carson, Dean 
Zolev, Karen Gordner, Linda Fol ls, Janet 
Hind, Delio Dion, Pat Kwopisz, Barbara 
Citulski, Sandra Sgrozzutti, Pete Watts, 
Don Ouellette. FIRST ROW: Barbor Sodlowski, 
Barbaro Archer, Kathy Taylor, Miss De Marco 
Jacqueline Tremblay, Gloria Winteburn, 
Madeline St. Pierre. ABSENT: Tom Amsden, 
Cathy Popovich, Noel Soltmorche. 
What would 11D be like if: 
Sharon A. understood "people" . 
Bob B. never said "Oh, yo?" 
Bruce C. wosn' t c lm.s cut-up. 
Terry C . didn't get so excited. 
Dove D . shoved . 
Rosalyn F.: didn't like D.D. 
Wayne F. broke up with Dianne. 
Robyn F. do without a certain M.M. 
Loonne H. played "C leopotro 11 • 
Mott H . didn't wear such tight pants. 
Lynn H. wosn' t such a "cord" . 
Debbie J. didn't walk like a 11 robot". 
Susan K. didn I t hove a crush on G. T. 
Jackie M. quit writing notes to D.Q. 
Murray M. wosn' t so 11 musculor11 • 
Paul M. walked more than 5 M . P. H. 
Joe M. hod ambition. 
John P. played Santo C lous. 
Joe P. didn't idolize Miss Skelly. 
Doug Q. got a brush cut. 
Bill R. cut his hair. 
Mickie R. wore a "mini-skirt". 
Wolfgo1ng S. combed his hair. 
Barbara S. took "pep-oil ls". 
Gory T. told the truth. 
Barry T. didn't blush in History. 
Terry W. got the "Toni-Perm" removed. 
Beverley W. grew her "sassoon". 
Cathy U. hod co-ordination. 
1 lE How They Spent Their First Million 
Carol A.: going into partnership with 
Cook's Bakery. 
Al B.: starting a laxative factory. 
Joanne C.: investing in Candid Camero. 
Janet C . : Sponsoring T.V. show "Teens 
Speak Out. 11 
Peter F . : never hod it to spend. 
Virginia G.: starting a school for home-
less Africans. 
John J . : buying stock from "Chiquito 
Bonano". 
Dona K .: financing a "Down with Latin" 
campaign. 
Rolph K . : buying a bubble gum factory. 
Horry L .: going into the elevator shoe 
business. 
Leonard L. developing a new voice pill. 
Wayne M.: travelling with the "Jet Set." 
Sylvia N .: hid it under a floor board. 
Anno O .: inventing a growth machine. 
Arlene P.: buying all the "Monkee" 
records. 
Sandy P.: bribing a certo in Latin teacher. 
John R.: donot·ing to the "A .A. 11 • 
Moree I R.: trying to pub I ish a song. 
Jone R.: investing in "Summer Blonde." 
Joanne S.: buying out Corneg ie L ibrory. 
Wendy S.: buying new cheerleader out-
fits . 
John S .: buying his own football team. 
Suzy T .: buying a mink ranch. 
S uson T . : buying more books to study 
from. 
Judy W .: collecting calorie counters. 
Miss Sh ii I ington: buying moth sets for her 
c losses. 
What would happen to l lF if: 
Dove S . : Lost that Lev in I Fee I ing. 
Noel S .: Broke up with Bev. 
Bi 11 H . : stopped eating magic beans . 
Bill Mc.: went fret. 
Pat. K.: became a go-go dancer. 
Barbaro C . : Became a voice coach. 
Delia D.: Divorced M.B. 
Lynda F.: Got her ho ir cut. 
Koren G.: didn't understand those poems. 
Madeline S . : lead the dodge Rebe 11 ion . 
Den is C . : joined a barbers union . 
Barbaro A.: Lost her voice in English. 
Ton A.: Became a teen age idol . 
Jerry B.: Lost his big belt. 
Wayne B.: Became a sumo wrestler. 
Dean Z . : became a blue-nosed re in deer . 
Howard W.: went with whats-her-name. 
Jackie T .: Become o Plastic Surgeon. 
Kathy T.: Lost her nerve. 
Peter W.: wore elevator shoes. 
Roberta S .: Broke up with S.S. 
Bob S .: Got a contract with M . S . 0. 
Don O.: operated a worm ranch. 
Kathy P.· Belted H.W . in History. 
Ron R . : dee ided to vote this year . 
Sandy S.: hated gold Chryslers. 
Don A.: Test Drove Corvo irs. 
Janet H.: wore normal earrings. 
Jui iono M .: Got a new "Secret". 
Bob R.: went to a gym class. 
Gloria W .: Loved English Classes. 
11H 
BACK RO',V· Som Ko >er, Bruce Sweet, ROA 
Novini, Tim Burton, Corio DeZon, Bill Todd, 
Tim McAiney, Dick Stephens, Kious Nagele, 
Kevin Wood, Stanley Repor, Do· id Gordner. 
SECOND ROW: MoryAnn 'Sontin, Allison 
Topping, Florence Rosenbo, m, Corinne 
Pszczonok, Lois How1<ins, Mory Ro1<os, Coral 
St. John, Ellen Gordner, Sharon Silverstein, 
Patrie io Steele. FIRST ROW: Ly•1do Richords, 
Bessie Nicolo, Lindo Paterson, Mr. Sincloir, 
Catherine Lo Pointe, Beth Al Ion, Sondro 
Bisnett. 
11 G 
BACK ROW: Jim Garber, Herb Lutzoc, 
Bruce Ciebin, Peter Mateja, Tom Woodrich, 
Paul Innes, Poul Skowron, Bill Schertzer, 
Phil Miller, Erk Fournie, Riel Mortin. 
SECOND ROW: Peter De Young, Lee 
Grieves, Rod Vonstone, Hedy Dudek, Rose-
mory Drobitch, Phil Cox, J ,hn Crozier, 
Chris Griffiths. FIRST ROW Suson Schmidt, 
Joon Hortlen, Cotric no Comeron, Mr. J. 
Wood, Elizobeth M< I or, Rosemary Matos, 
Mory Mortin. 
10A 
BACK ROW Bill Taylor, Doug Gill, John 
Brill ", \,o, ren Merehky, Bi I D, e, Dovid 
Tisdole, Ron Stewort, Nick Drokich, Bill 
Anderson, Brian Markle, Michael Budd, 
Terry Potricl SECOND ROW: Don Young, 
John Fraser, Leslie Grant, Mory McKenzie, 
Jeanie Posl<, Anne Boldv. in, Judy Mc Ke z,e, 
Meg Innes, Borb Burnside, Viel i& Mcleon, 
Andie Root, Bill Sellars. FIRST ROW: Golc 
Sim ,, Melonie McWilliom•, Ko" Maltby, 
Sondra MocDonell, Miss Zopotochny, Joon 
KeHh, Brendo Weeks, Joon Boird, Pam Kenny 
What would l lG take to the Moon. 
Phil C.: Some women. 
Pete M.: his hockey sweater. 
Rod V . : B • V . D . ' s . 
Jim G.: Whatever he'd take he'd forget 
it . 
Eric f.: His loose talk. 
Phil M. : 1201b. of recreational equip-
ment. 
Rosemary D.: Pond's Five Day Beauty 
Plan. · 
Susan S.: Good Question. 
Rick M .: His boss and Vox gift certif-
icate. 
Cotr iona C . : Who needs her. 
Lee G.: CENSORED! 
Bill S .: Notebooks. 
Herb L . : A computer. 
John C . : 69 reasons for not coming . 
Paul I.: Wine, Women and song. 
Bob R .: A grosse. 
Marg. M.: A return ticket. 
Hed1 D.: A lock -------
Paul S .: His superiority. 
Tom W .: Sharp clothes and grease boots. 
Bruce C.: Would you believe a Yamaha? 
Rosemary M.: Short Skirts. 
Joan H.: Jerry Booth. 
Chris G.: His. barber ( fother). 
Betty Mc . : Her laugh . 
Mr. J. Wood: He's not coming. 
Why Our Teachers Don't Like 11 H . 
Ron N.: he loves the Montreal Conadiens 
(Stanley Cup winners.) Mary Ann S .: She gives Feen-o-Mints to 
Mr. Kelly. 
Flossy R.: she "mares" up the blackboards. 
Som K.: Never does homework, but aces 
his exams? 
Kevin W.: he• s got o cute accent. 
Corrine P.: she's always wearing o 
bottle cop. 
Beth A.: Dopes the c loss with lemon 
drops. 
Tim B.: he's o comedian. 
Tim Mc.: ploy's pool instead of doing 
his homework. 
Bessie N.: because she I s the whole 
French class. 
Ellen G.: Doesn't like Mr. Mondell. 
Bill T .: he.'s a basketball star. 
Carol StJ .: her gorgeous red hair. 
Linda R.: her appearance of Lady God iva . 
Louis H.: because she never studies but 
pul Is 800k. 
Carol D.: Ploys X and O's instead of 
doing class work. 
Stan R.: his participation in Math class. 
Sandy B . ; because she's perfect. 
Mory R . : because she' s so smart . 
Bruce S . : he con do geometry. 
Cathy L.: because of her cute m in i-sk irts . 
Potty. S .: she's olway:. talking to Corrine. 
Sharon S.: --"Blank" 
Dick S .: because he posses mysterious 
notes in History . 
Linda P.: because she' s so quiet . 
Klaus N . : because he had a broken ankle . 
Mr. Sinclair: No One hates Mr. Sinclair! 
What Will l OA Do for Their Centennial 
Joan B.: Grow taller. 
Anne B.: Ga in 10 pounds. 
Barb B . : Watch more cartoons on Saturday 
morning. 
Leslie G.: Attend school 7 days o week . 
Meg. l . : Use spoo I ies to curl her hair. 
Joan K .: Buy more "Weeds" skirts. 
Pam K.: Sell her used textbooks. 
Sandy M .: Lead a geography rebellion. 
Koe M , : Promote more dances . 
Judith M .: Organize a women's hockey 
league. 
Mory M . : Get her locker fixed. 
Vickie M .: Find a new Tic-Toe-Toe for 
Brenda. 
Melonie M.: Start a fudgsic le factory. 
Jeane P .: Do more graceful dancing in 
gym. 
Gale S .: Sell more blue and white 
scarves. 
Brenda W.: Quote: Curl-Free really 
works! 
Project? 
Bill A.: Stop making strange noises in 
geography. 
John B.: Buy Mr. Young a new top. 
Mike B.: Write a book of poems. 
Nick D . : Become as large as his boss . 
Bill D.: Get immovable desks in French. 
John F.: learn to write more legibly. 
Doug G.: Dye his hair block. 
Brion M.: Stop the name "Snork le. 
11 
Warren M . : Let his ho ir grow. 
Terry P.: Study in advance for tests. 
Andy R.: Reduce his g igg I ing . 
Bill S.: Be o perfect "Willie Ploy Your 
Drum". 
Ron S . : Become a basketba 11 hero. 
Bill T.: Take his cello home. 
David T .: Raise the ceilings in the school. 
Don Y.: Suggest tiger-toil pants for 
everyone. 
Miss Zopotochny: Make 10A o quieter 
class. 
lOC 
BACK ROW: Gory Ouellette, Bill Kotevich, 
Craig Jobin, Maurice Cousineou, Robert 
Groy, Doug Sprague, Wally Green, Peter 
Buzzelli, D'Arcy Fleming, Garry Glatter, 
SECOND ROW: Mike Laidlaw, Paul Britton, 
Lyndo Smith, Doris Koziol, Sandy Oberemok, 
Bonnie Wright, Mor go Cameron; Jim 
Oldridge, Brion Raisbeck. FIRST ROW: 
Carolyn Beck, Carol Perkins, Kim Van-
Delinder, Mr. W. Young, Debbie Arnold, 
Jackie Hammond, Ann Savevski. ABSENT: 
Jan is Stewart. 
86 
108 
BACK ROW: George Meonwel I, Jeff Jomes, 
Gory Perpich, Bil I Kost, Heather Marshal I, 
Noncy Brown, Ann Nonson, Dolores 
Momotiuk, Gordon Chon, Alfred Lebherz, 
Neil Gordner, Bruck Easton. SECOND 
ROW: Gunillo Leuteritz, Janel Mitchell, 
Mory-Ann Bricker, El izobeth Blackmore, 
Borboro Roth, Sharon Macko, Darlene 
Den~mme, Willa Flett, Melissa Monojlovich, 
Yvonne Piscitelli, Liz Ritchie, Heather Pye, 
Wendy Chopmon, Leith Hatch. FIRST ROW: 
Carol Corter, Pom Melego, Wendy Coltos, 
Jo-Ann Filipic, Mr. Kupnicki, Pom Cohen, 
Wendy Eckmier, Dianne Kersey, Barbaro 
Bell. 
100 
BACK ROW: Dave Barrette, Grant Raisbeck, 
Bill Slaboda, Kevin Sivell, Phil Laliberte, 
Dave Gammon, Gord Smith, George Marcus, 
Jim Defoe, Alan Laliberte. SECOND ROW: 
Louis Pramuc, Neil Michon, Vince Giustini, 
Robin Turner, Marlene Dupuis, Dorlene 
Clunis, Korol Horshow, Darlene Wokoluk, 
Eddie Dion, Wayne Thomlinson, Rick 
Donaldson. FIRST ROW: Carol Courneyea, 
Connie Vello, Terry Fitzsimmons, Mr. 
Wortley, Joan Morneau, Lois lossowski, 
Cathy Morgon. ABSENT: Judy Horn. 
What 1 OS is Noted For: 
Borboro B.: Her low, sexy voice. 
Eli zobeth B.: Her many loves and 
romances. 
Mory-Ann B.: Her anxiety for doily 
Latin classes. 
Nancy B.: Her "Mod" ties. 
Carol C : Her extro-curriculor activities. 
Gordon C . : "Keeping his hands on the 
desk". 
Wendy C.: Desire for "All Boys' Club" 
membership. 
Wendy C.: Interpretation of Mr. Mandel's 
remarks. 
Pam C.: Being related to Cousin It. 
Darlene D.: She' II never tell. 
Bruck E.: Rejected by the Dodge Rebel-
lion. 
Wendy E.: Only Miss Cloirol knows for 
sure. 
Jo-Ann F.: Her private arguments with 
B.E. 
Wi I lo F.: Mossey school spirit. 
Ne 11 G . : His mothemot icol obi I ity. 
Leith H.: Always crocking unfunny 
funnies. 
Jeff J .: Being one Dynamic Duo's under-
study. 
Dionne K . : Being the redhead from 
Brylcreom tubes. 
Gory P .: Desire os lining of Brylcreom 
tubes. 
Sil I K.: Cutting Kobosso in the bock room. 
Alfred L.: His desire to be Mr. Windsor. 
Gun ii lo L .: H:?r sincerity in all her 
devotions. 
Sharon M .: Being herself. 
Melissa M.: Being "Miss Congeniality" 
of 10B. 
Heather M.: Leader of "Metrecol for 
Lunch Bunch". 
George M: His private sessions in Latin. 
Pam M.: Her great interest in Science. 
Janet M.: Being quiet os o mouse (ROAR!). 
Dolores M .: Desire for friends after thi~ 
publ icotion . 
Ann N .: Wonting position on "Olympic 
Rowing Team." 
Yvonne P,: Her treasured n icknome "Eve" , 
Heather P.: Dis I ik ing white socks on boys. 
Borboro R.: Being l OS's blonde bomb-
she 11. 
Liz R.: International fan club president 
(Lost Morals.) 
Mr. Kupn icki: His four-minute lessons. 
Ambitions, Appearances, Activities of lOC. 
Debbie A : (omb.) to go steady. Gayner M.: {omb.) to get to school. 
Carolyn B.: (omb.) to hove o brand new Sandy O,: {act.) o 11 night then. 
everything. Gory 0.: (opp.) first grease to wear 
Pou I B.: ( oc t . ) prompting wrong answers loafers . 
in Latin. Jim O.: (opp) very, very silent. 
Peter B.: {opp.) on Italian Canadian. Coral P.: (act.) supplying Kleenex for 
Margo C.: (omb .) to hove o clean locker. lOC. ' 
Maurice C . : (act.) the office . Brion R.: (omb.) to become the Pee Wee 
Dorcy F.: (omb.) hearing no evil. King. 
Gory G.: (opp) half fret, half grease. Lindo S.: (act,) listening to Mike L. 
Bob G.: (opp.) wearing G. G. cool Ann S.: (omb .) to beat Mr. M. in Lot in. 
shoes. DClug S . : (omb. ) to wear Tom's sweater. 
Wo I lace G . : ( omb.) to compose o pass Bonny W.: ( act . ) o fu I I-fledged member 
now, work later pion. at Hep' s. 
Jackie K.: (opp.)? ? ? Jon S.: (act.) going very steady with 
Sil I K.: (opp.) it's coming along fine. Paul STEWART. 
Doris K.: (omb.) to get o car. Kim V .: (opp.) quiet. 
Mike L .: (act.) first place in o laughing 
contest. 
Favourite Pastimes; Future of lOD. 
Vince G. (Post.): Little red Hondo (yec- Joan M. ( Post . ): President of D. G. fan 
c -ch!). club. 
Jim D. (Post.): Chewing gum. Terry F. (Post.): Yelling at teachers. 
Gord <; • (Fut.): Se II ing tractors. Connie V. (Fut.): Owner of chewing 
Allon L. (Fut.): Brother to Phil L. gum factory. 
Phil L. (Fut.): Brother to Allon L. Neil M. {Post.): Giving book reoorts. 
Ed. D. (Fut.): Borrowing V, G.' s Hondo. Kevin S. (Post.): Making animal noises. 
Wayne T .(Post.): Killing Frots. Grant R. (fut.): Selling Kowosokis. 
Lou is P. (Post.): CENSORED! George M. (Fut.): Reploc ing Johnny 
Judy H. (Fut.): Married to Brion. Unitos. 
Korol H. (Post.): Enjoying French Closs. Robin T. (Fut.): Growing bread mould. 
Rick D. (Fut.): Six feet toll. Dove IL (Post.): A certain blonde (any 
Cathy M. (Fut.): Replacing Robin Seymour. blonde). 
Lois (Post.): Lough ing at K. H. Dove G . (Post.}: Balcony of auditorium. 
Carel C. (Post.): Talking Steve S. (Post.): Coming to school. 
Darlene W. (Fut.): Married to G. I. Joe. Mr. Wortley (Fut.): Driving aqua Volks-
Morlene D. (Fut.): Married to A . B. wagon. 
Darlene C. (Fut.): Married to P.M. 
1 OF 
BACK ROW: John Earl, Pou I Worby, Wolter 
Green, Mervin lost I Dami Id Covrneyeo, 
Pete Moch ino, Pou I Morton, Greg Wild, 
Fronk Reimer, Paul Malec. SECOND ROW: 
Ronald Thurgood, Richard Biosotti, Jone 
Krawczyk, Carol Page, Donne Home, Janis 
Moron, Morie Novak, Nellie DeJonge, Ann 
Young, Dennis Piper, Dick Wolsh. FIRST ROW: 
Kathy Dengel, Lindo Leonard, Joann Piercell. 
Mr. Dimmick, Sandy Girard, Dione w .. rner, 
Jone Curry. ABSENT: Liz Rojki, Millie Moodus. 
88 
lOE 
BACK ROW: Doug Hand, Steve Mihoren, Greg 
Truont, David King, John Scott, Gordon 
Kitchen, Ken Bechard, Peter Kolman, Ric:hord 
Renaud. SEC ONO ROW: Com Moc Dono Id, Tim 
McKinley, Wendy Consection, Kathy Onico, 
Joan Sanderson, Candy Ryon, Clora Somodi, 
Elaine Su~ki, Mork St. Pierre, Frits Jons.sen. 
FIRST ROW: Dione Byrnes, Jenice Doubrevilfe, 
Stephanie Katzman, Miss Skelly, Lindo 
Colsovoro, Donne Renaud, Mory Gee. 
106 
BACK ROW: David Kneole, Bruce Luxford, 
Grant Tripp, Gory Stitt, Mork McArthur, Keith 
Johnson, Don Redford, John Dilallo, Brion 
Elliston. SECOND ROW: Keith Kersey, David 
Boker, Kathy Donohue, Jeon Fitzmaurice, 
Cheryl Riddick, Don Furdock, Bob Osborne, 
Peter Weber. FIRST ROW: Suzanne LoBonte, 
Lindo Roughton, Rosemary Phaneuf, Mr. 
Atkinson, Sharon Malec iuk, Sue Brockel I, 
Becky Reynolds. ABSENT: Debby Kodin. 
-
Ken B. (T .M.): "Grease"d hair . 
Diane B. (App.): Guilty. 
Linda C. (Post. & Fut . ): Hoping for 
1 OE Class News 
"miracles." 
Wendy C. (Fut.): Mrs. Certain Somebody. 
Janice D. (P.P.): Snobs. 
Mory G. (T .M. ): A certain guy. 
Doug H. (Past.&Fut.): Setting a new 
silence record. 
Fr its J. (T .M . ): A little b lue gym bag. 
Peter K. (Past.): Touring Europe . 
Stephanie K. (T .M . ): Fudgesic les. 
David K. (T.M.): Briefcase . 
Gord K. (T.M.): Height. (F.S.): Ho, Ho, 
Ho! 
Cam M. (P . P.): R. S. 
Tim M. (App.): Deceiving. 
Steve M. (Past.): Hockey. 
Cathy 0. (T .M.): Shyness. 
Greg . P. (T. M. ): Being tongue-tied . 
Dorina R. (T .M.): Hair and M.P. 
Rich R. (Past.): (pool) Hustler. 
Candy R. (App.): Pure as a I i!y. 
Mark St.P. (T.M.): Hair. 
Joan S . (T .M. ): Army jacket and tank 
suit. 
John S. (App.): Tired, very tired. 
Clara S. (App.): Disorganized. 
Elaine S. (N. N. ): Crisco. 
Greg T. (App.): Roly-poly kind of guy. 
Future of lOF, 1987: 
Marianne B.: Living on bananas and 
beer in the v i II age . 
Richard B.: Easter Bunny. 
Janie C.: Giving spoolie demonstrations. 
Don C.: Bald. 
Kathy D.: Bongo-tuner, steam??? 
John E.: On a crash-diet. 
Sandy G.: Playing checkers with Goldie-
locks. 
Wally G.: Foreman at Green Giant. 
Donna H.: Still lifting weights. 
Nelly deJ .: Romper Room school teacher. 
Jone K . : Inspiration for poets.(Ha!). 
Linda L.: Vandal breaking into the 
Olympia. 





Pool M .: Working for the ''sweat-shop" . 
Paul M .: Out West with "friendly" girls. 
Pete M.: lnternationo I conspirator against 
diets and the Queen . 
Carol P.: Black Market for L.S.D . 
Jo P.: Bouncer at the "Oriental Centre". 
Dennis P.: Still getting champagne from 
his sister. 
Liz R.: Pianist for the Puce Symphony 
Orchestra. 
Frank R.: May pass moth . 
Millie M . : "Miss Serbia 1987". 
Ronald T.: Editor of Mad magazine. 
Diane W .: Selling "Secret". 
Greg W.: Dying of hoof and mouth 
disease. 
Richard W .: "G. I. Joe". 
Paul W .: Allan Funt II. 
Anne Y .: Might make the football team 
Mr. Dimmick: A foreign diplomat. 
Morie N . : Bunny at Playboy Club. 
Class News of 1 OG . 
Bruce L. (PD): wiped out on his motor-
cycle. David B.: thinks he is funny. 
Sue B. : stand in for Yacky Doodle. 
John D. (App.): Pg. 179 in the French 
textbook. 
Kathy D.: "Chatty Kathy" never stops 
talking. 
Brian E.: (WK . ): being present strength: 
being present . 
Jean F . : (FS) "Well, must I laugh or cry." 
Keith J.: (A .4) buying new clothes. 
Debby K. (NN): smirkey 
Keith K. (TM): drawings on his notebooks. 
David K. (PP): noise 
Suzanne L .: intelligent. 
Mark M .{APP): le plus gorcon dons la 
classe. 
Bob 0. (PD): married to D . K. 
Rosemary P.: our blonde bombshe 11 . 
Becky R. (FUT): I ibrorian . 
Linda R. ( PP): going steady. 
Cheryl R. (TM): quiet. 
Don R. (PT): vtsvkinh jokrd eiyh B.L. 
Gary S. (APP): Grandpa Moses. 
Grant T. (TM): red cheeks. 
Peter WL. (PT): making wise-cracks. 
Sharon M. (APP): cute and quiet. 
101 
BACK ROW: Tom Hornsby, David West, 
Ricky Bigness, David Howell, Marvin Bene-
teou, Bill Beaton, Douglas Cameron, Ti!d 
Swiderski, Rondy Heed. SECOND ROW: Dole 
Twees, Nancy Pillsworth, Mllevo 8ozonich, 
""'4ry Shyshok, lexi Stuart, Gale Miller, 
Darlene Heathcote, Dione Brown, Barbaro 
Hind, Re id Johnson. FIRST ROW: Sandy Reper, 
Nancy Paterson, Christine Bohon, Miss Hays, 
Lynne Porent, Cathy Hort, Mory Oldenziel, 
ABSENT: Peter Stuart. 
90 
10H 
BACK RO'N: Fred Smith, Ken Cybock, Mich-
ael G -,rge, Warren Nestor, George Tor-
gocnoh, Donn Bonk, Richard Zojoc, Andy 
Lazor, Andy Goggins, Jim Montogono. 
SECOND ROW: Briot'l McCarthy, Bruce 
Dalrymple, Bill Curry, Irene Girstun, Pot 
Robinson, Holli Fryer, Kathy Johnston, Bill 
Motriuk, Adrion Scott, Rondy Stevenson. 
FIRST ROW: Novonno Motijosevic Gail 
Ferguson, Sharon Simard, Mr, Pisko, Susan 
Scott, lindo Trojond, Sue Jones. 
1 OJ 
BACK ROW: Susan Pocey, Bernadette Ziraldo, 
Marianne Schuller, Joann Proctor, Brenda 
Litster, Pam Mongeau, Mory Grineou, Tino 
Jomrog, Carol Hutchins, Anr,e Wol\on 
SECOND ROW: Marilou long, Mory Anne 
Strottor, Jo net Branch, ""'4ry lo< Robito e, 
Jon is Bessette, Mory Belmore, Heather Pork, 
Kathy Bernier, Wilhelmine Strohschien, 
Alo no Sull ivon. FIRST ROW: Barb Moclochlon, 
Debby Fleming, Barbaro Monaghan, Mr. 
Krouse, Carolyn Brodshow, Charlene Dunn, 
Angie Kehl. ABSENT: Judy Stouch, Pot 
lefoive, Barbaro Keen. 
Danny B.: Replacement for the Little 
Drummer Boy . 
Bil I C.: French Scholar. 
Ken C.: None. 
Bruce D.: Dentist for short people. 
Holli F.: Miss Wolkerville 1987. 
M ichae I G . : Leader of the in crowd. 
Irene G.: Woman Preacher. 
Andy G.: Mr. Universe??? 
Kathy J . : Woman wrestler. 
Sue J . : Child Psychiatrist. 
Andy L . : Ba I let Dancer. 
Navonna M.: Leader of the Pack . 
Brion M . : Leader of the Mafia. 
Jim M • : Mad Scientist . 
Future of 1 OH 
Sil I M . : President of Hirom Walker's. 
Warren N.: Lat in Scho lor. 
Pat R.: Still trying for 50% in moth. 
Adrion S .: leader of Hell's Angels: 
Susa S .: A typical adult. 
Sharon S . : Go-Go dancer in Kresge' s . 
Fred S .: Star of shoving commercials on 
the radio. 
Rondy S. : Block Belt Karate Expert. 
George T .: Vice President of Hiram 
Walker's. 
Lindo T . : Lady God ivo . 
Richard Z.: Would rather fight than switch. 
Mr. Pisko: First mop-maker on Mars. 
A Cond id Look at 101: 
Reid J. (Fut.): Bond-leader for the 
Bill B .(Fut.): Football coach in Puce. 
Marvin B. (Fut.): Model for men's sweat 
shirts. 
Rick 8.(Amb .): To be owner of o Chiquita 
banana form . 
Christine B. (T.M.): Red hair and pink 
sweater. 
Mileva B.(Fut.): Selling hairbrushes 
door-to-door . 
Dione B.(Amb.): To hove hoir down to 
her knees. 
Doug C .(Fut.): Advertiser for K-nine 
toothpaste . 
Cathy F.(F.S.): Hi yo, babes! 
Darlene F .(T .M. ): Cranberry sweater, 
cranberry skirt, etc . 
Barbaro F .(Fut.): A nutty Latin teacher. 
Tom F .(Fut.): Psychiatrist for retarded 
children. 
Dove H.(App.): Normal? 
Rondy H.(T .M.): A green and white 
flowered shirt. 
Salvation Army. 
Gale M. (F.S.): Where else con we go? 
Lynne P .(Fut.): A dentist, perhaps l 
Nancy P .(Fut.): Professional yodeller in 
the Alps. 
Nancy P.(T.M.): Carrying around little 
"Finks". 
Mory O.(App.): Great! 
Sandy R .(Fut.): L ibrarion for kids who 
ask too many quest ions. 
Mory S .(Amb. ): Bus driver for S . W. &A. 
Lexi S .(Fut.): Lovelorn columnist. 
Peter S .(Amb.): To be o model for Bugs-
Bunny. 
Ted S .(Amb. ): Lead singer for the Rol I ing 
Stones. 
Dole T. (Fut.): Mod scientist. 
Dovid W .(T ,M. ): Purplie with oronge 
check socks. 
Wendy Chapmon 
To lOJ Hoppiness is: 
Barbara Moc . : Going to the board in 
Mr. Krouse: I OJ' s smiling faces. 
Ko thy B . : Having something to say . 
Mary B.: A bock hall desk after 3:15. 
Jan is B.: Cheez.ies and Mars chocolate 
bars. 
Carolyn B.: Anytime after 3: 15. 
Janet B.: Teachers who don't check 
homework. 
Charlene D.: A cheese sandwich with 
Pete. 
Deborah F.: Walking the halls before 
9:00. 
Mary G.: An off colour ioke. 
Carol H.: A supply of chocolate fudge. 
Tino J.: From Friday 3;15 till Monday 
9:00. 
Angie K.: Someone else's dessert at noon. 
Marilou l.: Out of school activities. 
Pot. L.: Ploy ing with her typewriter. 
Brenda L. : Anything to 11 , dork and 
handsome. 
steno. 
Pam M.: Recovering the day after. 
Bar bore M.; Only she knows. 
Susan P.: 3rd period trips to the cafeteria. 
Heather P.: Surprise port ies. 
Joanna P.: A piece of chalk ond o 
blackboard. 
Mary Lou R.: Making speeches in i un ior 
assemblies. 
Marianne S .: A pock of Juicy Fruit. 
Judy S.: Unrunnable nylons. 
Mory Anne S.: A long weekend. 
w:lhelmine S .: A successful volleyball 
serve. 
Alono S.: Wild weekend par'ties. 
Anne W.: Surprise Geography tests. 
Bernadette Z.: Vegetable soup at noon 
at Betty's. 
9A 
BACK ROW: Lorry Donohue, Paul Levoc, 
Jon Pedersen, Darryl Miner, Jim Grant, 
Leonard Desjardin, Reinoul Reilingh, Richard 
King, David Podgurecl,i, Douglas MocDougoll 
Philip Caruana, Roger Brennon. SECOND 
ROW: Rebecca Bear, Lindo Sauve, Helen 
!rich, Irene Thrasher, Pdl Godden, Milka 
Moodus, Shirley Schmidt, Nancy Dupuh, 
Lynda Sutor, Kathy Geitner. FIRST ROW: 
Yvonne Dubois, Charlotte Johnson, Jone I 
Miesmer, Miss Procey, Valerie Sorluls, 
Anita Smith, Koren Toffon. ABSENT: 
Koth leen Pringle, Mario Buchok. 
10K 
BACK ROW: Richard Shearon, Nick Greason, 
Mork McClrthy, Jerry Valente, Lorry Hill, 
Rosemary levae, Jacquie Thurlow, Larry 
Perrault, 6rion Locsis, Pot Ceitella, Daryl 
Gel Iner, Paul Moteciuk. SECOND ROW: 
Pam Solime, Terry Miron, Judy Robinson, 
Mory Kushnir, Shelley Harsha", Morie 
Miletic, Wendy Turner, Ro,emery Comisso, 
Jill Bernard, Sondra Dowson, Diane Simard, 
Morie Hov,ell. FIRST ROW: Sandy Bateman, 
Ursula Humeny, Stello Robert, Mr. Testani, 
Nancy Ford, Ann Mo!'lholl, JOO!' Grant, 
98 
BACK ROW: Al Scott, Alfic Antonello, Earl 
Porter, Brion Andrews, Danny Newmon, 
Henry Shuster, Mike Lenehan, Roland Kot-
kowic z, Bob Sykes, Ken Lozon, Wally 
Buckler. SECOND ROW: Jo-onne Mochino, 
Jon is ~.egle ~h, Zorko Mrltonj ic, Loretto 
Decaire, Denise Ducharme, Lois Von Keitz, 
Elaine Mariotti, Nancy Tuttle, Louise Bisson, 
Rita Moc Issac. Shor n Fleming. FIRST ROW: 
Zina Plontus, Kris Eley, Janet Zelenok, 
Janet Glendon, Mr . Matteis, Mory McDonald, 
Dionne Zochin~y, Darlene Rock, Jill Glen-
don. 
WHAT WOULD lOK BRING TO THE MOON. 
Sandy B.: Her closest relative, Botmon. 
J ii I B.: Fronk and her Eskimo boots. 
Rosemary C . : Some poems for Mrs. Ne i I . 
Pot C . : His new Chinese Typewriter 
Invention . 
Sandra D . : A book of politeness t@ teachers. 
Nancy F . : her very own Mott. 
Daryl G.: Censored I I! 
Joon G.: A poir of blinders for typing. 
Nick G.: He probably wouldn't get 
there himself. 
Shelley H.: Surely not Sucio! Moybe 
Ray? 
Lorry H.: Shindig his Indian friend. 
Morie H.: A book of Silence. 
Ursula H.: Her many expressions. 
Mory K.: Two Uk ran ion heavy-weight 
champion friends. 
Lucio L.: Shelley and a horse picture. 
Rosemary L.: Memories of her many jobs. 
Ann M.: A boy and Pat (boy)! 
Paul M.: References to work as a garboge-
mon ! 
Mark M . : Your guess is os good os mine . 
Morie M.: Vocabulary of European 
Language. 
Terry M.: An air tank . 
Larry P. : A bottle of shrinking pills. 
Stello R.: One special curl and growing 
pills. 
J:.idy R.: Sure wouldn't be false eye-
lashes. 
Rick S.: A freckle remover. He needs it I 
Dione S.: A pair of boxing gloves. 
Pam S .: No one else but Bob! I!! 
Jacquie T .: Toperecording of speeches of 
moon men. 
Wendy T .: If you don't know who, well! 
Tweetie of course. 
Jerry V .: A "Robbi Baby". 
Brian C.: His twin "Barney" ond Andy 
Griffith. 
My. Testani: Page 12 or maybe 14. 
Favourite Sayings For 9A 
Barb A.: I am not short I 
Rebecca B.: Son of o sea-sick sausage. 
Roger B.: It has to be something. 
Mario B.: We go Geography today. 
Philip C.: I'll tell you later. 
Lenard D.: I've been thinkin'. 
lorry D.: Never fear. I om here. 
Yvonne D.: It's tough. 
Pot G.: She didn't holier at me'. 
Nancy D.: What a meatheod ! 
Jim G.: We've got to get out of here. 
Cathy G.: lsn' t he sharp? 
Helen I.: Don't worry about it. 
Chorolofte J.: I' II bet. 
Richard K.: It's twenty five after two. 
Pou! L.: Miss, um, Miss Pracey. 
Milke M.: Where's Lynda? 
Janet M.: I guess so. 
Darryl M.: Where the boys meet the girls. 
Verda P.: Shut up! 
Kathy P .: Do you think? 
David P.: No response. He's an introvert. 
Jon P.: I don' t know! 
Rienout R.: Ah, um, Ah, um. 
Valerie S . : Good grief. 
Anita S.: It's tough. 
Lynda S.: Where's M ilko? 
Shirley S.: Don't worry. I'm here. 
Lindo S .: Let's go see Bill. 
Koren T.: I got up late. Miss Pracey. 
Mis5 Procey: Doug, keep quiet! 
Doug M.: You die. 
Favourite Songs and Sayings of 9B; 
Brion A.: Don Juan 
Alfie A. (F.S . ): Girls love my flip. 
Louise B.: Comin' On Strong. 
Wallace B.: Point Meo Picture. 
Loretta D.: Tc;ike Me Back. 
Denise D.: Cool Jerk. 
Kris E. (F.S.): Hi, fans! 
Sharon F . : Lady Jone . 
Janet G.: Soul and Inspiration. 
Jill G.: Suspicions. 
Janis K.: Sweet Talkin' Guy. 
Roland K.: King of the Rood. 
Michael L.: Where the Action Is! 
Ken L.: Surfer Joe . 
Jo-onne M.(F.S.): I do too, Harold, 
really do! 
Rita M.: Sugar Town. 
Elaine M .: Like a Rolling Stone. 
Mary M.: Mory Hod a Little Lomb. 
Zorko M .: Good Vibrations. 
Donny N. (F. S. ): Stoy cool! 
Zina P.: Little Town FI irt. 
Earl P.: Wipe Out! 
Darlene R.: Who Could Ever be My Love? 
Henry S . : He Ip I I Need Somebody l 
Al S.: Dandy 
Bob S.: Reach Out 
Nancy T.: ! 'II Follow the Boys. 
Lois Von K.: Just Don't Know What To 
Do. 
Janet Z.: Sofori 
Dione Z.: (F.S.): How 'bout that: 
Mr. Matte is: Spon ish Eyes. 
90 
BACK ROW: Raymond Pelland, Eugene Morton, 
Ivon Nemet, A Ion Defoe, Pou I Cherwinski, 
Tom McCarthy, Bill Macdonald, Ivon Benic, 
Jim Bourque, Brod Johnson, Derek Salmon. 
SECOND ROW: Peter McCollum, Sondy 
Miller, Cathy Rollinson, Louro Worby, 
Vesno Sertic, Sharon Davidson, Gisele 
Gilbert, Daphne Allmon, John McCollum. 
FIRST ROW: Marilyn Delong, Michelle 
Boychuk, Penny Cassidy, Vicki Shearon, 
Miss Manser, Dione Tutton, Bonnie Lomb, 
Mory Anne Restek, Anne Rcdojcevic. ABSENT 
Bonnie Elliot. 
9C 
BACK ROW: Dennis Farnham, Mike Bolsdon, 
Richard Pelland, Tom Desjarlais, Russel 
Lariviere, Dennis Hannon, Peter Langston, 
Garry Horris, Ted Wypych, Michael 
Triembocher. SECOND ROW: Jackie Merlo, 
Colleen Bolger, Cheryl Dulmage, Susan 
Citulski, Barbaro Trojond, Marguerite Cote, 
Maurine King, Shirley Menard, Bonnie 
Babington. FIRST ROW: Gail McCarthy, 
Katie Puslc, Mory Ann Demko, Michele 
Jaworski, Pot Willcock, Sandy Mortin, 
Josephine Busuttil, Brendii Stevenson, June 
Roung. ABSENT: Ann Tierney. 
9E 
BACK ROW: George Morzetti, Don Lomonaco, 
Rod Timui~, Claudio Rubli, Brion Plenderleith, 
Robert Brown, Joe Garber, Robert Perrin, 
Eric Ure, Horold Williams. SECOND ROW: 
Bill Lewenzo, Rvth McDonald, Hermoyne 
Christensen, Rosemary Kolonuk, Sheron 
Larkin, Janice Posternoc, Carol Roberts, 
Richard French. FIRST ROW: Judy Woodruff 1 
Jocelyn Lot imer, Susan Drefko, Donna 
Embury, Mc Thomes, Lindo Kupko, Mari-
anne Heoley, Carol Shust, Arlene Mosse. 
ABSENT: Neil St. John, David McCall. 
-
Famous Sayings of 9( 
Mr. Mc(.: Are you my jinx, 9(? 
Bonnie B.: Mind your own business! 
Mike B.: What's up doc (B.B.)? 
Colleen B.: Well .. . . ? 
Josephine B.: That I s wrong. 
Susan C.: Is it really? 
Marquerite C.: Get Lost! 
Mary Ann D.: Here, let me help you. 
Tom D.: Ah-h-h? 
Cheryl D.: I can't do fairy-dancing. 
Denn is F . : Be a sport . 
Denn is H . : Shut-up I 
Gory H . : Don' t bug me . 
Michele T .: Oh, come on. 
Maureen K.: Ask him if he I ikes me. 
Peter L.: Very good! 
Russe 11 L.: What' s the answer C . D. ? 
Sandy M.: E-E-E-KS ! 
Gail McC.: Why! 
Shirley M .: You' re kidding! 
Jackie M.: Oh sir! please! 
Richard P.: Con' t I soy ...... ( in French). 
Katie P .: Gee whiz! 
June R.: Melvin Ooh, ooh, ooh! 
Brenda S . : Oh, mother! 
Anne T .: Oh, it I s freezing. 
Barb T .: No! 
Mike T .: Why pick on me? 
Pot W.: Paul, love! 
Ted W . : I don' t know . 
Songs which describe 9D 
Michelle B.: The girl from lponemo. 
Bill M.: I am a rock. 
Daphne A.: You can't hurry love. 
Penny C . : If I hod a hammer . 
Ivon B.: I'm i ust mad about Ivon. 
Anne R.: Wipe out 
Paul C.: Heyl little girl! 
Alan D.: Hey! I ittle red riding hood . 
Visno S.: My dog's better than your dog. 
Bonnie E.: Don I t know much about 
arithmetic. 
Diane T.: little old lady from Pasodena. 
Eugene M . : Time, see what becomes of 
me . 
Dereck S.: Hey, you get off my cloud! 
Sandy M . : They I re corning to take me 
away. 
Jim B.: We oll live in a yellow submarine. 
Vicki S . : I' m the Rose of Washington 
Tom M. : Standing on the corner. 
Marilyn D.: Don't let anyone know. 
Raymond P.: Where Ii fe is gay a 11 the 
time. 
Ivon N . : See the funny I ittle clown. 
Bonnie L .: I'm blue, navy, blue. 
Cathy R.: Beer Borre I Polka. 
Peter M.: Heads directly to the quick-
sand. 
John M,: Wil I I see you in September? 
Sharon D.: Love is a tick I ish off air . 
Gisile G.: My boy lollipop. 
Mory Ann R.: Even little children like 
Mory Ann. 
Peter: Help! I need somebody. 
Loura: Somewhere my love. 
Miss Manser: Fr~re Jacques. 
Square . 
Favourite Pastimes of 9E. 
Brion P.: Watching "Funhouse". 
Robert P.: Running around Wil I isteod 
Park. 
Arlene M .: Foiling French exams. 
Bob B.: Joyce. 
Rod T.: Lending notebooks. 
Ruth M . : Eyeing a certo in moth teoc her . 
Claudio R.: Crushing grapes. 
Carol R.: Putting storm windows on 
submarines. 
Marianne H.: Boys ... 
Dave M.: Playing "Wipe Out" on desks. 
Bill L.: Angel in class? 
Neil St. J.: Getting hair cuts? 
Jocelyn L.: Admiring Mr. M. 
Janice P.: Censored due to restrictions of 
this book. 
Rick F.: Vocotioning from school. 
Donny L.: Playing volleyball roughly. 
Donna E.: Wearing her father I s shoes. 
Susan D.: Coming to school late? 
George M.: Selling chickens at the 
market. 
Sharon L.: Boys!!! especially S. S. 
Rosemary K.: Arguing with a certain 
Eng I ish teoc her. 
Linda K.: Fa 11 ing asleep in history class . 
Harold W.: Homework. 
Judy W .: Trying to think up things for 
the year book . 
Mr. Thomas: Dr inking coffee in c I ass. 
96 
BACK ROW: Don Bridge, Henry Moro, Jim 
Moclochlon, Fronk Busuttil, Wesley Trojond, 
8 i 11 Motruk, Terry Peterson, Donny Kohromon, 
Scott Forbes, Doug Brown. SECOND ROW: 
Robert Dunlop, Sue Asselstine, Cothy Rush, 
Koren Kolody, Glorio Lorkin, Coro I Robert-
son, Brion Smith. FIRST ROW: Peggy Gronier, 
Charlotte Clork, Lourel Turner, Mr. Curry, 
Mor ion Moltrossie, Mindy Vexler, Mory 




BACK ROW: Ken Sterling, Dovid Horvey, 
Gerold Rivoit, Murroy Locey, Kevin McAiney, 
Richord Dixon, John Lozor, Alex Rodivo-
jevich, Myron Hyroch, Terry Chrisensen, 
Dovid Lotouf. SECOND ROW: Brion Bowl, 
John lnkrotas, Carlene Henri, Nelda Rupert, 
Carol Telosco, Mory Lee Frise, Alice 
Longlois, Lindo Seguin, Norma Bechard, 
Donny Johnson, Brion Sykes. FIRST ROW: 
G ii 8a longer, Fran Kant, Dorlene Renoud, 
Bonnie Keen, Miss Toylor, Carol Davies, 
Pat Bechord, Janice Morcuz, Judy St. 
Louis. 
9H 
IIACK ROW: GrQeme Longmaid, Richord 
McLeod, Werner Krous, John Stredo, 
Richord Evans, Scott Longdown, John Roung, 
Bill Lozynsky, John Posloski. SECOND ROW: 
Bill Brien, Lloyd Nontais, Dovid Rudford, 
Nick Vuconovich, Morgaret Grahom, Lindo 
Mlocok 1 Robert Woods, Jocques Beoule, 
Com Spooner. FIRST ROW: Mr. Porr, Norma 
Drefko, Goil Robinson, Barboro Toylor, 
Dorlene Golbrioth, Pomelo Ferenc, Barbaro 
Coulter, Miss Holler. 
What Would 9F be Like If: 
Fron K.: Was Shy? 
Gail B. : Lost her tooth? 
Carlene H.: Answered questions in class? 
Brion S.: Didn't use the desk as a drum? 
Norma B.: D idn' t use sign language? 
Carol D.: Foiled a test? 
Alex R.: Couldn't find an argument 
with teachers? 
Terry C . : Couldl "parlez francais"? 
Ken S . : Become a scientific genius? 
Murray L.: Got a brush cut? 
Carol T .: Wasn't herself? 
Mory Lee F . : Swam I ike a fish? 
Gero Id R.: Decided to take over science 
class? 
Rick D ,: Belonged to the Olympic 
basketba 11 team? 
Brian B.: Was Superbov in disguise? 
Alice L.: Had 3 wishes? 
David H.: Stood up straight to answer 
questions? 
Pot B.: Was as loud in school as out? 
John D.: Stopped ea 11 ing A. L. "Syria 
ham-bone"? 
Kevin M.: Didn't use last year's methods? 
Darlene R.: Was Shrinking Violet in 
disguise? 
John H.: Was a midget? 
Janice M.: Decided to change seats in 
history? 
Myron H.: D idn I t have such a spark I ing 
persona I ity? 
Bonnie K.: Was a history major? 
Judy St. L.: Was an Einstein in science? 
Dov id L.: Let us know he was there? 
Linda S .: Failed French? 
Danny J .: Gave up weight-lifting? 
Miss Taylor: Left the room? 
9G: In Memory of Those Who Died: 
Lynda A.: When she flunked an exam. Gloria L.: When she lost her make-up 
Sue A.: When she sank in the pool. kit. 
Don B.: When hit with loaded dice. Wayne L.: Navigating the three men in 
Doug B.: After losing his toy bathtub a tub. 
duck. Jim M.: Of an unknown cause . 
Frank B.: When his bathtub boot sank . Henry M.: After getting squeezed into a 
Charlotte C.: Of natural causes. locker. · 
Bob D.:When Santa didn't bring him Bill M.: When shot with an elastic. 
Terry P. : After tripping on a dust part-
icle. 
any toys. 
Scott F.: When he fell off a lab stool. 
Danny K.: When one of his predictions 
came true. 
Peggy G.: When she saw Wilt the Stilt. 
Mary H . : Our ing a spa z attack . 
Karen K. : When she could shut her locker. 
Coral R.: Writing a gab column. 
Cathy R.: On her way to the drinking 
fountain. 
Brian S .: After being sot on by H.M . 
Wesley T. : During a brain transplant. 
Laurel T .: With great difficulty. 
Mindy V.: When Willie smiled at her. 
SOLi D GOLD 9H 
Barbara C.: Nothing but Heartaches. Scott L . : What a Day for a Daydream. 
Norma D.: Eleonor Rigby . Graeme L.: Sounds of Silence. 
Pam F.: little Town FI irt. Sil I L.: Come See About Me. 
Darlene G.: Two Faces Have I. Richard M.: Beauty is Only Skin Deep. 
Peggy G.: Teenage Cleopatra. Kent M.: Little Drummer Boy. 
Lindo M.: Can't Hurry Love. Ted N . : I Am A Rock. 
Gail R.: Reach Out, 11 II Be There. John P . : I Hear A Symphony. 
Barbara T.: 96 Tears. David R.: Soldier Boy. 
Com S. : Symphony for Susan. John R.: 19th Nervous Breakdown. 
Jacques B.: Sing C' est lo Vie! John S.: End of the World. 
Bill B.: Svrf City. Nick V .: Mother's Little Helper. 
Richard E.: I' m a Believer. Robert W.: Mickey's Monkey. 
Werner K.: Run for Your Life . 
9J 
BACK ROW· B,11 Contelon, David Dool, 
Tom Hami lton, fom Robson, Brion Sweet, 
Lorry Flohr, Kim Kitchen, Robert Roil, Lorry 
Fedchun. SECOND ROW: Bloke Norbory, 
Lindo Johnson, Coro I Bor1Jth, Virginia Rotsoy, 
Cynthia Stevens, Wonda Skowron, Bonnie 
Kipping, Jomes Yoworsky. FIRST ROW: Mory 
Theresa De Biosio, Paulo Renaud, Shelley 
Dunn, Miss Vezina, Heat-her Henderson, 
Michelle Gobrieou, Heat-her Boyd. ABSENT: 
David Desmarais, Greg Palmer. 
98 
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BACK ROW: Peter Macleod, Peter Britton, 
Reinhold Roth, John Furdock, Ernest 
Porochnowitsch, Richard McDonald, AIM 
Lossing, Larry Whitman, Ron Duncan, Leo 
Ostropolec, Bob SounderL SECOND ROW: 
Don Ganney, Richard Ovens, Roy Stephen-
son, Paul Mencel, Cheryl Beahan, Darlene 
Zeleney, Gloria Robin$0n, Cynthia Robin-
son, John Korenic, Don Liles, John Mourino, 
Norman Taylor. FIRST ROW: Janet Lembke, 
Cathy Girard, Judy Moclochlan, Mrs. 
Thurgood, Dione Lapointe, Heather Kipping, 
Catherine MacMil Ion. 
9K 
BACK ROW: Ian Boyd, Bill Squires, John 
Schertzer, Terry Ron iwsky, Margaret Dov ies, 
Mike Podolsky, Down Jomes, Kerry Dowdell, 
Don Wi Ison, Raymond Semple, Jim Hadden. 
SECOND ROW: Joyce Coulter, Gloria Stec, 
Lindo Simpson I Mory Ann Secord, Donna 
Wilson, Michelle Head, Wendy Woshbrook, 
Morta Dziubonawsky, Kristyn Kirkwood, 
Lindo Muhleisen. FIRST ROW: Dawn Stein, 
Connie Lucier, Elaine Konyu, Miss Johnson, 
Cindy Harris, Iris P,nkney, Karin Nestor, 
ABSENT: Po1ric ia Forrest. 
What Would Happen to 91 if: 
Judi M.: Played the tuba? 
A lan L .: Ironed his ha ir? 
Glor ia R.: Passed moth tests? 
Norman T .: Stopped laughing? 
Diane L. : Stopped being nervous? 
Peter B.: Blew up while play ing the 
clarinet? 
Darlene Z .: Failed the year? 
Don G.: Grew ta ller? 
Janet L.: Passed science? 
Ernest P. : Couldn't count four in music,? 
Cathy G.: Stopped dancing? 
Dan L.: Didn I t leave books in French? 
Cheryl B.: Passed in history? 
Rick 0.: Did h is moth without complain-
ing? 
Cindy R.: Bleoched her hair? 
John F . : Talked a lot? 
Ron D.: Gained 5 pounds? 
John M.: Could play trombone? 
Heather K . : Wore sneaker? 
John K .: Sat straight in ,,,usic? 
Richard M .: Shrunk? 
Paul M.: Got serious in moth? 
Roy S.: Wore his hair in a Beatie? 
Larry W.: Stood straight to answer 
questions? 
Cathy W . : Ployed drums? 
Reihold R.: Didn't wear bright shirts? 
Bob S.: Typed slowly? 
Mrs. Thurgood: Slouched during the 
Queen? 
CLASS NEWS OF 9J 
Carol B. (past.) Records. 
Heather B. (p.p . ) Bill C . 
Bi l I C. (past) Raising bunnies . 
Mary Theresa D. B. {t.m.) Long hair. 
David D. (p.p.) Having too many frats 
around. 
David D. (f.p.) Playing his violin. 
Shelley D. (p.p.) Kim K . 
Larry F. (n .n .) The Joker. 
Lorry F. (amb .) Swimming party. 
Michelle G. (omb) Her absence during 
exams. 
Tom H . ( amb . ) 7 1 1 ' ' 
Heather H. (t.m.) Kim K. 
Linda J. (t .m .) Erik. 
Bonnie K. {t . m .) Go- go boots. 
Kim K. (t.m . ) Chiquita seals . 
Blake N. (f.s.) " No comment". 
Greg P. (p.d .) Circus midget. 
Robert R. (f .s .) "Get lost!" . 
Virgin ia R. (n .n .) Mama Rosa 
Paula R. (f .s .) "What a stupid .... ! 11 
Tom R. {a .7 . ) Ful I moon watcher. 
Wanda S. (f .s .) " Hi, gang ! 11 
Cynthia S. (f.p.) Talking. 
Brion S. (t .m .) White socks. 
J omes Y.(f . p . ) Reading history books . 
Miss Vezina (f .s .) "Collect your 
thoughts." 
What would happen to 9K if 
Ian B.: got a brush cut. 
Joyce C.: remembered her bobby pins . 
Margaret D.: had platinum hair. 
Kerry D.: wasn't nice to girls . 
Marta D.: closed the locker door. 
Pat F . : stopped growing. 
James H . : couldn I t stare. 
Cindy H . : grew ten feet . 
Michelle H.: quit her hula lessons . 
Dawn J .: broke up with B.P. 
Kristyn K.: didn I t I ike boys. 
Elaine K.: sot in the front desk in English. 
Connie L. : wosn' t Pat Forrest' s friend. 
Lindo M. : wasn't a brain. 
Karin N.: wosn' t left handed. 
Iris P. : spoke louder. 
Mike P.: sang soprano. 
Perry R.: didn ' t sing in the choir . 
John S .: disliked Roy Semple. 
Mary Ann S.: hod long hair , 
Ray S.: didn't sit near John Schertzer. 
Linda S .: didn't give parties . 
Gloria S.: didn't like long-haired boys. 
Dawn S . : broke the sound barrier. 
Bill S .. wasn't called Squeaks. 
Wendy W . : didn't I ike Jade East men's 
cologne. 
Donny W .: didn't write scales for Mr. 
Curry. 
Donna W.: lost her glasses . 
9L 
BACK ROW: Tim Tyler, Gory Olsen, Frank 
Hojdu, Roger Harvey, Philip Ing, Charles 
Mc Arthur, Gotdon Purdy, Philip McLeod, 
Brion Nielson, Som Amormino, Harmon 
Koner, Ronald Mas,e . SECOND ROW: 
Corliss lz.atd, Kathleen Glen, Stello 
Jomrog, Debbie MacKenzie , Donno Sankoff, 
JiU Wosylyshyn, Morgo,.,t Gyemi, Mory 
Kovacic, Gail Cherwinski, Bridget Neale, 
Nancy Hotchord. FIRST ROW: Joanne Conii, 
Katherine Hope, Coral Mocri, Mr. Tyler, 
Mario Broser, Elizabeth Cood, Nancy Morcu.. 
ABSENT: Brigette Sorup. 
Compliments of the 
R. E. TUTTON COMPANY 
LIMITED 





Open 9 to 9 MON, thru SAT, 
3621 Wyandotte St. E. Riverside P.h. 948- 3741 
AGAIN, THIS YEAR, IT 'S 
COPELAN D'S 
Lincoln at Ottawa 
for 
SCHOOL SUPPLIES 
QUALITY - SERVICE - LOW PRICES 
G . B. COPELAND 
Books and $tat ionery 
1292 Lincoln ( at Ottawa) Phone 254-8441 
100 
PHONE 254- 2912 TECUMSEH RD. at CHILVER 
Victoria B. A. Service 
"JOE" MANTON 
At The End of 9L' s Year. 
Som A . : will hove purple feet from 
gropestomping. 
Birgitte B.· will be known as Walkerville's 
B.B. 
Morie B.: will hove shrunk for him. 
Goil C.: will by typing with her toes. 
Elizabeth C.: 100 cans of Wote-On gone 
to waste. 
Kothy G.: no more sthlurring through her 
brotheth. 
Margaret G.: no snobby comment. 
Roger H . : in Swan Loke as the lake. 
Noncy H.: loryngytis from speaking so 
loud. 
Cothy H.: will have learned how to walk. 
Phi 11 ip I.: w i 11 be deported class news 
officer. 
Corliss: gets her block belt in Judo. 
Ste I la J . : one mon po rode in school . 






MACDONALD & WHITE 
VARNISH & PAINT CO . LTD. 
785 Lauzon Rd . 
Windsor 
Joanne C . : w ii I hove grown o quarter 
inch . 
Mary K.: Mary Mild till the end. 
Debbie M.: still crozy about older men. 
Chuck: M.: Wise, witty, chucky. 
Corol M.: on the Lost Troin to Clorkes-
ville. 
Noncy M.: will star in Romper Room. 
Ron M.: will overthrow the Jolly Green 
Giont. 
Phil I ip M.: a bow tie to his collection. 
Briget N .: will still believe in Peter Pon. 
Gory 0.: will be stomping olong with 
Som. 
Gordon P.: cutiest boby in 1844. 
Donno S .: still trying. 
Tim T .: woterboy for WolkerviUe's foot-
ball team. 
Ji 11 W.: one man po rode every morning. 
Fronk H.: last of the Mohicons. 
LINDA LEE DAIRY BAR 
Lincoln and Tecumseh Roads. 
CHECKER CAB 
WINDSOR , LTD. 
"FOR THE BEST SERVICE" 
253-3551 
The Salvation Army 
GRACE HOSPITAL 
SCHOOL OF NURSING 
Windsor, Ontario. 
Offers a basic course ·n 
NURSING EDUCATION 
Qualifying for Ontario Registration 
*************** 
Excellent teaching facilities 
Modern Residence Accommodation 
************ 
Information may be secured from: 
Director, School of Nursing 
Telephone 256-2638 
For the BEST in QUALITY and SERVICE 
CALL • •• 
U9J IIVUSIDE DI VE Eo,t 
*Ready-Mix Concrete *Concrete Blocks 
* Al I Your Building Requirements. 
Comp I iments of 
Windsor Automobile Dealers 
Association 





Central Chrysler Plymouth Ltd. 




Congrotu lot ions For Better Furniture Vo I ues 
on Your "Centennial" 
Drink More Milk - Be Heo I thy 





1214 Ottawa Street 
TO THE 1967 GRADUATING CLASS 
With The Comp I iments 
of 
A Friend 
Comp I iments of 
Colonial Tool Company 
169 l WALKER ROAD 




1528 Wyandotte St. E. 
256-6544 
FINE QUALITY AT LOW PRICES 
103 
Grant & M ingay 
Insurance Ltd. 




<f x c e I it i or ~on um en t QC o. 
ReUable Since 1881 
Memorials of Granite, Marble, Bronze 
Ken Evans 
Phone 253-4756 11918 Tecumseh Road E. 
Phone CL. 3-9441 A. E. HEAD 
Proprietor 
DOMINION CARTAGE SERVICE 
GENERAL DELIVERY 
1562 Gladstone Avenue Windsor, Ontario 
TILE TOWN 
3150 Walker Rd. 
Phone 966 - 1514 
TRUCK LOAD PRICES TO ALL 
CONN'S FLOWERS & GIFTS 
Gateway Shopping Plaza 
Dial 96~5760 Dougall Road, Windsor, Ontario 
"The Store Right Next to Woolc'o" 
JIMMY'S SUNOCO SERVICE 
CERTIFIED MECHANICS 
Repairs to all makes • Free Pick-up & Delivery 
Telephone 254-0594 Parent A~e. & Erie st. 










"Gifts from Many Countries'' 
OUELLETTE AVE. AT PARK ST. 




2310 WALKER ROAD 
252-1686 
104 
Students Receive S,..,ec ia l Attention At 
Varsity Sports Centre 
Limited 
Riverside Drive West 
Windsor, Ontario. 
"THE RIGHT EQUIPMENT FOR EVERY SPORT" 
Phone 254-7822 Wyandotte at eh i lver 
Gord. Gamble's Service 
SUPERTEST 
* 
KENDAN MFG. LTD. 
2918 Walker Road 
1143 Mercer Street 
WINOSOR 
Phone 256-6493 
A D VA N C E PRINTING COMPANY 
• Uthography - Letterpress 
• Flne Job Printing 
1731 Wyandotte St. E. Windsor, Ontario 
LONDON LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY 
WOODY WOODRUFF 
500 Ouellette Avenue, Windsor 








1535 ottawa St. 
ZOLTAN RATH 
PHOTOGRAPHER 
Candid Weddings - Home Portraits 
Call 256- 6527 
Compliments of 
GRAY' S DEPARTMENT STORE 
OTTAWA and MOY 
Compliments of 
R. P. SCHERER LIMITED 
1370 ARGYLE ROAD 
Windsor, Ontario 
* 
~------------------1 SERVING THE CANADIAN MEDICAL PROFESSION SINCE 
Phone 966-0285 
WRIGHT'S DRUG STORE 1883 
W,L. Wright, Prop. 
3134 Walker Road WINOSOR, Ontario JOHN WYETH & BROTHER (CANADA) LIMITED 
Windsor Ontario 
BEARCAT BATTERY 
& TIRE SERVICE 
ALIGNMENT 
TIRES - BATIERIES - ROAD SERVICE 
COMPLETE FRONT-END REPAIRS - MUFFLERS 




C HI P - MATES 
Lays Potato Chips 
& 
Frito ' s Corn Chips 
PICKARD'S 5~-$1.00 STORE 
1068 Drouillard Road 
256-0125 
"Mo ldmokers of Canada" 
Center 
Tool & Mold 
COMPANY LIMITED 
2466 Central Avenue , Windsor, Ontario. 
LOUIS P. CALSAVARA WINDSOR 945- 2328 
President DETROIT 965- 2087 






Harness & Saddle Supply 
A fu l l I ine of 
Equestria n Suppl ies, Western Wear and 
Square Dance C lothes 
Prop. C, G rineou Phone 969- 91 13 





TWO WALKERVILLE ALUMNt 
LYMAN ' S HI - FI CENTRE 






493 Quellette Avenue 
Footwear for the Whole Famlly At: 
ED HAAS FINE SHOES LTD. 
1555 Wyandotte E. 252-3421 
Compliments of 
ADAM ' S ELECTRONICS 
(Windsor) Ltd. 
2471 Quellette Ave. 966-1190 
FASHION MI LLINERY 
Supplles and Custom Mlllinery 
1569 Tecumseh Rd. E. 256- 6845 
AL GELINAS FLORIST 
a253 Walker Road 
- Corsages -
- Arrangements and Guts -
for all occasions 
966- 0363 Open 7 days a week 
MARENTETTE ' S BOOK STORE 
Office Supplles - Personal Stationery 




GEORGE'S BARBER SHOP 
"experts ln men's hair styles" 
1169 ottawa Street 
Compliments of 
NICK HADDAD ' S IGA 
867 Wyndotte East 
PLATT'S TEXACO SERVICE 
1919 Wyandotte St. E. 
Windsor, Ontario 
254-7766 
CAPPI E' S VARIETY 
Patent Medicines 
Wyandotte and Devonshire 
Ph. 253- 6420 
Compliments of 
LYLES MEN'S SHOP 
478 Quellette St. 
Between Seaway Hotel & Kent Trust 
MAROON' S JEWELLERS 
Fine Diamonds and Watches 
1647 Tecumseh Rd, E. 
TUNNEL PARKING LTD. 
565 & 656 Du!!erln Pl. 





A & W Drive-In ••..••••••• 53 
Adams Drug Company •...••. 64 
Adorn' s Electronics ...•....• 107 
Advance Printing Co .• , • , . 105 
Agnew Surpass ............ 64 
Airport Motel ............. 64 
Albert's Service ••..•....• 74 
Allon, Roger Lumber ..•••... 46 
Allon' s Meots ............. 64 
The Bonk Boys • . . • • • • . • • . . 64 
Bonk of Montreal • • . . • • • • • . 66 
Baum and Brody •.•..•.•.••. 74 
Beorcot Batter and Tire 
Service . . .......••.... 106 
Birk' s Jewellers . . • . . • . . 104 
Boord of Educot ion. . . . . . . . . 26 
Bond Clothes Shop ...•...•. 64 
Brotherhood Men's Store ••• 105 
Bulmer Business College ..•. 74 
Bulmer Typewriter •.....•..• 64 
Burnside Hordwore , , , ••• , , , o4 
Conodo Dry Bottling Co ...•. 104 
Conodion Imperial Bonk 
of Commerce. . . . . . . . . . . . 8 
Ouellette & Riverside 
Conodion Imperial Bonk 
of Commerce • • • • • • • . . . . 73 
415 Oevonihire Rood 
Conad ion Motor Lomp Co. 
Ltd ••.•..•..•..••...... 73 
Conodion Tile ond 
T errozzo •......•..•.... 29 
Canteen of Canada. . • . . . . . . 3 
Coppie's Variety .•.•....• 107 
Center Tool and Mold 
Co. Ltd ...•...•.....• 106 
Chamber's Barber Shop ..••. 64 
Champion Spark Plug Co .•. 103 
Checker Cob ............. 101 
Christion Science Moniter ••. 66 
Chrysler Canada Ltd. . . . . . . . 6 
Chuck Holmes C lathing ....• J 08 
Coco-Colo Ltd. • • . . . • . . . . . 46 
Colon iol Tool Company •.•.• 103 
Conn's Flowers ••.... ,, .. ·· 104 
G. B. Copeland Book 
Store ....••.... , ·,,, · · · • 100 
Crescent Bowling Lones. ... • 108 
Dixon's limited.,, •. ···,,, 74 
Dominion Cartage 
Service ..•.. , • , , · · · · · • • • l 04 
Dominion Forge Company .• 74 
Excelsior Monument , ... • ·, l 04 
Compliments of 
PEARCE LETTNER 
345 Ouellette Avenue 
253-8465 
Balls Drilled and Repaired 
Forrell's Pharmacy .••••••• 29 
Fashion Millinery ....•... 107 
Fetter, Dr. Kori •..•.••... 107 
Ford Motor Company • . . . • 2 
Freeman's Sol id State 
Centre • ..........•.... 10 
Frito-Loy Incorporated .•. , 106 
Gelinas Florist • • • · · • • • • • ,107 
George' s Barber Shop . . • . I 07 
George Lo Bont6 .•....•... 46 
Gord Gamble -
Supertest Station.··, ... 105 
Groce Hospital School 
of Nursing ........... 102 
Grant and Mingoy 
Insurance Ltd . • •••..••. 104 
Groy's Ltd •••.••••...... 105 
Ed Hoos, Shoe Store ..•... 107 
Hoddod, Nick .......... 107 
Hi-Woy Restaurant ..• ,... 74 
House of Denmark • . • . • . • . 29 
Jomes Market •.....••.... 74 
Jimmy's Sunoco Service ... 104 
Joe's Sty I ist' s Barber 
shop . ·.,,, ........... 36 
Jolly, D. W., Office 
Moch ines • • • . . • • . . . . . 7 4 
Kelsey Wheel Company, 
Ltd •.••• , ••• ,,.,, •.••. 53 
Kendan Mfg. Ltd ••.••.•.• 105 
Lazare' s Furs ........... 107 
Lindo Lee Dairy Bar ....... 101 
Lyles's Men's Shop •.•.... 107 
Lyman's Hi-Fi Centre .•..• 107 
MacDonald & White 
Varnish & Pdlnl •.•..•.. lOI 
Morenletle I s Book Store •.• I 07 
Maroon' s Jewellers . . . • •• 107 
Marsh Frozen Foods ....••. 64 
Morton, Pou I . • • . . . . . • • • 64 
Marvin' s Ory Goods ••••• 45 
Metropolitan Hospital 
School of Nursing ...... 46 
McKay, Jomes Harkness. . . 64 
Mc Kinnon Industries Ltd ••• 14 
Meonwell, Goodwin &Co. 101 
Milk Educational Council 
of Windsor •.••.••••.•• 103 
Monarch Mattress ..... , ... 64 
Notional Fire Equipment 
Co. Ltd .............. 60 
0' Neill Bernhardt.,.,.. . . 3 
Pearce Leitner ••.••••.... l 08 
Pickord's .••••.......... 106 
Pillsworth, Vem H ..•...• 64 
Plott's Texaco Service .... 107 
Roth, Zolton .•..•..•. , • . I 05 
Rennie' s Music Store ....• 66 
Reynold's Pie lure From ing .. 36 
Ross, A., Plumbing Co .... 46 
Russell Stationery & 
Office Supply. ..••.•. , . 74 
Ruth Venus Sportswear ..••. 100 
Som' s Deportment Store •... 7 4 
Scherer, R. P. Limited .... 105 
She 11 Conodo Lim i led •..... 64 
Silverwood' s Do iries- •..•.. 36 
Smeeton' s Limited •..•.••• 46 
Smith's Deportment Store ... 66 
Sterling Building 
Materials Ltd .•..••.... 102 
Strong's Meat Market .•... 108 
Teppermon's Ltd ......... 103 
Tile Town of Windsor ..•... 104 
Toledo Scoles .•.....••... 53 
Top Hot Supper Club ..•••• 46 
Tunnel Parking Ltd •.••..•. 107 
Tutton, R • E . , Company 
Ltd ................... 100 
Unique Equipment Systems .• 55 
Varsity Sports Shop .•....• 105 
Victoria B. A. Stotion ..•• .100 
Vizard, Jock ••••..•....• 64 
Wolkerville Plumbing ••••. 36 
Werner's Shoes ...••..•.. 103 
Windsor Automobile Dealers 
Association ..•••••.•..• 102 
Windsor Business College , 36 
Windsor Homess & Saddle 
Supply ................ 106 
Windsor Pol ice Assoc iot ion. 29 
Windsor Tool ond Die •..... 73 
Windsor Utilities Commission 8 
Worby' s, Fred, 8. A. 
Service ••.•..•••.••... 36 
Wright ' s Drug Store .•••.•• I 05 
Woodruff, 0 •......•...•• I 05 
Wyandotte News ond 
Variety •..••.•.....•.. 74 
Wyeth, John, and Brother, 
Ltd •....•••.••..•..•.. 105 
91 ...••..•.•••••••••.• 10 
11H ................... 106 
12F ...•.•..••.•..•..•.• 72 
STRONG' S MEAT MARKET 
Groceries, Fruits, Vegetables 
3010 Tecumseh Rd. East at Alexis 
FREE DELIVERY PHONE 945-6941 
CRESCENT BOWLING LANES CHUCK HOLMES CLOTH I NG 
New A.M.F. Ball Exits - Sparemakers 
MEN'S APPAREL 
871 OTTAWA STREET WINDSOR, ONT. 
PRO SHOP 1501 Te cumseh Rd. E. (at Gladstone) 
Telephone 252- 1109 Res. 945- 3641 
108 
' 
Your Canadian Publisher 
WHITBY, ONTARIO 
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